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Abstract

Quantum computing promises an exponential speedup for computational problems in ma-

terial sciences, cryptography and drug design that are infeasible to resolve by traditional

classical systems. As quantum computing technology matures, larger and more complex

quantum states can be prepared on a quantum computer, enabling the resolution of larger

problem instances, e.g. breaking larger cryptographic keys or modelling larger molecules

accurately for the exploration of novel drugs. Near-term quantum computers, however,

are characterized by large error rates, a relatively low number of qubits and a low connec-

tivity between qubits.

These characteristics impose strict requirements on the structure of quantum computa-

tions that must be incorporated by compilation methods targeting near-term quantum

computers in order to ensure compatibility and yield highly accurate results. Rigorous

compilation methods have been explored for addressing these requirements as they ex-

actly explore the solution space and thus yield a quantum computation that is optimal

with respect to the incorporated requirements. However, previous rigorous compilation

methods demonstrate limited applicability and typically focus on one aspect of the im-

posed requirements, i.e. reducing the duration or the number of swap gates in a quantum

computation.

In this work, opportunities for improving near-term quantum computations through com-

pilation are explored first. These compilation opportunities are included in rigorous com-

pilation methods to investigate each aspect of the imposed requirements, i.e. the number

of qubits, connectivity of qubits, duration and incurred errors. The developed rigorous

compilation methods are then evaluated with respect to their ability to enable quantum

computations that are otherwise not accessible with near-term quantum technology.
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Experimental results demonstrate the ability of the developed rigorous compilation meth-

ods to extend the computational reach of near-term quantum computers by generating

quantum computations with a reduced requirement on the number and connectivity of

qubits as well as reducing the duration and incurred errors of performed quantum com-

putations. Furthermore, the developed rigorous compilation methods extend their appli-

cability to quantum circuit partitioning, qubit reuse and the translation between quantum

computations generated for distinct quantum technologies.

Specifically, a developed rigorous compilation method exploiting the structure of a quan-

tum computation to reuse qubits at runtime yielded a reduction in the required number of

qubits of up to 5x and result error by up to 33%. The developed quantum circuit partition-

ing method optimally distributes a quantum computation to distinct separate partitions,

reducing the required number of qubits by 40% and the cost of partitioning by 41% on

average. Furthermore, a rigorous compilation method was developed for quantum com-

puters based on neutral atoms that combines swap gate insertions and topology changes

to reduce the impact of limited qubit connectivity on the quantum computation duration

by up to 58% and on the result fidelity by up to 29%. Finally, the developed quantum cir-

cuit adaptation method enables to translate between distinct quantum technologies while

considering heterogeneous computational primitives with distinct characteristics to reduce

the idle time of qubits by up to 87% and the result fidelity by up to 40%.
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Zusammenfassung

Quantenberechnungen versprechen eine exponentielle Laufzeitverbesserung für das Lö-

sen von Problemen in der Materialforschung, Kryptografie und der Arzneimittelentwick-

lung, die durch klassische Rechnersysteme nicht mit akzeptablem Aufwand lösbar sind.

Durch fortwährende Verbesserungen in Quantenrechner-Technologien, können größere

und komplexere Quantenzustände auf einem Quantenrechner präpariert werden, wo-

durch größere Probleminstanzen gelöst werden können. Zum Beispiel können größe-

re kryptografische Schlüssel gebrochen werden oder größere Moleküle exakt modelliert

werden, um neue Arzneimittel zu entdecken. Gegenwärtige Quantenrechner sind jedoch

durch hohe Fehlerraten, eine relativ niedrige Anzahl Quantenbits und eine geringe Kon-

nektivität zwischen Quantenbits charakterisiert.

An die Struktur von Quantenberechnungen werden durch diese Charakteristiken strenge

Anforderungen gestellt, die in Kompilierungsmethoden für gegenwärtige Quantenrechner

eingebracht werden müssen, damit die Kompatibilität gewährleistet ist und eine hohe Ge-

nauigkeit der Resultate erzielt werden kann. Für diese Anforderungen wurden bereits rigo-

rose Kompilierungsmethoden untersucht. Diese durchsuchen den Lösungsraum exakt und

bestimmen dadurch Quantenberechnungen, die optimal bezüglich der gestellten Anforde-

rungen sind. Existierende rigorose Kompilierungsmethoden haben jedoch eine bedingte

Anwendbarkeit und beschränken sich typischerweise auf einzelne Aspekte der auferlegten

Anforderungen, zum Beispiel die Reduzierung der Laufzeit oder die Anzahl von Swap-

Gattern einer Quantenberechnung.

In dieser Arbeit werden zunächst Freiheitsgrade der Kompilierung für die Verbesserun-

gen von gegenwärtigen Quantenberechnungen untersucht. Diese Freiheitsgrade werden

in den rigorosen Kompilierungsmethoden verwendet, um alle Aspekte der auferlegten An-

forderungen, das heißt die Anzahl sowie Konnektivität der Quantenbits, aber auch die
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Laufzeit und die Anzahl anfallender Fehler, zu untersuchen. Die resultierenden rigorosen

Kompilierungsmethoden werden dann in Bezug auf die Möglichkeit evaluiert, Quantenbe-

rechnungen durchzuführen, die andernfalls nicht mit der gegenwärtigen Quantenrechner-

Technologie ausgeführt werden können.

Experimentelle Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die entwickelten rigorosen Kompilierungsmetho-

den die Berechnungsreichweite gegenwärtiger Quantenrechner erweitern können, indem

sie Quantenberechnungen mit reduzierter Laufzeit und Fehlern generieren, die zudem

reduzierte Anforderungen an die Anzahl und Konnektivität der Qubits hatten. Darüber

hinaus wurde die Anwendbarkeit der entwickelten rigorosen Kompilierungsmethoden er-

weitert, um die Partitionierung, das Wiederverwenden von Qubits und die Übersetzung

zwischen Quantenberechungen für unterschiedliche Quantenrechnertechnologien.

Im Besonderen hat die entwickelte rigorose Kompilierungsmethode, die die Struktur von

Quantenberechnungen zum Wiederverwenden von Quantenbits ausnutzt, eine Verringe-

rung der benötigten Quantenbits um Faktor fünf erbracht und die Fehler der Ergebnisse

um bis zu 33% verringert. Die entwickelte Quantenschaltungspartitionierungsmethode

verteilt die Ausführung einer Quantenberechnung optimal auf separate Partitionen, wo-

durch die Anzahl benötigter Quantenbits um bis zu 40% und die Kosten für die Partitio-

nierung durchschnittlich um 41% reduziert wurden. Weiterhin wurde eine rigorose Kom-

pilierungsmethode für Quantenrechner auf der Basis von neutralen Atomen entwickelt.

Diese Kompilierungsmethode kombiniert die Nutzung von Swap-Gattern und topologi-

schen Veränderungen, um die Auswirkungen beschränkter Quantenbit-Konnektivität auf

die Ergebnisgüte um bis zu 29% und die Dauer der Quantenberechnung um bis zu 58%

zu verringern. Abschließend wurde aufgezeigt, dass die entwickelten Quantenschaltungs-

adaptierungsmethode befähigt, zwischen verschiedenen Quantenrechnertechnologien zu

übersetzen, während heterogene Berechnungsprimitive mit unterschiedlichen Charakte-

ristiken berücksichtigt werden. Dabei wurde die Leerlaufzeit von Quantenbits um bis zu

87% verringert und die Ergebnisgüte um bis zu 40% verbessert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum computing promises advantages in computation time and scale of resolvable

problems [Man80, F+18, Sho94]. For unstructured problems, such as searching in un-

structured data or determining certain graph properties, a speedup in computation time

up to the fourth power has been shown [ABDK+21]. Structured problems, including

applications in machine learning [Aar15], integer factorization [Sho94] or chemistry

[AL99, WKAGR08, AGDLHG05], can even yield an exponential speedup in principle.

These speedups allow the computation of problems at an otherwise infeasible scale, thus,

e.g. causing the need for novel cryptography protocols [BL17].

Furthermore, an accurate simulation of large molecules imposes prohibitive memory re-

quirements on traditional computer systems [RWS+17]. On quantum computers, how-

ever, molecules can be represented more efficiently, paving the way for a profound

simulation of large molecule interactions thus enabling the design of more effective

drugs [CRAG18], improvements to industry-scale energy-inefficient chemical processes

[FotUN17, RWS+17], or novel materials [BBMKLC20].

However, only large-scale quantum computers with full quantum error correction are

guaranteed to exhibit these advantages [Pre18, RWS+17, Sho94, GE21]. Full quan-

tum error correction schemes can improve the accuracy of a quantum computation to an

arbitrary level given a sufficiently large quantum computer and an error rate that is below

a certain threshold [KLZ98]. The error rate threshold for full quantum error correction

has been proven to be at the order of 1% [RH07, FSG09]. As existing near-term quan-

tum computers begin to meet this error rate requirement [IBM23d, AAB+19, PDF+21],
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quantum error correction experiments on these computers have started to demonstrate a

limited reduction in error rate [Goo23, SER+23]. However, processing hard large-scale

computational problems with full quantum error correction imposes large resource re-

quirements that are even prohibitive for quantum computers in the immediate near-term

[CTV17, GE21]. For instance, attacking the ubiquitous RSA cryptography system [RSA78]

at a contemporary key length of 2048 bits [fSidIB20] with a state-of-the-art quantum er-

ror correction protocol requires quantum computers that are five orders of magnitude

larger at an error rate that is one order of magnitude lower than currently available

[GE21, AAB+19, IBM23d, PDF+21]. Reaching full quantum error correction at scales rel-

evant for solving practical problems thus poses grand research and engineering challenges

for the foreseeable future [BDG+22, FMMC12, GE21].

Near-Term Quantum Computing

As full quantum error correction is not available in the immediate future, near-term

quantum computers are explored to yield novel scientific insights and economic value.

Near-term quantum computers are not expected to support large-scale quantum com-

putations such as required for attacking RSA at contemporary key lengths [BDG+22,

Pre18, FMMC12]. Given the large state space addressable on smaller-scale quantum

computations, however, it is an open research question whether a near-term quantum

computer can yield a scientific or economic value [BDG+22, Pre18]. There are al-

ready demonstrations on near-term quantum computers where non-trivial computations

have been performed which require substantial runtime on traditional computer systems

[AAB+19, PCZ22, KEA+23, BC23, TSSF24]. Despite these demonstrations not yielding a

practical value yet, they highlight the potential of near-term quantum computers for solv-

ing practical problems at a scale that is infeasible or unprofitable to solve on traditional

computers. Before near-term quantum computers can yield a practical value, however,

challenges associated with this relatively nascent technology must be addressed.

Near-term quantum computers are limited in the type and scale of quantum computa-

tions they can perform without yielding erroneous results. The computational steps, i.e.

operations, performed while solving a problem on a near-term quantum computer fail
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with a considerable error rate [Pre18, LB20, BDP21]. In addition, the information stored

by a qubit is corrupted over time [Sch19]. For these reasons, they are also described

as noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers that, by definition, have a lim-

ited number of error-affected ’computational elements’, called quantum bits (qubits), in

the range of several dozen to several hundred [Pre18]. A quantum computer operates

on these qubits to store and determine information about the solution to a problem it is

configured to solve [NC11]. Quantum computers are realized on varying technology plat-

forms, such as superconducting electronic circuits [IBM23d, AAB+19, Rig23], ion traps

[BKM16, LWF+17], quantum optics [Bar15, KMN+07], nitrogen-vacancy [DMD+13],

semiconductor spin [PRE+22, ZCL+20, WBB+14] or neutral atoms [BSK+17]. Incor-

porating the heterogeneous computational primitives supported by these various quan-

tum computing technologies poses challenges for compilation methods. For instance, the

compilation method may need to translate a quantum computation between distinct tech-

nology platforms to make it compatible with a target quantum computer. Furthermore,

distinct sets of computational primitives within one technology platform lead to a signif-

icantly larger solution space that a compiler method must traverse to yield an optimized

solution.

Challenge 1: Ubiquitous Errors

Due to the absence of full quantum error correction and the relatively nascent technology

platforms used as a basis, errors are ubiquitous in near-term quantum computers [Pre18].

Errors are incurred by adverse physical processes that cause e.g. the inaccurate application

of quantum operations [DMN13], or unwanted interactions with the environment such as

electromagnetic fields [LWF+17] or radiation [VKO+20, Mar21]. When an error occurs,

the state of a qubit is corrupted, i.e. the current qubit state deviates from the intended

state, which ultimately leads to resolving a given problem incorrectly.

In near-term quantum computers, errors are primarily characterized for each type of ap-

plied operation and as a constant describing the decay of information on a qubit over time

[KLR+08, MGE12, GJW+23, BPK23b, Sch19]. Thus, bounds on the type and number of

operations in a quantum computation and on the total duration of quantum computations

can be quantified for a given quantum computer [Pre18, BDP21]. For instance, the qubits
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currently available in the ibmq_ehningen quantum computer provided by IBM Quantum

decay exponentially at a time constant of roughly a hundred microseconds [IBM23b]. Fur-

thermore, the error rate is in the one per cent zone with deviations of up to one order of

magnitude possible depending on the exact type of operation [IBM23b]. At a one per

cent error rate, one error with a potentially catastrophic impact is expected every hundred

operations. Thus, quantum computations on this device would need to be completed in

much less than a hundred microseconds and in much less than a hundred operations to

yield a reasonable result quality [BDP21, LB20, Pre18].

Besides this relatively coarse quantification of errors, more nuanced characteristics of

quantum computations can have a significant impact on the expected result error. One

such characteristic is the qubit idle time [JJAB+21, DTDQ21, BKNB23], i.e. the total time

between the first and last operation on a qubit during which no operation is applied.

During qubit idle time additional errors can occur that have a significant impact on the

computation [JJAB+21, DTDQ21, BKNB23]. Furthermore, near-term quantum computers

are prone to errors that only occur in certain operational contexts such as simultaneous

operations or a certain order of operations [RPL+19, SPR+20, KW23].

Challenge 2: Limited Qubit Connectivity

Inter-qubit operations are a prerequisite for solving problems with a practical runtime

speedup on quantum computers [NC11]. However, relevant technology platforms used for

near-term quantum computers only support inter-qubit operations on a restricted subset

of qubit-qubit pairs at scale, i.e. their qubit connectivity is limited [IBM23d, AAB+19,

BKM16, LWF+17, KMW21, WHWH20, Bar15, KMN+07, DMD+13, BSK+17]. On these

near-term quantum computers, the qubit connectivity ranges from all-to-all connected

qubits in small-scale ion trap quantum computers, to three-dimensional grids in neutral

atoms [BSK+17], and two-dimensional grids or less on superconducting electronic circuits

[IBM23d, AAB+19].

This restricted qubit connectivity is in contrast to the requirements set by problems tar-

geted by near-term quantum computing such as portfolio optimization where inter-qubit

operations can occur on all pairs of qubits [BBD+23]. Resolving such problems will in-

duce inter-qubit operations that are not directly supported by the qubit connectivity of a
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quantum computer. In these cases, auxiliary instructions such as swap operations, topol-

ogy shifts or quantum state teleportation must be inserted into the quantum computation

[ZPW18, WBZ19, HZW21, BBP21, TC20]. In the worst case of linearly connected qubits

on the quantum computer, a number of auxiliary instructions must be inserted per time

step that scales quadratically in the number of qubits [Bri17]. The insertion of such a large

number of auxiliary instructions incurs further errors as the duration and the number of

operations in the given quantum computation are increased. A restricted qubit connectiv-

ity thus leads to a potentially prohibitive increase in errors, limiting the scope of near-term

quantum computers.

Challenge 3: Scarcity of Qubits

Next to the error behaviour and the qubit connectivity, the number of available qubits is

a major performance metric of quantum computers. Qubits are a scarce resource in near-

term quantum computers, with recent prototypes allowing a quantum computation to

utilize up to 127 qubits [KEA+23]. In general, yielding a quantum speedup and thus tack-

ling problems of practical relevance, requires quantum computers to at least surpass the

simulation capabilities of classical computers. As the memory space requirement doubles

for every simulated qubit, a simulation involving 50 qubits already imposes a prohibitive

memory requirement of 18 petabytes on a classical computer. However, this bound only

holds for general quantum computations on error-free all-to-all connected qubits. A much

larger number of qubits can be simulated efficiently if a non-zero error rate affects the

computation [ZSW20], the computation consists of certain structures or is performed by

applying a restricted set of operations [MT06, ZSW20, PCZ22, BC23, TSSF24, Gid21]. For

instance, recently a quantum computation on a near-term quantum computer with 127

error-affected qubits was simulated efficiently on a classical computer [BC23, TSSF24].

Apart from being a prerequisite for a practical runtime speedup, an increase in the number

of qubits can also enable quantum computations with a reduced duration or number of

operations. For quantum computations realizing arithmetic functions, ancilla (or: spare)

qubits can be used to store intermediate states yielding more compact quantum compu-

tations that are less affected by limited qubit connectivity [SM13]. Another example is

ancilla qubits used to store intermediate measurement results that are acted upon sub-
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sequently to reduce the duration of the quantum computation [WKST19, LG22]. Since

qubits are a scarce resource in near-term quantum computers, ancilla qubits may often

not be available to reduce the size of a quantum computation.

Challenge 4: Heterogeneous Operations

Near-term quantum computers are realized on vastly different quantum computing tech-

nology platforms. While established quantum computer vendors are currently focusing on

superconducting electronic circuits [AAB+19, IBM23d, Rig23], alternatives are abundant

[BKM16, LWF+17, KMW21, WHWH20, Bar15, KMN+07, DMD+13, BSK+17]. These tech-

nology platforms support varying computational primitives that can realize varying sets of

operations natively. Consequently, a given quantum computation typically needs to be

represented by the set of operations natively supported by the target quantum computer.

Furthermore, the set of operations supported by a quantum computer can change over

time [IBM23b].

The dynamics of supported operations poses challenges for the classical control software

of a near-term quantum computer. First, as most quantum computers currently available

to researchers are based on superconducting electronic circuits [AAB+19, IBM23d, Rig23],

quantum computations are often designed with the characteristics and supported opera-

tions of this technology platform in mind [BKNB23]. Thus, a target quantum computa-

tion may be defined by a set of operations not available to a given near-term quantum

computer, especially if the quantum computer is not based on superconducting electronic

circuits [BKNB23]. In this case, the quantum computation must be adapted to the target

technology platform while considering the potential novel limitations of that platform.

Second, the set of operations supported by a quantum computer may be degenerate, i.e.

there are at least two operations in that set with the same functionality but potentially dif-

fering characteristics. For a degenerate set of supported operations, the classical control

software incurs a larger compilation effort to carefully select the operations best suited for

realizing a given quantum computation [BKNB23].
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Rigorous Compilation of Quantum Computations

With large-scale quantum error correction imposing prohibitive resource requirements on

current and near-term quantum computers, the field has turned to methods that can

mitigate the impact of errors in near-term quantum computing [TC20, EBL18, TBG17,

KTC+19, BDG+22]. Before a quantum computation can be executed, it must be compiled

into a form that retains its intended functionality and also satisfies the requirements of the

target quantum computer in terms of qubit connectivity, types of supported operations or

the number of qubits [TC20, BDP21, ZPW18]. Several degrees of freedom, i.e. compila-

tion opportunities, are at the disposal of the compilation step to determine such a quantum

computation with characteristics that reduce the impact of errors on the target quantum

computer. Compilation opportunities arise for a given quantum computation, for instance,

when inserting auxiliary instructions due to limited qubit connectivity or when adapting

to a different set of supported operations. These compilation opportunities can be used

to address the challenges of near-term quantum computers before potentially employing

additional error mitigation methods.

Compilation for near-term quantum computers has been demonstrated to yield significant

improvements in the number of operations, duration and errors of quantum computa-

tions by suitably exploiting compilation opportunities [JJAB+21, TC20, ZPW18, BPK23b,

BBP21, BPK23a, BKNB23]. Hereby, an increase in performance metrics of near-term quan-

tum computers could be observed [JJAB+21, TC20, ZPW18]. One notable example is the

doubled size of successfully executed random quantum computations, as defined by the

quantum volume protocol [CBS+19, JJAB+21]. Results such as these highlight the impor-

tance of compilation for near-term quantum computations. In addition to the mentioned

benefits, the compilation of quantum computations is a precursor for many quantum error

mitigation methods that require a quantum computation as an input [KTC+19, TBG17].

In rigorous compilation of quantum computations, methods are employed that are based

on a formal description of the available compilation opportunities and the given quantum

computation. These rigorous methods can then reason about the complete solution space

of the considered compilation opportunities to determine a quantum computation that is

optimal with respect to a description of a preferred quantum computation. Furthermore,
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the rigorous compilation of quantum computations enables an investigation into the sup-

plied compilation opportunities themselves, i.e. it allows the compiler to decide whether

one particular compilation opportunity is more beneficial for a quantum computation than

another. This allows us to shape future iterations of near-term quantum computers to

better support one compilation opportunity in favour of another. As a byproduct of the

rigorousness, these methods can also give a definite answer when a quantum computation

can not be compiled up to specified limits e.g. within a maximal computation duration.

Although rigorous methods incur a large runtime overhead in general [MB08], they are

often still applicable as the size of near-term quantum computations is limited [Pre18,

BDP21]. Furthermore, the rigorous compilation of quantum computations can often be

performed offline before intending to execute a quantum computation [JBP22, BPK23b].

This allows to execute runtime-intensive rigorous methods for hours without impacting

the throughput or latency of the quantum computation at the time it is executed on a

quantum computer.

Contribution of this Thesis and Organization

The main contributions of this work are depicted in Figure 1.1. The work at hand de-

velops rigorous compilation methods for extending the computational reach of near-term

quantum computers, i.e. to enable quantum computations whose requirements were not

met by the target quantum computer before the compilation was performed. To reach this

goal, compilation opportunities tackling the major challenges of near-term quantum com-

puters are first identified and then incorporated into rigorous compilation methods. The

rigorous compilation methods determine a provably optimal compilation of a quantum

computation based on a formal description of the available compilation opportunities.

Specifically, compilation opportunities employing qubit reuse, qubit connectivity changes

induced by topology shifts, quantum circuit partitioning and quantum circuit adaptation

have been identified to remedy near-term quantum computing challenges. The scarcity of

qubits and limited qubit connectivity can be addressed by qubit reuse and quantum circuit

partitioning for quantum computations with a certain structure. Furthermore, technology

platforms for near-term quantum computing based on neutral atoms can perform qubit
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Figure 1.1: Main contribution of this work.

connectivity changes through topology shifts that can be used to address qubit connectiv-

ity challenges. As qubit reuse and the partitioning of quantum computations reduce the

required number of qubits in a computation, they may also lower the overhead imposed

by limited qubit connectivity. The heterogeneous operations arising in the nascent field of

quantum computing are specifically addressed in quantum circuit adaptation. In addition,

the introduced compilation methods can help to reduce the impact of errors in near-term

quantum computers.

This work is structured into three parts. The first part (Chapters 2 and 3) gives the back-

ground on gate-based near-term quantum computers and introduces the rigorous compi-

lation methods used in this work. The second part (Chapters 4 to 8) describes the main

contribution of this work as follows:

Chapter 4 ("Compilation Opportunities for Near-Term Quantum Computing Challenges") —

Here, compilation opportunities for addressing the challenges of near-term quantum

computers are described and an overview of compilation methods is given.

Chapter 5 ("Qubit Reuse") — In this chapter, compilation opportunities based on qubit

reuse are developed into a rigorous compilation method. As the availability of fast
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high-quality qubit reset is mandatory for effective qubit reuse, the error behavior of

qubit reset is first characterized on a near-term quantum computer.

Chapter 6 ("Topology Changes Induced by Rydberg Shifts") — Qubit connectivity changes

induced by topology shifts are explored in this chapter for resolving the limited qubit

connectivity. The typical approach of resolving qubit connectivity by only inserting

certain quantum operations called swap gates is compared to employing topology

shifts available with neutral atoms. This comparison yielded technology parameters

for which topology shifts are strictly better performing than only inserting swap

gates.

Chapter 7 ("Quantum Circuit Partitioning") — In this chapter, quantum circuit partition-

ing is developed and demonstrated to significantly alleviate a lack of qubits in near-

term quantum computers. However, quantum circuit partitioning generally incurs an

exponential increase in quantum computing time, limiting the scope of this approach

and diminishing potential quantum speedups. Therefore, a rigorous minimization

of the runtime overhead is developed and demonstrated to significantly outperform

previous work on quantum circuit partitioning.

Chapter 8 ("Quantum Circuit Adaptation") — The nascent field of quantum computing

gives rise to vastly different technology platforms that compete for the first realiza-

tion of a practically relevant quantum computer. The heterogeneity of technology

platforms also leads to the realization of heterogeneous sets of operations on these

platforms. It is therefore a typical task to adapt a quantum computation given for one

set of operations supported by a technology platform to another set of operations.

In this chapter we combine multiple compilation opportunities for the adaptation of

quantum computations in one rigorous compilation method.

In the third and last part (Chapter 9) the main contributions of this work are summarized

and an outlook to future work is given.
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Background





Chapter 2

Quantum Computing

In a quantum computation, the preparation, transformation, communication and mea-

surement of quantum states are used to solve challenging computational problems

[Sho94, CRAG18, FotUN17, BBMKLC20]. Different approaches to quantum computing

have been developed that can be broadly divided into analogue and digital computations

as well as universal and non-universal approaches [DC08].

In non-universal approaches such as adiabatic quantum computing [DSC19] or boson

sampling [AA11, ZWD+20] not all quantum computations can be performed to arbitrary

precision even when the computation is not affected by errors [Pre18]. In contrast,

universal quantum computers allow to perform any computation to arbitrary precision

[DBE95] given a sufficiently large size and an error rate that is below a certain threshold

[KLZ98, Kit03]. In digital quantum computers, a given computational problem is resolved

by performing a set of discrete steps [NC11] whereas in analogue approaches the quantum

computation is decomposed into a continuous transformation [DC08]. Adiabatic [DSC19]

and continuous variable [BvL05] quantum computing are examples of analogue quan-

tum computing, whereas measurement-based quantum computing [BBD+09, Nie06], and

gate-based quantum computing [IBM23b, AAB+19] are examples of digital quantum com-

puting. In this work, the focus lies on gate-based quantum computers where a quantum

computation can be represented by a graph-based structure called quantum circuit.
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2 Quantum Computing

2.1 Quantum State

The basic unit of information in quantum computing is a qubit, which describes the state

of a two-level quantum system [NC11]. From the initial state of a qubit, a target quantum

state is prepared by operators that define the occurring state transformation in each step

of a quantum computation. After the target quantum state is prepared, the qubit is mea-

sured to yield a classical value that helps to determine the solution to a given problem.

Higher-dimensional d-level quantum systems that can be described by qudits or infinite

dimensional quantum states are not considered in this work [NC11].

2.1.1 Representation

The state of a qubit can be represented by structures such as (state) vectors [NC11], de-

cision diagrams [MT06, ZHW19], tensor networks [MS08], or density matrices [NC11].

Decision diagrams and tensor networks can represent quantum states with certain prop-

erties more efficiently than a state vector or a density matrix [MT06, ZHW19, MS08]. A

density matrix can represent a collection of quantum states where each quantum state has

a probability to occur [NC11], which is typically used to accurately represent the effect of

noise on a quantum state.

State Vector

The state vector of a one-qubit quantum state can be defined as

|ψ⟩ = α |0⟩+ β |1⟩ , (2.1)

where |0⟩ and |1⟩ form the computational basis and α, β are complex values [NC11].

The complex values α, β are probability amplitudes that correspond to the measurement

probabilities of the basis states, i.e. their squared magnitudes sum up to one |α|2+|β|2 = 1

with |α|2 and |β|2 corresponding to the measurement probability of the measurement

value associated with |0⟩ and |1⟩.

The Dirac-notation [NC11] indicates n-dimensional vectors that correspond to a ’ket’ |·⟩

or a ’bra’ ⟨·| of a quantum state such that ⟨·| is the conjugate transpose of |·⟩ as ⟨·| = |·⟩† =
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(|·⟩∗)T . The following vectors can be used to represent the computational basis:

|0⟩ ≡

1

0

 |1⟩ ≡

0

1

 with ⟨0| ≡
(
1 0

)
⟨1| ≡

(
0 1

)
. (2.2)

An arbitrary quantum state can be represented as a linear combination of the elements in

the computational basis as seen in Equation (2.1).

Density matrix

In contrast to state vectors, a density matrix can not only represent a pure quantum state

but also a mixture of pure states, i.e. a mixed quantum state, where each pure state may

occur with a certain probability. The density matrix is associated with the density operator:

ρ =
∑
i

pi |ψi⟩ ⟨ψi| , (2.3)

where the probability of a quantum state |ψi⟩ to occur is pi. Let us assume that a mixed

quantum state ρ′ is prepared by flipping a fair coin and preparing either the |0⟩ state or |1⟩

state depending on the result of the coin flip. The outcome of this mixed quantum state

preparation can be represented by:

ρ′ =
1

2
|0⟩ ⟨0|+ 1

2
|1⟩ ⟨1| = 1

2

1

0

(
1 0

)
+

1

2

0

1

(
0 1

)
=

1

2

1 0

0 1

 (2.4)

The mixed state formalism is often used to represent the effect of errors that occur during

quantum computation. Then, the probability of a pure state to occur in a mixed state is

given by error mechanisms instead of a fair coin flip [DMN13]. Notice that the density

matrix in general contains twice as many values as a state vector for the same state size.

2.1.2 Measurement

In order to measure a, possibly mixed, quantum state a set of measurement operators

M must be chosen that sum up to the identity matrix I [NC11]. For measurements in

the computational basis, the following measurement operators Pi ∈ M constitute a valid
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choice for M :

P0 =

1 0

0 0

 P1 =

0 0

0 1

 . (2.5)

The probability of a result i when measuring a mixed state ρ subject to the measurement

operators Pi is given by:

p(i) = tr(P †
i Piρ), (2.6)

where tr(·) is the trace of a matrix, i.e. the sum of the elements on the main diagonal

[NC11]. After measurement, the mixed state ρ collapses to

∑
i

PiρP
†
i

p(i)
. (2.7)

2.1.3 Transformations

Quantum state transformations can be divided into unitary operators, i.e. quantum gates,

and non-unitary operators [NC11].

It is sufficient to consider unitary operators for universal quantum computing, i.e. the abil-

ity of a quantum computer to solve any problem a classical computer can solve, possibly

at a speedup [NC11, DBE95]. A set of unitary operators allowing for universal quantum

computation is called a universal gate set. A (quantum) instruction may describe a uni-

tary operator, a non-unitary operator, measurements or other transformations that do not

affect a quantum state such as topology changes.

Unitary Operator

An operator U is unitary if UU † = U †U = I, i.e. operator U is reversible and preserves

the inner product. Figure 2.1 depicts a selection of quantum gates often used in relevant

works. A visualization of each quantum gate and its matrix representation is included in

Figure 2.1. The Rz quantum gate and the Rx quantum gate together with the CNOT gate,

CZ gate, or Toffoli gate are examples of universal gate sets. The action of a quantum gate

g on a quantum state |ψ⟩ can be represented by a matrix multiplication. For instance,
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applying a Hadamard gate H to the computational zero state |0⟩ yields:

H |0⟩ = 1√
2

1 1

1 −1

 |0⟩ = 1√
2

1 1

1 −1

1

0

 =
1√
2

1

1

 =
1√
2
(|0⟩+ |1⟩) . (2.8)

[
0 1
1 0

]
(a) Pauli-X gate

[
1 0
0 −1

]
(b) Pauli-Z Gate

[
0 −i
i 0

]
(c) Pauli-Y gate

[
1 1
1 −1

]
(d) Hadamard gate

[
cos( θ2) −i sin( θ2)
−i sin( θ2) cos( θ2)

]
(e) Rx(θ) gate

[
e−i θ

2 0

0 ei
θ
2

]
(f) Rz(θ) gate

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


(g) Controlled NOT (CNOT or CX)


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1


(h) Controlled Z (CZ)


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1


(i) Swap

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


(j) Three-qubit Toffoli gate

Figure 2.1: Quantum gates with their typical visualization and their matrix representation.

Non-Unitary Operator

Analogous to measurements, a non-unitary operator is represented by a sum of operators

rather than a single unitary matrix [NC11]. An example of a non-unitary operator well

known from classical computers is the reset operation that sets a storage element, e.g.

a register, to the zero value. In the quantum case, the reset operation sets an arbitrary
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quantum state |ψ⟩ to a computational basis state, i.e. typically the zero state |0⟩. The

action of the reset operation on a single-qubit quantum state can be represented by

O0 =

1 0

0 0

 O1 =

0 1

0 0

 (2.9)

and is applied to the quantum state ρ′ in Equation (2.4) by

∑
i

Oiρ
′O†

i = O0ρ
′O†

0 +O1ρ
′O†

1

=
1

2

1 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

1 0

0 0

+
1

2

0 1

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

1 0


=

1 0

0 0

 = |0⟩ ⟨0| .

Thus, the classical mixed |0⟩ and |1⟩ state in Equation (2.4) was transformed to the com-

putational |0⟩ state.

2.2 Near-Term Gate-Based Quantum Computer

Depending on an external signal that can e.g. be in the form of microwave pulses, an

n-qubit quantum computer can retain, manipulate and measure an n-qubit state given by:

|ψ⟩ =
∑

x∈{0,1}n
αx |x⟩ , (2.10)

where αx are complex probability amplitudes whose squared magnitudes sum up to one

and |x⟩ is a computational basis state (generalization of Equation (2.1) to n-qubits).

Measuring the quantum state |ψ⟩ in the standard basis yields a measurement outcome k

corresponding to the basis state |k⟩ with probability |αk|2. In addition, the quantum state

|ψ⟩ collapses to the basis state |k⟩.

The realization of quantum computers is pursued on varying technology platforms, such

as superconducting electronic circuits [IBM23d, AAB+19, Rig23], ion traps [BKM16,
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2.2 Near-Term Gate-Based Quantum Computer

LWF+17], quantum optics [Bar15, KMN+07], nitrogen-vacancy [DMD+13], semiconduc-

tor spin [PRE+22, ZCL+20, WBB+14] or neutral atoms [BSK+17]. These technology plat-

forms offer various computational primitives that exhibit vastly different characteristics

and can realize different basis gate sets and other native instructions such as topology

changes (see Chapter 6) or the non-unitary reset operation.

2.2.1 Topology

A topology describes the available qubits and direct qubit-qubit interactions supported by

a quantum computer. Typically, the topology is represented by a graph G = (V,E) where

V is the set of vertices representing the qubits of the quantum computer and E is the set of

edges where an edge e = (v, u) ∈ E represents an available interaction between the qubit

represented by vertex v and the qubit represented by vertex u. The topology graph is also

often called coupling map or connectivity graph and does not have to be a directed graph.

The connectivity of a quantum computer can be indicated by various metrics. In this work,

the connectivity of a quantum computer is defined by the average qubit connectivity, i.e.

the average number of adjacent qubits, which corresponds to the average vertex degree in

the topology graph. A pair of qubits are connected (to each other) if there exists a path

in the topology graph connecting the vertices corresponding to the qubit pair.

2.2.2 Processing a Quantum Computation

Using a quantum computer to solve a computational problem involves several steps that

are outlined in Figure 2.2. First, a quantum algorithm needs to be defined by poten-

tially abstract steps that are performed to solve a given computational problem. Then,

the quantum algorithm is transformed by a compiler procedure into a quantum circuit

that can be executed directly by the target quantum computer. In a subsequent step, the

quantum computer executes the determined quantum circuit, i.e. it performs the instruc-

tions contained in that quantum circuit and measures the hereby prepared state. This

step is typically repeated by the quantum computer to yield sufficiently accurate infor-

mation about the prepared quantum state that corresponds to the solution of a targeted

computational problem. Variational quantum algorithms such as the variational quan-

tum eigensolver (VQE) [PMS+14] and the quantum approximate optimization algorithm
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(QAOA) [FGG14] form a computational cycle by introducing a dependency on the mea-

surement results of the current cycle to the generation of the next quantum circuit to be

executed. This computational cycle is performed until the measurement results converge

or a computational budget is exceeded [PMS+14, FGG14].

Figure 2.2: Steps for executing a quantum circuit on a quantum computer.

2.2.3 Calibration

Before any quantum circuit can be executed on a quantum computer, the qubits and the in-

teractions of the qubits must be characterized during which the operational parameters of

the instructions supported by the quantum computer are determined [DiV00, MAdCB20].

The operational parameters define how exactly the external signal, e.g. microwave pulses

for superconducting qubits, for a quantum computer must be generated to perform the

intended instruction. In practice and for current scaled-up quantum computers, these

parameters are determined empirically by executing a set of quantum circuits that consti-

tute calibration protocols [MAdCB20]. For quantum computers based on superconducting

electronic circuits, the calibration protocol determines the frequencies, amplitudes and

duration of microwave pulses that realize the basis gate set [MAB+18]. These operational

parameters drift over time [KEBH+23, IBM23a] and can significantly deviate from one

qubit to another. For instance, the gate duration of a CNOT gate can change by 3.2x from

181 ns to 587 ns during the same calibration window depending on the chosen CNOT

pair. Therefore, frequent calibrations provide essential information for compilation meth-

ods developed for near-term quantum computers.
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2.3 Quantum Circuit

All quantum computations on a gate-based quantum computer can be represented by a

quantum circuit, i.e. quantum circuits are a universal description of such quantum compu-

tations [NC11]. A quantum circuit is a graph-based structure that models qubits, instruc-

tions applied to these qubits and the temporal order of these instructions. To distinguish

from the physical qubits in a quantum computer, qubits in a quantum circuit are also called

abstract, virtual, logical or program qubits. Furthermore, ancilla (program) qubits may

be included in a quantum circuit. Ancilla qubits are not necessarily required to perform

a given quantum computation but are used for purposes such as error detection, error

correction, or more efficient realizations of instructions [FMMC12, OOCG20].

2.3.1 Representations

Figure 2.3 shows an example quantum circuit that is used to demonstrate the definitions

in this section. In the graph of Figure 2.3, time flows from left to right, e.g. the CZ

quantum gate (see Figure 2.1) depends on a CNOT quantum gate and one Rz quantum

gate. A quantum circuit is typically represented by a graph where individual instructions

correspond to vertices and the temporal order (or: dependency) of instructions is encoded

in edges between these vertices. Instructions can depend on, i.e. be performed conditional

to, a quantum state or classical value that may be the result of a previous measurement.

Depending on the analysis or compilation task, a more detailed graph structure may be

required (see e.g. Figure 7.7). For compilation purposes also other graph structures may

be used for representing a quantum circuit [Qis23, vdW20].

2.3.2 Metrics

The structure of a quantum circuit can be quantified using several metrics. For one, the

width of a quantum circuit amounts to the number of qubits in a quantum computer. The

runtime of a quantum circuit on a quantum computer is often represented by the quantum

circuit depth that corresponds to the length of the critical path in the graph of the quantum

circuit. Another popular metric is the estimated success probability [NPS+20], which is

also called estimated (circuit) fidelity [QBW23a]. This metric is defined by the product
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Figure 2.3: A 4-qubit quantum circuit with quantum gates, conditional operators and
measurements.

of the quantum gates fidelities in the quantum circuit. In Figure 2.3, the depth of the

depicted quantum circuit is seven and the width equals four.

2.3.3 Success Criteria

The successful execution of a quantum circuit can be determined by computing the fidelity,

i.e. the overlap of the quantum state prepared by the quantum circuit with an error-free

simulation [NC11], or by quantifying the frequency of one correct measurement result

[BV97, BDP21] or a group of correct measurement results [JJAB+21]. The fidelity of a

mixed state ρ and a pure state |ψ⟩ can be computed as:

F (ρ, |ψ⟩) =
√
⟨ψ| ρ |ψ⟩ (2.11)

However, when performing a quantum circuit on a quantum computer, the exact values

of the probability amplitudes of the prepared state |ψ⟩ are not known. Instead as in the

previous Figure 2.3, measurements that yield limited information about a prepared state

|ψ⟩ must be conducted. Another widely-used [Qis23] measure of fidelity known as the

Hellinger fidelity [Hel09] can help to determine the overlap of two sets of measurement

results as
k∑

i=1

√
piqi, (2.12)

where pi and qi are the probabilities of measuring i in their corresponding set of mea-

surement results. If a quantum circuit can not be simulated in a reasonable time or within
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memory requirements, determining the success criteria or validating the execution of a

quantum circuit is challenging and typically requires expertise in the problem domain

[KEA+23].

2.4 Electronic Design Automation for Quantum Computing

Electronic design automation (EDA) is applied to a wide range of topics in quantum

computing that range from designing physical realizations of quantum computers to de-

signing quantum computations, i.e. quantum circuits, executed on a quantum computer

[Sto21, RS20]. In EDA for quantum computers, the simulation and analysis of physical

systems facilitating qubits and qubit state transformations, i.e. quantum gates, is typically

combined with an automated optimized physical layout of components inducing these

physical systems [MMD+21, AMOL22, MMT+21]. EDA for quantum circuits typically in-

cludes the analysis of quantum circuit characteristics such as the susceptibility to errors

[BDP21, FMMC12], the simulation of quantum circuits using classical compute systems

[NC11, MS08, ZHW19], the validation of a quantum circuit [BW20b, BW20a], and the

compilation of quantum circuits [TC20, ZPW18].

Quantum circuit compilation transforms the description of a quantum algorithm to quan-

tum circuits that are compatible with a given quantum computer. The description of a

quantum algorithm can include abstract instructions such as "entangle a pair of qubits", a

series of unitary matrices, a quantum circuit or a combination thereof.

A compatible quantum circuit may only contain operations that are in the basis gate set

and are supported by the qubit connectivity of the target quantum computer. However,

quantum circuit compilation often also applies secondary criteria to yield a preferred com-

patible quantum circuit with a lower expected error and a lower overhead in terms of

qubits or time. Quantum circuit compilation attempts to generate a preferred quantum

circuit by optimizing for specific quantum circuit characteristics such as quantum circuit

depth in addition to ensuring compatibility [SSCP18, ZPW18, WBZ19, LDX19, CDD+19].

Figure 2.4 shows common quantum circuit compilation tasks for quantum computers

based on superconducting electronic circuits. Quantum circuit compilation can be coarsely
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divided into an offline part that can be performed well before a quantum circuit is executed

by a quantum computer and an at-runtime (or: online) step that is informed by recent

operational parameters of the target quantum computer [JBP22, QBW23b, DCKFF23].

Dividing the quantum circuit compilation in such a way can improve the throughput of

quantum circuit executions significantly while still allowing the use of the most recent

calibration data in the at-runtime step and allowing for a larger runtime on offline compi-

lation tasks [TC20, WLD14, LDX19].

Figure 2.4: Typical quantum circuit compilation tasks for a quantum computer based on
superconducting electronic circuits.

First, a synthesis task is performed in quantum circuit compilation. During synthesis, a

possibly abstract description of a quantum algorithm or quantum computation is replaced

by quantum gates that are included in the basis gate set of the target quantum computer.

The synthesis step also determines the order of quantum gate executions and the program

qubits they affect.

In many heuristic compilation algorithms, a preprocessing step is then conducted that

determines a suitable initial qubit assignment [LDX19, ZPW18]. In this compilation task,

each program qubit in the target quantum circuit is assigned to a physical qubit on the

quantum computer for the first time step of the quantum circuit computation. The qubit

assignment is adapted in subsequent time steps of the quantum computation if a quantum

gate occurs on a pair of qubits that is not supported by the qubit connectivity of the target

quantum computer. A subsequent change in qubit assignment may also change the time

step in which a quantum gate is executed and the physical qubits it affects.

For instance Figure 2.5 shows the topology graph of a six-qubit quantum computer and a

six-qubit quantum circuit containing six two-qubit gates. Consider the two-qubit quantum

gates CNOT(1, 3) and CNOT(2, 4) between the qubit pair 1, 3 and the qubit pair 2, 4.

They can not be performed directly by the quantum computer since its topology does not

support these interactions. However, the quantum circuit in Figure 2.5 can be mapped by

exchanging the qubit state of 1 with 4 before and after performing the CNOT gate on the
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indicated qubit pairs. The states of a pair of qubits can be exchanged by inserting a swap

gate on the specific qubit pair.

Figure 2.5: Synthesis of a quantum algorithm (left) to a six-qubit quantum circuit (middle)
that is mapped to the topology (right) of a six-qubit quantum computer.

The first task in the at-runtime part of quantum circuit compilation is often an assignment

of program qubits to physical qubits that are expected to incur low errors according to

the most recent operational parameters [TQ19, NPS+20, NT23]. Due to the regularity of

qubit connectivity in near-term quantum computers, the reassignment of qubits can often

be performed without requiring an additional quantum circuit mapping step.

In the second last step of quantum circuit compilation, the schedule of a quantum cir-

cuit is fixed while considering the most recent quantum gate duration as defined by the

operational parameters. Sustained periods of idling qubits can lead to additional qubit

idle errors that can be reduced by determining a schedule with less qubit idle time or

by inserting dynamical decoupling sequences into the hitherto compiled quantum circuit

[BKNB23, NTS22b, NTS22a]. Scheduling may also reduce other types of errors such as

crosstalk errors [MMMJA20]. The last step of quantum circuit compilation replaces the

quantum gates in the hitherto compiled quantum circuit with the corresponding signals

that are input to the quantum computer. For quantum computers based on superconduct-

ing qubits, this signal is composed of microwave pulses that manipulate the qubit state.

Note that there is currently no agreement on suitable abstraction layers for quantum cir-

cuit compilation and the depicted compilation tasks may be executed at different points of

the compilation flow with different objectives. For instance, in a recent work circuit map-

ping is considered in conjunction with synthesis after a preliminary synthesis and initial

qubit assignment has been conducted [LYW+23]. Furthermore, the initial qubit assign-
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ment task is resolved in conjunction with the circuit mapping task in rigorous methods.

Thus, the compilation tasks depicted in Figure 2.4 can only serve as an example.

Furthermore, additional steps can be employed during quantum circuit compilation to re-

duce the qubit requirement of a quantum circuit (e.g. see Chapters 5 and 7) or to translate

a quantum circuit from one target quantum computer to another (e.g. see Chapter 8) and

can thus serve as a replacement or as a subsequent step for the synthesis task. Other com-

pilation tasks may exploit instructions that are only available on specific quantum comput-

ing technology platforms (e.g. see Chapter 6). Except for the method described in Chap-

ter 8, the methods of this work expect the input quantum circuits to have been synthesized

to a target basis gate set using e.g. any of the methods in [BKNB23, DST+20, Tuc05].
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Chapter 3

Formal Modelling

In formal modelling, systems and their interactions are rigorously specified using mathe-

matical constructs [VL91]. This rigorous specification is then used as a basis to prove, ana-

lyze or simulate specific properties of the modelled systems [VL91]. Formal modelling has

been successfully applied to problems in software engineering, biology, social sciences, se-

curity, scheduling, planning, quantum circuit compilation [CDM02, BKM07, Mil07, Lan81,

Oli93, LPMMS16, MHL+13, TC20, BKNB23, BPK23b, BPK23a, BBP21, WBZ19]. In this

section, first the preliminaries for formal modelling based on satisfiability modulo theories

are described before highlighting the connection to rigorous quantum circuit compilation

based on formal modelling and qualitatively comparing rigorous compilation to heuristic

approaches.

3.1 Satisfiability Modulo Theories

Satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) generalize the Boolean satisfiability decision problem

with theories such as linear integer arithmetic, fixed-size bit-vectors, or arrays [MB08]. An

SMT solver is a software tool that decides the satisfiability of Boolean formulas extended

with these theories, i.e. the solver yields a satisfiable assignment to the variables of the

extended formula [MB08]. This SMT decision problem can be generalized to determining

a satisfying assignment that is optimal with respect to a given objective function [BPF15].

As Boolean satisfiability is already NP-complete [Coo71], computing satisfiability mod-

ulo other theories may be NP-hard and may not be decidable depending on the involved

theories [Ric68].
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3.1.1 Theories

A theory T is a set of sentences that define the set of permissible expressions, i.e. the set

of permissible variables and operators as well as their combination [End01]. A formula in

theory T is a permissible expression that may involve one or more variables as well as one

or more operators applied to subsets of these variables. A satisfying variable assignment

to a formula is also called a model of that formula.

Boolean

A Boolean theory contains Boolean variables that can either be true (often associated with

1) or false (often associated with 0) and a set of logical operators [End01]. The set of

logical operators that constitute a formula typically includes the unary negation operator

(¬) and the binary disjunction (∨), conjunction (∧), implication ( =⇒ ) and equivalence

(⇔) operators. However, modern solvers often only accept a canonical form of Boolean

formulas called the conjunctive normal form (CNF) that can be generated efficiently from

a Boolean formula [Tse83] and consists of a conjunction of clauses, i.e. disjunctions of

variables and their negation [SNC09, MB08].

Linear Integer Arithmetic

A linear integer arithmetic theory contains variables that can be assigned integer values

and linear arithmetic operators as well as inequalities [BN20, Bjø11]. The set of linear

arithmetic operators is typically the addition (+) (including multiplication with constants)

and subtraction (−) with (in)equalities describing whether an expression involving integer

variables equals (=), unequals ( ̸=), is greater than (>), is at least as large as (≥), is smaller

than (<) or is at most as large as (≤) as another expression of integer variables.

3.1.2 Solving

Deciding the satisfiability of a satisfiability modulo theories formula requires recon-

ciling the theories involved in a formula by combining the individual theory solvers

[BN20, Bjø11, MB08]. This is not always possible while retaining decidability, i.e. the
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combination of decidable theories may not be decidable [BHvM09]. In case the combina-

tion is decidable, a formula involving multiple theories can be decided by first splitting the

formula into distinct parts involving only one theory. These distinct parts are addressed

by the corresponding theory solver while allowing communication between the individ-

ual solvers in the form of shared variables or equalities that can be enumerated a priori

[NO79, Opp80] or updated iteratively depending on the current theory model [dMB08].

For Boolean theories several solvers have been proposed that are typically based on the

DPLL algorithm [DLL62, BFP23, GZ17, MB08]. For a survey of solvers for linear integer

arithmetic see [Mon16, BSW15, JDM13].

3.1.3 Optimization

A number of computational problems require optimization over the set of all satisfying

assignments—determining just any satisfying assignment to a formula may not be suf-

ficient [BPK23b, BBP21, BPK23a, BKNB23]. This optimization may be associated with

variables or parts of a given formula. A variable-level optimization associates a cost or

weight that is accumulated when a specified variable assignment is present, e.g. when a

certain Boolean variable is assigned the truth value. Alternatively, a cost can be incurred

when a part of the formula evaluates to a specific value. Again taking the example of

Boolean theories in CNF, a clause that evaluates to false may incur a cost, which yields

the MaxSAT problem of satisfying as many clauses as possible or minimizing the cost of

clauses that are not satisfied [NB22]. Furthermore, the optimization over satisfying as-

signments can also be generalized by employing objective functions that take a model as

an input and return the cost of such a model depending on the assigned variable values.

Modern SMT solvers offer a range of optimization procedures that guarantee optimality

over a combination of theories and a variety of objective function definitions [BPF15].

3.2 Application to Rigorous Compilation of Quantum Circuits

The structure of a quantum circuit can be modelled using Boolean and integer variables

together with the logical and linear arithmetic operators introduced in the theories of

this chapter. While a model of the circuit structure typically does not include a model
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of the circuit functionality, modelling the circuit structure enables rigorous compilation

when bundled with a set of compilation opportunities and a definition of a preferred

quantum circuit, e.g. given as an objective function. For instance, the quantum circuit in

the previous Figure 2.3 has 16 operations that can be modelled by 16 integer variables

ti denoting the time at which a quantum gate i is performed and by another 21 integer

variables xi,j that describe the location, i.e. the qubits j ∈ Ji on which a quantum gate

i acting on |Ji| qubits occurs. More integer variables are needed for the specification

location than for the specification of time as there are two- and three-qubit gates where

more than one qubit per gate must be defined as the location. Ensuring that a quantum

gate g is computed after the computation of depending quantum gates h ∈ H is completed

can be formulated by the following set of equations:

tg ≥ th ∀h ∈ H (3.1)

Furthermore, a location may only be used once by any quantum gate in a time step:

(tg = tg′) =⇒
∧

j∈Jg ,j′∈Jg′

(xg,j ̸= xg′,j′) (3.2)

This gives a complete, valid and fixed description of the quantum circuit structure that can

be used to execute the quantum circuit on a quantum computer with all-to-all connectivity.

Figure 3.1 shows a conceptual flow chart on how this model of quantum circuit struc-

ture can be extended by equations that allow the rigorous optimization of an aspect of

this quantum circuit. A description of a given quantum circuit and a target quantum

computer is input to a procedure that generates an SMT formula. This SMT formula is

extended and modified to represent a compilation opportunity of interest such as qubit

reuse (Chapter 5), quantum circuit partitioning (Chapter 7), quantum circuit adaptation

(Chapter 8) or the topology changes induced by shifts in Rydberg quantum computers

(Chapter 6). Without an objective function to select a set of satisfying variable assign-

ments, the extended formula may yield a quantum circuit that is less preferable than the

original quantum circuit, i.e. circuit characteristics such as quantum circuit depth do not

improve. Defining an objective function, however, allows to determine a preferable quan-
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tum circuit that may include the modelled compilation opportunity if it improves original

quantum circuit characteristics. The last step depicted in Figure 3.1 transforms the de-

termined model to a quantum circuit with a valid structure. This is typically done by

inspection, i.e. in linear time [TC20, BKNB23, BPK23a, BPK23b, BBP21].

Figure 3.1: Rigorous compilation using formal modelling.

In contrast to rigorous quantum circuit compilation, heuristic approaches are not able

to consistently find the optimal transformation of a quantum circuit given an objective

function and a description of compilation opportunities. This inconsistency makes it chal-

lenging to establish a baseline for the best obtainable quantum circuit and to compare

compilation opportunities directly with each other. When heuristic approaches are used to

compare a set of compilation opportunities or circuit transformation directly, any yielded

difference may be rooted in the heuristic approach itself instead of a difference in the

employed compilation opportunities. However, optimality comes at the price of scalabil-

ity — heuristic approaches are able to scale to large quantum circuits with hundreds or

even thousands of qubits [LDX19, ZPW18], while rigorous approaches based on formal

modelling are only applicable to small-scale quantum circuits with (currently) up to 50

qubits [LKT+23]. Since modern solvers addressing Boolean theories can solve formu-

las consisting of millions or even billions of clauses [Nad23, NB22], it seems plausible

that further research into rigorous quantum circuit compilation may yield techniques that

allow addressing larger-scale quantum circuits.
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Chapter 4

Compilation Opportunities for Near-Term Quantum
Computing Challenges

In this chapter, the challenges of near-term quantum computers are discussed in detail

while compilation opportunities for addressing these challenges are compared. Specifi-

cally, compilation opportunities for the scarcity of qubits, the limited qubit connectivity,

ubiquitous errors and heterogeneous operations are described and an overview of existing

approaches is given.

4.1 Scarcity of Qubits

The scarcity of qubits in near-term quantum computers is one of the main obstacles to

fully error-corrected quantum computers [FMMC12, RWS+17, BDG+22]. For near-term

quantum computers where full quantum error correction is not available, the number of

available physical qubits also has a major impact on the size of problem instances that can

be resolved. As near-term quantum computers exhibit a large variance in qubit quality, i.e.

operations on subsets of qubits can be performed at a significantly higher fidelity than on

other qubit subsets, solving a problem on a lower number of physical qubits may yield an

overall better result. A paramount objective is therefore the reduction of the requirement

a quantum computation poses on the number of physical qubits in the quantum computer.

In the following sections, it is assumed that the domain expertise of a target problem has

been fully exhausted to maximally reduce the qubit requirement. For instance, the graph

can be pre-partitioned for instances of the maximum cut problem to yield a significant
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reduction in qubit number [ZDTT23, LAG22]. In addition, a quantum computation can

be compressed to require a lower number of qubits if the state space of the quantum

computation is (partially) known [RMH+14, DLSP22, WCL+23]. Further techniques that

compress a quantum circuit by using higher-level quantum systems (qudits) instead of

qubits are not considered [GBD+19, PF21, Fan07, MHW23].

4.1.1 Qubit Reuse

The state of a qubit is only required between the initialization and measurement

[PWD16, NC11]. After measurement, the state of that physical qubit can be reset to a

known basis state and subsequently reused by a different program qubit of the quan-

tum computation. This compilation opportunity can thus reduce the number of required

qubits for a quantum computation whenever a computation exhibits patterns that can

be exploited by qubit reuse. As high-fidelity reset operations are a requirement for full

quantum error correction in the long term [FMMC12], near-term quantum computers

support this operation at an increasingly lower error. Thus, qubit reuse has been increas-

ingly investigated on near-term quantum computations to reduce the qubit requirement

[HJC+22, DCKFF23, PWD16, BPK23b].

However, qubit reuse can also have an adverse impact on a quantum computation. As

one physical qubit is occupied with the operations of multiple program qubits, the du-

ration of a quantum computation can increase, leading to further incurred errors due to

decoherence. The incurred errors may initially be less relevant if a quantum computation

that was infeasible due to the limited number of available qubits becomes feasible due to

qubit reuse. The reduction in the number of qubits and increase in quantum computation

duration yielded by this compilation opportunity is explored in Chapter 5.

4.1.2 Quantum Circuit Partitioning

In quantum circuit partitioning, a given quantum computation with a potentially infeasible

qubit requirement could be divided into a number of smaller partitions that each contain

a subset of operations from a given quantum computation [TTS+21, ALRS+20, BPK23a].

The number of required qubits can thus be reduced by selecting partitions with operations

that act on disjoint subsets of qubits. These partitions can then be computed independently
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from each other, i.e. there are no n-qubit quantum gates between partitions, and the

results of these partitions are used to recover the result of the original computation.

While quantum circuit partitioning can be applied to arbitrary quantum computations, the

runtime overhead increases exponentially in the effort required for partitioning. Hence,

quantum circuit partitioning becomes prohibitive for larger quantum computations de-

pending on the partitioning effort, i.e. the distribution of two-qubit gates between parti-

tions. Therefore, it is in general crucial to minimize the effort for partitioning to reduce

the impact on the runtime and thus to allow partitioning larger quantum computations.

Quantum circuit partitioning for reducing the qubit requirement of computations is ex-

plored in Chapter 7.

4.1.3 Synthesis

When synthesizing unitary matrices or an abstractly defined functionality into quantum

gates, there is often a range of options regarding the qubit usage in the synthesized quan-

tum circuit. For instance, a single quantum full adder can be implemented by four qubits

at depth 14 or by five qubits at depth four [OOCG20]. A given quantum circuit where the

synthesis into quantum gates has already been determined can be inspected for opportu-

nities to reapply synthesis with lower qubit cost in order to yield a qubit reduction. While

synthesis with varying overheads in qubit-number exists for a wide range of functions

such as the full adder [OOCG20], this approach can not yield qubit reductions in general

quantum computations. Furthermore, these approaches rely on the ability to detect parts

of the quantum circuit for which a synthesis with lower qubit requirements exists. This

typically goes beyond direct template matching [IMM+22] as a large number of synthesis

results may exist for a certain function.

4.2 Limited Qubit Connectivity

There is a stark contrast between the qubit connectivity given by the topology of near-

term quantum computers and the qubit connectivity required by quantum computations

one may want to perform. While this deficiency of near-term quantum computers can be

addressed in principle [SSCP18], the overhead incurred by corresponding methods limits
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the computational reach of near-term quantum computers [HJG+20]. Figure 4.1 depicts

a collection of topology graphs representing the qubit connectivity of a range of quantum

computers. The lowest qubit connectivity of a connected set of qubits is exhibited by a line

graph as seen in Figure 4.1a where each qubit is at most connected to two other qubits.

The H-graph in Figure 4.1b has the same average qubit connectivity as a line graph of the

same size but yields a larger maximum qubit connectivity where one qubit is connected

to three other qubits directly. Both, the H-graph and the line graph qubit connectivities

have been realized on previous generations of IBM quantum computers [IBM23b]. In a

square lattice (depicted in Figure 4.1d), a qubit is at most connected to four other qubits

whereas the triangular lattice (depicted in Figure 4.1e) allows for a qubit to be connected

to up to six other qubits. The square lattice has been realized on a quantum computer by

Google during their quantum supremacy experiment [AAB+19] while the triangular lattice

can be realized by quantum computers based on neutral atoms [EWL+21]. The largest

quantum computers currently available for quantum computations provide a ’heavy-hex’

qubit connectivity as seen in Figure 4.1f that is on average 5% higher-connected than the

line graph [IBM21]. Quantum computers based on ion traps are in principle capable of

performing operations between each pair of qubits as shown in Figure 4.1c at a small scale.

With the notable exception of small-scale ion trap computers, all depicted topologies are

planar, i.e. the edges denoting the qubit connectivity can be laid out on a plane without

crossings.

In contrast, quantum computations such as those required for performing portfolio op-

timization require an interaction between each pair of qubits [BBD+23]. The quantum

version of the Fourier transformation incurs an exponential speedup but also requires an

interaction between each pair of qubits [COP94]. Grover’s algorithm can yield a quadratic

speedup in principle but requires a control-phase operator on a part of the algorithm called

the diffusion operator [Gro97].

When the qubit connectivity supported by a quantum computer does not cover the re-

quired qubit connectivity, an additional effort is incurred that typically increases the size

of the quantum computation in terms of depth, number of gates or required qubits. Thus, a

mismatch in qubit connectivity between the quantum computation and the quantum com-

puter causes an additional effort that limits the size of feasible quantum computations and
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Figure 4.1: Selection of topology graphs in near-term quantum computers.

reduces the potential runtime advantage of quantum computations [HJG+20]. Several

options to accommodate the limited qubit connectivity in near-term quantum computers

are described in the following sections where it is assumed that a synthesis step already

determined a suitable quantum circuit [VMB22, MvdGD23].

4.2.1 Swap Gate Insertions

The mismatch in qubit connectivity can be resolved by inserting swap gates into the quan-

tum computation (see Section 2.4). During this compilation task, the states of directly

connected qubits are successively exchanged until the qubit connectivity requirement in

a specific time step of a quantum computation is satisfied. This process is repeated for

each time step until the quantum computation only consists of qubit interactions that are

satisfied by the qubit connectivity in a given quantum computer.

Swap gate insertion has been investigated by algorithms that rely on heuristics to scale for

large quantum computations [LDX19, Qis23, ZPW18, TQ19, NPS+20, CDD+19] or that

rigorously determine a swap gate insertion with minimum cost [TC20, SSCP18, WBZ19].

This approach of satisfying limited qubit connectivity has been explored in Chapter 6

and Chapter 5, where optimal swap gate insertion is considered alongside alternative

mechanisms.
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4.2.2 Bridging

The limited qubit connectivity of near-term quantum computers can also be accommo-

dated by ’bridging’ all two-qubit quantum gates that violate the qubit connectivity sup-

ported by the topology [NMD21]. When bridging a two-qubit quantum gate, the cor-

responding quantum gate is replaced by a set of two-qubit gates that satisfy the qubit

connectivity and extend the effect of the two-qubit quantum gate to the desired qubit(s)

without affecting the state of other qubits. Figure 4.2 shows a bridged CNOT gate on a

set of qubits connected as a line graph (see Figure 4.1a). For each qubit over which the

given CNOT is extended, two further CNOT quantum gates are inserted. While bridging a

single two-qubit quantum gate is typically less costly than inserting swap gates, the cost of

bridging multiple two-qubit quantum gates independently may offset the cost of inserting

the necessary swap gates for all of these two-qubit gates [NMD21]. Thus, depending on

the exact structure of a quantum computation, bridging or swap gate insertions may incur

a smaller cost.

Figure 4.2: Bridging a CNOT over qubit q1.

4.2.3 Quantum Teleportation

However, this requires the consumption of an entangled quantum state, performing

two measurements and communicating the two measurement results [NC11]. This

protocol can be employed to satisfy the qubit connectivity of a quantum computation

[HZW21, HZW21, DSB+22] by first generating entanglement between specific pairs of

qubits before the given quantum computation is executed. Then, when a two-qubit quan-

tum gate violates the qubit connectivity of the quantum computer topology, the state of

one qubit interacting in that two-qubit quantum gate is teleported to a neighbour of the

other gate qubit before computing the two-qubit quantum gate.
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While this approach can satisfy a required qubit connectivity in constant time [HZW21], it

poses additional requirements on a target quantum computer. For one, the target quantum

computer must contain ancilla qubits that can not participate in the quantum computation

and need to stay entangled until they are consumed for teleportation. Second, the given

quantum computer must support a fast, high-fidelity measurement of qubits as well as

fast classical communication to apply conditional operations within the computer. While

nowadays quantum computers begin to support these operations with high fidelity, it will

be challenging to efficiently generate and sustain the required entanglement in the pres-

ence of limited qubit connectivity and relatively large error rates [BTW+23].

4.2.4 Changes in Topology

Instead of modifying the given quantum computation, the qubit connectivity of the target

quantum computer can be modified e.g. in technology platforms based on neutral atoms

[EBK+16, BBP21]. In these technology platforms, the atoms representing the qubit states

can be physically moved in space in order to change the topology of a quantum com-

puter and thus induce qubit connectivities that were not prevalent initially. The potential

change in topology is typically restricted by the experimental setup of the target quantum

computer, e.g. topology changes are investigated that can be induced by qubit movements

along one axis in Chapter 6.

Topology changes can be beneficial depending on the exact technology parameters that de-

termine the speed and fidelity of such a topology change with respect to alternatives such

as swap gates [BBP21]. However, using topology changes for satisfying qubit connectivity

requirements is still in its infancy with large-scale neutral-atoms quantum computers in

development [BBP21, TBLC22].

4.2.5 Quantum Circuit Partitioning

The requirements on qubit connectivity could also be reduced by employing quantum cir-

cuit partitioning. By dividing a given quantum circuit into smaller independent partitions

that can be computed individually, the requirements on qubit connectivity can be relaxed.

While quantum circuit partitioning is explored in Chapter 7 for only minimizing the num-
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ber of qubits required by a quantum computation, an additional (potentially secondary)

objective could be used to lessen the requirement on qubit connectivity.

4.2.6 Synthesis

For certain classes of computations such as phase-polynomials [VMB22, MvdGD23], com-

pilation methods can consider the qubit connectivity of a given quantum computer di-

rectly when synthesizing the quantum computation. By considering qubit connectivity in

the synthesis step of a compilation, an insertion of auxiliary instructions such as swap

gates can be avoided [VMB22, MvdGD23]. Furthermore, the synthesis of a unitary oper-

ator could be extended to be flexible with respect to induced qubit assignment changes

[LYW+23]. Typically, a fixed qubit assignment is assumed during the synthesis of a unitary

operator that may yield a larger cost for synthesis and lead to a worse qubit assignment

[LYW+23].

4.3 Ubiquitous Errors

Near-term quantum computers are characterized by a larger error rate that effectively

limits the size of quantum computations that can be faithfully computed. Figure 4.3 shows

the CNOT error rate of the 27-qubit quantum computer ibmq_ehningen over a span of

two and a half years as determined by calibration protocols performed by the quantum

computing operator. The average CNOT error rate is depicted as a solid black line and the

best and worst CNOT error rates in the device are depicted by the light blue region in the

graph. Periods during which the ibmq_ehningen quantum computer was not available for

computations are marked by red-striped rectangles.

As depicted in Figure 4.3, the average CNOT error rate ranges from 0.6% to 5.1% while

the error rate varies by 0.2% to 100%, i.e. indicating a complete CNOT failure, during

the recorded time. In addition to this significant change in CNOT error rate over time,

the error rates of the qubit pairs at the same time step varied by a factor of 1.93x to

57.39x of the observed time span. The large variance in CNOT error rate in the same

time span highlights the importance of carefully selecting a subset of qubits for a quantum

computation (also see Chapter 5) [TQ19, NT23].
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Figure 4.3: Two-qubit quantum gate error characteristics on the near-term quantum com-
puter ibmq_ehningen.

Given these error characteristics, the question arises what result quality one can expect

to extract from quantum computations at a given error rate without employing full quan-

tum error correction. In Figure 4.4, this question is investigated for small-scale quantum

computations that can still be simulated exactly subject to a uniform discrete error model

where after each quantum gate in the computation, a single qubit Pauli gate (see Sec-

tion 2.1.3) may be inserted randomly. The tolerated Pauli error rate is determined for

a probability of at least 66% to satisfy the corresponding success criterion such as state

fidelity, measuring the correct value, or quantum volume (see Section 2.3.3). This anal-

ysis was performed using exhaustive error simulation [BDP21]. The depicted quantum

computations determine solutions for arithmetic functions [WGT+08], Grover’s algorithm

[Gro97], quantum Fourier transform (QFT) [COP94], the hidden linear function problem

(HLF) [BGK18], the Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) algorithm [BV97]. In addition, two types of

quantum ’ansatz’ circuits are investigated (UCCSD [B+18] and RYRZ [KMT+17]) and the

quantum volume (QV) protocol is evaluated subject to errors [CBS+19]. The tolerated

error rate of all evaluated quantum computations scales inversely with their size. While

there is a different offset associated with each family of quantum computations, all quan-

tum computations require much less than one error to occur per execution to achieve a

success probability of 66%. Specifically, HLF required the lowest error rate and QV allowed

for the highest error rate at a success probability of 66%.

As seen in Figure 4.4, the characteristics of a quantum computation and the type of er-

rors have a significant impact on result quality. Errors due to decoherence, for instance,
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Figure 4.4: Tolerable Pauli error rate of small-scale quantum circuits for a success proba-
bility of 66%.

scale with the duration of the quantum computation, whereas other errors, arising from

the control of quantum operations, occur with a certain chance when a quantum gate is

applied. Further types of errors such as context-dependent errors or errors due to qubit

idle time occur in more nuanced situations. Rigorous compilation can consider these error

sources by generating quantum circuits that avoid incurring these errors.

4.3.1 Number of Quantum Gates and Quantum Circuit Depth

For independently and identically distributed (iid) errors such as the ones described previ-

ously in this section, the number of operations has a major impact on the result quality. It

is therefore a common optimization objective to reduce the number of applied operations

in a quantum computation [TC20, WBZ19]. In addition to the number of quantum gates,

the runtime of a quantum circuit on a quantum computer is a relevant figure of merit

as it indicates the incurred error due to decoherence. Typically, the depth of a quantum

circuit (see Section 2.3.2) is used as a metric for the runtime of a quantum circuit instead

of accurately modelling the duration of each individual gate [TC20]. The duration of a

quantum gate is typically defined by the duration that an external signal must be applied
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to the quantum computer in order to realize that quantum gate. In superconducting elec-

tronic circuits, this quantity corresponds to the duration of the microwave pulse for that

quantum gate [IBM23b]. If the runtime of the quantum gates in the quantum circuit is

roughly uniform, the depth of a quantum circuit is a sufficiently accurate metric for the

minimization of quantum circuit runtime.

An objective based on the quantum circuit depth or the number of quantum gates can

inform the steps performed for accommodating the limited qubit connectivity of quantum

computers (see Chapters 5 and 6), the synthesis step in the compilation of quantum com-

putations or translating a quantum computation from one technology platform to another

(see Chapter 8). Furthermore, quantum circuit partitioning can also reduce the depth of

a quantum circuit [PS23, Qis23].

4.3.2 Qubit Idle Time

A qubit is idle when no operation is acting on it. During the qubit idle time, the qubit incurs

errors that are not directly captured by metrics such as the quantum circuit depth or the

number of quantum gates in the quantum circuit [DTDQ21, NTS22b, NTS22a, JJAB+21].

Errors due to qubit idle time can be reduced by mitigating the effect of qubit idle time

through e.g. dynamical decoupling sequences or by reducing the idle time itself. The

insertion of dynamical decoupling sequences into the quantum circuit has been demon-

strated to decrease the impact of qubit idle time [DTDQ21]. However, the insertion of

these sequences increases the number of quantum gates in the quantum circuit, thus po-

tentially diminishing the potential reduction in errors [NTS22b, NTS22a]. Depending on

the quantum circuit, reducing the idle time itself may be preferable and has been investi-

gated specifically in Chapter 8.

4.3.3 Context-Dependent Errors

Quantum computations may incur further errors subject to operational contexts such as

the state of error-affected qubits or their neighbouring qubits [KW23], and previous, sub-

sequent, or concurrent operations [RPL+19]. Quantum circuit compilation can address

errors that depend on the temporal order of operations by rescheduling, i.e. determining a
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different schedule in which operations are performed [MMMJA20]. Alternatively, dynami-

cal decoupling sequences can be inserted into the quantum circuit to remove error-affected

operations from their temporal context. Rescheduling can always be performed on oper-

ations that do not act on the same set of qubits. The order of operations on the same

set of qubits can only be changed if these operations commute with each other [NC11].

State-dependent errors are challenging to address during quantum circuit compilation

as the state of qubits at a specific time step is typically not known and computationally

hard to determine for arbitrary computations. While context-dependent errors have not

been investigated in this work, they can be addressed by rigorous compilation in principle

[MMMJA20].

4.4 Heterogeneous Operations

Quantum computing can be realized on different technology platforms with distinct lim-

itations and sets of basis quantum gates [Pre18]. The IBM quantum computers based on

superconducting electronic circuits, for instance, support a single two-qubit CNOT quan-

tum gate, while for semiconductor spin qubits, the entangling gates are typically CPHASE

or CROT [PRE+22]. When a quantum circuit is generated for a given quantum computa-

tion, a gate set may have been chosen that is different to the technology platform intended

for computation. In these cases, the generated quantum circuit must be adapted to the

basis gate set of the technology platform intended for computation. Furthermore, the

characteristics of the technology platform must be considered to yield a quantum circuit

that can be computed with high fidelity. Here, we introduce several commonly used sub-

stitution techniques that can be used to adapt a quantum circuit from a source basis gate

set to a target basis gate set.

4.4.1 Basis Translation

Using this substitution technique, quantum gates from a source basis gate set can be re-

placed by quantum gates from a target basis gate set according to an a priori-defined

equivalence library. Such an equivalence library represents various ways of replacing one

specific quantum gate with a set of quantum gates that exhibits the same functionality,
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i.e. the same state transformation. For instance, a CNOT quantum gate can be replaced

by a set of single-qubit gates together with a two-qubit quantum gate such as CZ or Rzx

[NC11]. If these gates occur in a given quantum computation, they can each be replaced

by the CNOT quantum gate and single-qubit gates as defined by a substitution rule of the

a priori-defined equivalence library.

4.4.2 Template Optimization

This substitution technique is typically used to determine a quantum circuit with reduced

error or duration [ETE21]. During template optimization, three individual steps are per-

formed in general. First, templates that define an equivalence relation between two dis-

tinct basis gate sets are defined and input to the substitution technique. A template is gen-

erally a quantum circuit defined by two sets of quantum gates that evaluate to the identity

operation. Templates defined for adapting a quantum circuit consist of two parts that are

functionally inverses but are based on different basis gates. Some example templates are

shown in Chapter 8, specifically in Figures 8.2b to 8.2d. In a second step, the template

occurrences in the given quantum circuit are determined, i.e. all maximal matches of the

templates in the given quantum circuit are computed [ASWD13, MMD03, RDH14].

During the last step (i.e. template substitution), the matched part of the template is

replaced by the inverse of the unmatched part if the unmatched part of the template has a

lower cost. The cost of a part of a template can be evaluated with various metrics, such as

error rate, or gate duration. As opposed to direct basis translation, template optimization

offers the flexibility of converting between different sets of basis gates and subsequently

yielding certain circuit patterns more effectively.

4.4.3 Synthesis of Unitary Matrices

In this substitution technique, a given unitary operator describing a set of quantum gates

is synthesized into a sequence of single and two-qubit gates. For applications where arbi-

trary quantum gates occur, such as quantum volume circuits [CBS+19], unitary synthesis

is particularly useful to convert the unitary matrices of the arbitrary quantum gates to the

set of supported basis gates in order to yield a compatible quantum computation. Sev-

eral methods have been proposed to reduce the number of gates produced by unitary
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synthesis, such as cosine-sine matrix decomposition (CSD) [MVBS04], quantum Shannon

decomposition (QSD) [SBM06], and KAK decomposition [NKS06].

4.4.4 Suitability for Adapting a Quantum Circuit

The various quantum circuit substitution techniques introduced in this section are typi-

cally included independently in a quantum circuit compiler and work well on their own.

However, the resulting adapted quantum circuit will have an increased error or duration

if each technique is applied independently of the others. For instance, direct basis trans-

lation and unitary decomposition are typically only performed with one type of two-qubit

basis gate which lacks flexibility when a combination of multiple two-qubit quantum gates

is available to a given quantum computer and would improve the adapted quantum cir-

cuit even further. Adapting a quantum computation with template optimization, allows

to incorporate multiple two-qubit basis quantum gates but limits the adaptation to local

solutions as determined by the successive application of templates [IMM+22]. As multiple

templates targeting different basis gates are not evaluated in conjunction in the matching

phase of template optimization a globally optimal solution can not be reached. A clear

method for combining these quantum circuit substitution approaches in an optimized way

is the subject of Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5

Qubit Reuse

Reusing the qubits of a quantum computer after the computations have concluded offers

a compilation opportunity for rigorous compilation methods. For this compilation op-

portunity, reset operations are required in conjunction with measurements during the

computation of a quantum circuit, i.e. mid-circuit measurements. The combination

of these two operations is also the basis for many quantum error correction protocols

[EWG+18, FMMC12]. As full quantum error correction is the long-term goal of quan-

tum computing, these operations are increasingly supported at relatively high fidelity

and low duration by quantum computer operators such as IBM, Google and Honeywell

[MPB+16, Goo23, PDF+21]. In principle, employing the reuse of qubits can yield the

following benefits to the compilation of quantum computations:

• Reducing the number of qubits required for a quantum computation: a computation

requiring n qubits may be compiled into a, potentially longer, computation that

requires n− i qubits.

• Accommodating the limited connectivity of near-term quantum computers: a reused

qubit may require the insertion of a smaller number of auxiliary instructions (see

Chapter 1) to satisfy connectivity requirements.

• Reducing errors: first, less auxiliary instruction insertions lead to less error [TQ19,

WBZ19, IBM23b, BDP21]. Second, it was demonstrated in [TQ19, NT23, JBP22]

that the error per qubit in near-term quantum computers varies significantly, i.e. a
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part of the available qubits incur less error. Thus, more low-error qubits can be used

by reducing the number of required qubits.

However, employing qubit reuse may also increase the error in quantum computations.

For one, qubit reuse may increase the duration of the compiled quantum computation

incurring a larger error due to decoherence [Sch19]. Second, the reset operations and

mid-circuit measurements essential for qubit reuse exhibit a high variability in error (see

Section 5.3). It is therefore crucial to carefully employ qubit reuse during compilation

to improve the result quality yielded by near-term quantum computers. The compilation

method developed in this chapter yielded a Hellinger fidelity improvement by up to 4.3x

on the near-term quantum computer ibm_hanoi. Furthermore, the developed compilation

method demonstrated the ability to replace swap gate insertions at a minimal increase in

quantum circuit depth.

This chapter addresses the compilation of quantum computation by employing qubit

reuse:

• The error of reset operations on a 27-qubit quantum computer is characterized while

quantifying state-dependent and other context-dependent errors.

• A rigorous compilation method is developed that optimally considers swap gate in-

sertions and qubit reuse to generate a quantum computation.

• The runtime-intensive rigorous compilation method is combined with a quick as-

signment of qubits [JBP22, NT23] that considers current reset errors at runtime.

• The obtained reset error characterization is also used to determine the number of

reset operations per qubit that minimizes the error.

• The developed method is evaluated by executing compiled quantum computations

on IBM quantum computers. This allows to investigate relevant characteristics of

quantum computations such as the improvement in fidelity.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives the background

to qubit reuse and describes an example compilation on a given 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani

quantum circuit (see Figure 5.1) in detail. In Section 5.2 the related work on compilation
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using qubit reuse is outlined. The reset error characterization experiments devised for

obtaining the reset error rate are described and evaluated on an IBM quantum computer

in Section 5.3. Then, the rigorous compilation method employing qubit reuse and the de-

veloped qubit assignment for incorporating reset error data are introduced in Section 5.4.

The introduced rigorous compilation method is evaluated in Section 5.5 and the chapter

is summarized in Section 5.6. Parts of this chapter have been published as [BPK23b].

Figure 5.1: A 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit.

5.1 Qubit Reset and Reuse

As described in [PWD16], a qubit state must only be kept between initialization and mea-

surement. This allows for a compilation opportunity where a qubit is reused after the

interactions specified by a computation are concluded and thus a measurement is per-

formed. Before a qubit can be reused, the qubit must be set to a known state. Typically

the known state is the |0⟩ state. The reset operation sets a qubit state to the |0⟩ state

on a qubit with an arbitrary, unknown state. After a previously used qubit is reset, it is

able to store the state and perform the computations of a different qubit in the quan-

tum circuit. This compilation opportunity requires fast, high-fidelity reset and mid-circuit

measurement operations.

In Figure 5.2, a 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) quantum circuit is compiled using qubit

reuse. As seen in Figures 5.2a to 5.2c, different quantum computations can be obtained

when compiling with qubit reset. The original quantum computation (Figure 5.1), has

the shortest duration if the quantum computer designated for execution is not limited in

qubit connectivity. As near-term quantum computers exhibit a limited qubit connectivity at
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scale, swap gates that increase the duration of a quantum computation would need to be

inserted. For this example of the 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit in Figure 5.1,

three swap gates would need to be inserted on the heavy-hex qubit connectivity of IBM

quantum computers.

By reusing one qubit of the 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit in Figure 5.1, the

quantum computation in Figure 5.2a is yielded. The first (cyan) qubit is reused by the

computations on the last (yellow) qubit after executing one mid-circuit measurement and

one reset operation. By reusing one qubit, the number of required swap gate insertions is

reduced by one (assuming heavy-hex qubit connectivity) while not increasing the depth

of the quantum circuit.

In the compilation of Figure 5.2b three qubits are reused while the number of required

swap gates is now zero on the assumed heavy-hex qubit connectivity. For this compila-

tion, however, the duration, as given by the quantum circuit depth, is increased by 40%

compared to the original quantum computation Figure 5.1.

Lastly, the compilation of Figure 5.2d), reuses the maximum number of qubits at no swap

gates even at linear connectivity. For this compilation, however, the duration of the quan-

tum computation is also severely increased.

(a) Compiling with one reused qubit. (b) Minimizing swap gates with qubit reuse.

(c) Minimizing the qubit requirement with maximal qubit reuse.

Figure 5.2: Qubit reuse compilation for the 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani circuit with differ-
ent optimization objectives.

In this example, the different compilation opportunities using qubit reuse were demon-

strated. Yielding a high-quality result on a near-term quantum computer requires a rigor-
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ous compilation method with qubit reuse to consider the duration of a quantum compu-

tation, the number of swap gate insertions and the number of qubits.

5.2 Related Work

Since near-term quantum computers increasingly start to support the operations nec-

essary for mid-circuit measurements and qubit resets [MPB+16, EWG+18, CTI+21,

PDF+21, Goo23], recent approaches investigate quantum circuit optimization through ex-

ploiting qubit reuse [HJC+22, SKK23, DCKFF23, PWD16, BPK23b]. The related work

can be coarsely distinguished into heuristics that can process large quantum circuits

[HJC+22, SKK23, PWD16] and rigorous compilation methods where the focus lies on

determining optimal quantum computations [DCKFF23].

In this chapter, a rigorous compilation method for qubit reuse is developed that simultane-

ously considers the duration and the incurred effort for accommodating limited qubit con-

nectivity of the target quantum computation. The developed rigorous compilation method

thus is able to produce a quantum circuit that can be directly executed on the target quan-

tum computer. In a recent work on rigorous compilation for qubit reuse [DCKFF23], the

effort for accommodating limited qubit connectivity is not considered. For this recent

work, qubit reuse is not primarily used to replace the insertion of auxiliary instructions

but only to reduce the qubit requirement. The insertion of auxiliary instructions must be

determined independently in a secondary step [Qis23, LDX19, TC20, ZPW18, WBZ19].

Characterizing errors in quantum computers has been extensively investigated in

[KLR+08, MGE12, GMT+12, KW23, BDWP21, EWP+19, GJW+23, RRG+22, MDS22,

MPB+16, EWG+18]. Specifically, the error of individually applying reset operations on

single qubits of IBM quantum computers has been analyzed in [MPB+16, EWG+18]. The

reset operation on small quantum computers with up to 5-qubit has been characterized

in [MDS22] where the security of reset operations was investigated. In contrast to the

work in [MDS22], the errors of reset operations in a 27-qubit quantum computer are

characterized and reported while detailing context-dependent errors [RPL+19].
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5.3 Reset Characterization Experiments

In this chapter, three different experiments are devised to characterize the variability of

reset errors and the impact of the operational context on the reset error. The evaluated

operational context consists of the number of repeated reset operations, the state of the

reset qubit and the simultaneous reset of qubits. An overview of the three devised reset

error characterization experiments is given in Figure 5.3.

On the left of Figure 5.3, a characterization experiment (Reset Rand.) is depicted where

qubits are individually initialized randomly and reset subsequently. Specifically, W ran-

dom single-qubit gates U1, ..., UW are drawn for each sample of the Reset Rand. char-

acterization experiments. On each qubit q ∈ P , a random single-qubit gates Ui and the

reset operation are applied r ∈ {1, ..., R} times individually before concluding the compu-

tation on a qubit with a measurement operator. The characterization experiment Reset

Rand. (Simul.) depicted in the middle of Figure 5.3, applies the steps of the previous

Reset Rand. experiment simultaneously on all qubits of the target quantum computer.

In the last characterization experiment (Reset X Simul.), instead of applying random

gates, single-qubit Pauli-X quantum gates are applied on all qubits simultaneously. As in

the previous characterization experiments, the reset operation is applied r times before

concluding the computation on a qubit with a measurement. The reset error is quantified

as the frequency of non-zero measurement outcomes at the end of each characterization

experiment. Similarly, the reset fidelity is the frequency of zero measurement outcomes.

The different reset error characterization experiments vary in the number of required

quantum circuit executions on a target quantum computer with |P | qubits, W applied

random gates and the maximum number of reset operation repetitions R. The largest

effort in quantum circuit executions is given by the Reset Rand. experiment, yielding

|P | ·W · R experiments. The Reset Rand. Simul. experiment incurs less effort at W · R

executions while the Reset X Simul. experiment incurs the least effort at R executions.

In this set of characterization experiments, we expect to observe errors that depend on the

initial state of a reset qubit. Evidence for these state-dependent reset errors is expected to

emerge through a difference in quantified error from the Reset Rand. Simul. experiment

to the Reset X Simul. experiment. In addition, the random quantum gate applications
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5.3 Reset Characterization Experiments

Figure 5.3: The three reset error characterization experiments described in this chapter,
ordered by the number of required quantum circuits (left: Reset Rand., middle: Reset

Rand. Simul., right: Reset X Simul.).

are expected to yield a different reset error rate depending on the initialized state if state-

dependent errors occur. Without state-dependent errors, each random state initialization

should yield the same reset error. Further context-dependent errors occurring when reset

operations are applied simultaneously are investigated by comparing the experiments that

prepare and reset a qubit individually (Reset Rand.) to the experiments that act on all

qubits simultaneously (Reset Rand. Simul. and Reset X Simul.).

The Reset X Simul. characterization experiment requires fewer quantum circuit exe-

cutions and is thus more efficient than the Reset Rand. experiment and the Reset

Rand. Simul. experiment. However, this lower effort may come at the cost of a lower

characterization accuracy. Therefore, it will be discussed whether the Reset X Simul. is

sufficient to quantify the qubit reset error.

The characterization experiments devised in this chapter are performed on the 27-qubit

quantum computer ibmq_ehningen to quantify the individual qubit reset error, in the re-

mainder of this chapter. The different characterization experiments are interspersed to

account for shifting error rates on the quantum computer during the evaluation that may

occur e.g. due to calibration. As a consequence the Reset Rand. experiment is per-

formed with r ∈ R reset repetition and random single-qubit gate U1, ..., UW , followed by

the Reset Rand. Simul. experiment and Reset X Simul. experiment. The same ex-

perimental parameters, i.e. random gate Ui and reset repetition r, are employed where

applicable before continuing with the next set of parameters. The conducted experiments

performed W = 50 random state initializations and up to R = 5 reset repetitions.
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5.3.1 Reset Error Quantification on a Near-Term Quantum Computer

The fidelity of resetting a particular qubit of the ibmq_ehningen near-term quantum com-

puter is depicted in Figure 5.4. Here, the fidelity after applying one reset operation is

reported as quantified by the reset error characterization experiments introduced in the

previous section. The fidelity of the reset operation is depicted on the y-axis of Figure 5.4

while the x-axis indicates the respective qubit of the ibmq_ehningen near-term quantum

computer. The average reset fidelity of a qubit is marked by a red line for each reset error

characterization experiment.

The evaluation shows significant outliers (depicted as grey circles) on most qubits. For

instance, the reset fidelity on qubit 0 ranges from almost unit fidelity to less than 70%,

depending on the employed reset error characterization protocol. Apart from the depicted

outliers, the reset fidelity of the qubits shows little variance except for qubits 8, 12, 15,

and 19. The best average reset fidelity of 98.98% was observed on qubit 24 while the best

worst-case behaviour was observed on qubit 20 where a minimal reset fidelity of 96.6%

was achieved over all reset characterization experiment runs. A completely correct reset

with a fidelity of 100% was only occasionally achieved on qubit 21 during our experiments.

The worst average reset fidelity of 88.57% was observed on qubit 8 while the worst reset

was registered on qubit 0 with a fidelity of 67.55%. An outlier rate of at least 8.6% was

shown for more than half of the qubits while qubit 0 was observed to have the largest rate

of outliers (18%).

Figure 5.4: Fidelity of the reset operation for the 27-qubit quantum computer
ibmq_ehningen as reported by the introduced reset error characterization experiments.
A red line marks the respective mean value.
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The Reset Rand. experiment reports the highest best-case fidelity in general while the

Reset Rand. Simul. experiment and Reset X Simul. experiment report lower best-

case fidelities. The Reset Rand. experiment reports a larger reset fidelity on most qubits

than the other reset characterization experiments with the Reset X Simul. experiment

reporting the worst reset fidelity. The average reset fidelity, however, is reported to be

slightly larger by the Reset Rand. Simul. characterization experiment at 97.7% (+-

3.2%) compared to the Reset Rand. characterization experiment at 97.5% (+-3.8%).

We therefore conclude that for compiling with qubit reuse, errors due to concurrent reset

operations are negligible.

5.3.2 Fidelity of Repeated Reset Operations

In Figure 5.5, the fidelity of repeated reset operations is shown on the y-axis (out-

liers omitted) as reported by the Reset X Simul. experiment for each qubit (x-axis)

of the ibmq_ehningen quantum computer. The reset operation is applied r times with

r ∈ {1, ..., 5} on each qubit. As there is a large spread in reset fidelity for the different

qubits and reset repetitions (depicted as Reset Rep. in Figure 5.5), a subset of qubits are

registered on a second y-axis. Specifically, qubits 8, 12, 15, 19, and 22 are registered on

the second y-axis that ranges from 78% to 99.9% and the remaining qubits are registered

on the first y-axis that ranges from 93.3% to 100%. The worst reset fidelity is observed

for more than 80% of the qubits when the reset operation is not repeated (blue bar). The

fidelity is improved dramatically when the reset operation is repeated once (orange bar),

where the reset infidelity is halved for some qubits such as qubit 17. A further increase

in reset repetition did not improve the average reset fidelity of qubit 17. However, the

largest average reset fidelity of qubit 23 was observed at 3 reset operation applications

with a diminishing fidelity observed at further reset repetitions. As the reset fidelity varies

significantly per qubit and reset repetition, we conclude that there is an optimal number

of reset repetitions for each qubit that yields the largest average reset fidelity. Therefore,

the application of qubit reuse to the compilation for near-term quantum computers should

be combined with an assignment step where the qubits that currently exhibit the largest

fidelity are selected for computation with the best repetition of the reset operation.
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5 Qubit Reuse

Figure 5.5: Fidelity of simultaneously applying the reset operation on the qubits of the
27-qubit quantum computer ibmq_ehningen, after preparing each qubit in the |1⟩-state
(Reset X Simul., outliers omitted). The reset operation is repeated zero to four times.
The reset fidelity on qubits 8, 12, 15, 19, and 22 is plotted on a second y-axis. A red line
marks the respective mean value.

5.3.3 State-Dependent Errors

The impact of the initial state of a reset qubit on the reset fidelity is investigated in Fig-

ure 5.6. In this section, the Reset Rand. Simul. characterization experiment has been

used to evaluate the reset fidelity on the qubits of the ibmq_ehningen quantum computer.

The y-axis shows the reset fidelity of all qubits for a random state initialization that has an

overlap with the |0⟩−state as indicated on the x-axis.

Figure 5.6: The fidelity of resetting a single-qubit state by applying one reset operation
for various overlaps with the |0⟩-state on the quantum computer ibmq_ehningen (Reset
Rand. Simul.). A red line marks the respective mean value.

In Figure 5.6, the reset fidelity ranges from roughly 70% for an initial state with less than

2% overlap with the |0⟩-state to almost 100% with initial states that have an overlap of
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more than 98% with the |0⟩-state. The reset fidelity increases gradually at a significantly

decreased variance for an increasing overlap with the |0⟩-state. Furthermore, the number

and magnitude of reset fidelity outliers decrease with a larger overlap. When one reset

operation is applied (as shown in Figure 5.6), the correlation between fidelity and overlap

with the |0⟩-state is largest at Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.33. That correlation

coefficient halves to 0.15 when two reset operations are applied and is further reduced

to 0.13 for the maximum number of considered reset repetitions (four repetitions). Thus,

we conclude that the reset operation in near-term quantum computers is subject to state-

dependent errors that can be significantly reduced by repeating the reset operation. As

state-dependent reset errors can have a significant impact on reset fidelity as shown in

Figure 5.6, a compilation based on qubit reuse must consider a repeated application of

the reset operation to reduce the incurred error.

5.4 Rigorous Compilation with Qubit Reuse

In Figure 5.7, the steps of the rigorous compilation method based on qubit reuse are de-

scribed. In general, the developed method is separated into an offline part (coloured

red) and an at-runtime part (coloured blue) [JBP22]. The offline part is executed ahead

of the quantum computation execution time, allowing for heavy-weight computations on

a classical computer without delaying the quantum computation at the intended runtime

phase. In this chapter, a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) modelM is generated by the

developed rigorous compilation method. This SMT model is determined from the input

quantum computation, a swap insertion model (e.g. [TC20]), an objective function defin-

ing a preferred quantum computation, and the qubit reuse compilation opportunity that

employs reset operations and mid-circuit measurements. An SMT solver [MB08] is then

used to compute a satisfying assignment to the determined SMT model M. A satisfying

assignment to modelM completely defines a quantum computation that correctly applies

qubit reuse and accommodates the limited qubit connectivity of a quantum computer. The

objective function is used to select an element from the set of all satisfying assignments

that yields a quantum computation with e.g. a lower qubit requirement or duration.
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The at-runtime part is performed close to the execution of the intended quantum com-

putation, within minutes or seconds before the execution. During this at-runtime part,

the error characterization experiments are executed and the quantum computation previ-

ously determined in the offline part is adapted to the obtained error characteristics. The

error characteristics are determined by regular calibration performed by the operator of

the quantum computer and the Reset X Simul. reset error characterization experiments

(see Section 5.3). The method introduced in [NT23] is employed in combination with a

custom cost function to efficiently compute a subset of qubits on the quantum computer

given the error characteristics of a target quantum computation. The details of the de-

veloped SMT model (see Section 5.4.1) and the at-runtime part (see Section 5.4.2) are

described in the remainder of this section.

Figure 5.7: Individual steps of the developed qubit reuse compilation method.

5.4.1 Formal Modelling

The developed SMT modelM for qubit reuse is determined from a given input quantum

computation, qubit reuse compilation opportunity, an objective function and the swap in-

sertion model S previously developed in [TC20]. The developed modelM can be divided

into a formal model R specifying the qubit reuse compilation opportunity and a formal

model S specifying the accommodation of limited qubit connectivity by inserting swap

gates.
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The qubit reuse model R essentially extends typical swap insertion models [TC20,

WBZ19] with qubits that can be ’unassigned’ for a portion of the given quantum com-

putation. A swap insertion model S must keep track of changes to the qubit assignment

that have been induced by one or more swap gates. A qubit assignment defines which

abstract qubit of a quantum computation is mapped to which physical qubit on a target

quantum computer during which points of time of the quantum computation. To facil-

itate this, each abstract qubit starts with an initial assignment to a physical qubit of the

quantum computer. In a swap insertion mode, this assignment may only change whenever

swap gates are inserted into the quantum computation to accommodate a two-qubit gate

that is not directly supported by the qubit connectivity of the target quantum computer.

The qubit reuse model R extends this notion of qubit assignment by:

• Allowing an abstract qubit in a quantum computation to start without an initial

assignment, i.e. to be unassigned.

• Disallowing swap gates on unassigned qubits.

• Specifying the change in qubit assignment through a reset operation: qubits that

have been reset become unassigned while a different unassigned qubit becomes as-

signed.

• Disallowing reset operations on a qubit before the computation on that qubit was

completed, i.e. the insertion of reset operations is only allowed after a measurement

has occurred.

These conditions require the extension of the swap insertion model S by new variables

and constraints that will be explained in the following text.

Model Variables

The qubit reuse model R takes a quantum computation with a set of qubits Q and a

set of quantum gates G, a set of physical qubits on the quantum computer P , a set of

measurements M ⊆ G and the maximum considered depth T as an input. The following

variables are part of model R for the given input:
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• A = {a1,1, ..., a|Q|,T }—this set contains variables describing the assignment status of

a qubit, i.e. aq,t evaluates to false only if the qubit q is not assigned to any physical

qubit of the quantum computer at time step t else the variable aq,t evaluates to true.

• L = {l1, ..., l|M |}—this set contains variables describing potential reset locations i.e.

the variable lm evaluates to true if a reset operation is inserted after the measure-

ment operation m ∈ M on the same physical qubit else the variable evaluates to

false. In the developed model, reset operations are only inserted after a measure-

ment operator.

The maximum depth T can be given as an input or determined automatically by apply-

ing an efficient swap insertion algorithm [Qis23, LDX19, IBM23b] and determining the

worst-case depth when qubit reuse was a maximal number of times in the input quantum

computation. Since the swap insertion model S would always determine a solution with

lower depth than the employed heuristic swap insertion algorithm, the determined depth

can be used as an upper bound T .

A number of variables from the swap insertion model S occur in the same equations as

variables in the qubit reuse model R. These variables are described in the following:

• Π = {π1,1,1, ...π|Q|,|P |,T }—this is the set of variables that determine the qubit as-

signment at a specific time, i.e. the variable πq,p,t evaluates to true in a time step

t ∈ {1, ..., T} if an abstract qubit q ∈ Q in the input quantum computation is mapped

to the physical qubit p ∈ P on the target quantum computer.

• E = {σ1,1,1, ..., σ|P |,|P |,T }—this is the set of variables that describe swap gate in-

sertions, i.e. the variable σi,j,t evaluates to true if a swap gate is inserted between

physical qubits i ∈ P and j ∈ P at a time step t ∈ {1, ..., T}. As a consequence, the

qubit assignment variables π_,i,t and π_,j,t corresponding to the participating qubits

must also change accordingly.

• Xg—this is the set of variables corresponding to the location of a quantum gate g.

For instance, let g be a single-qubit gate that needs to be executed on a physical

qubit. The set Xg = {xg,1,1, ..., xg,|P |,T } with variables xg,p,t that evaluate to true if

the single-qubit gate gate g ∈ G is executed at the time step t ∈ {1, ..., T} on the
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physical qubit p. Multi-qubit quantum gates are analogously associated with a set of

variables Xg specifying the gate location on multiple physical qubits.

• Dg = {dg,1, ..., dg,T }—this is the set of variables that describe the time step at which

a gate g is started to be computed, i.e. variable dg,t evaluates to true if gate g occurs

at time step t ∈ {1, ..., T}.

Model Constraints

In the first time step of the quantum computation to be determined, assignment status

variables a·,1 can be set arbitrarily, i.e. their assignment is not constrained. The application

of a reset operation is required for a subsequent change in a qubit assignment status

variable during a time step t ∈ {2, ..., T}. The following set of equations (or: constraints)

require that a reset operation must be applied at the time step t and on a physical qubit

p ∈ P to which a qubit q ∈ Q is assigned at time step t + 1, whenever a previously

unassigned qubit q becomes assigned from one time step to another.

(¬aq,t ∧ aq,t+1)→
∨

m∈M,p∈P
(lm ∧ xm,p,t ∧ dm,t ∧ πq,p,t+1) . (5.1)

Reciprocally, if a qubit q ∈ Q becomes unassigned at time step t + 1, the following con-

straints enforce a corresponding reset operation to occur at the previous time step (and

vice versa):

(aq,t ∧ ¬aq,t+1)↔
(
lmq ∧ dmq ,t

)
(5.2)

where mq ∈ M is the measurement acting on the qubit q ∈ Q. The variables lmq and dg,t

are used for consistency in the previous and subsequent equations.

No quantum gate may be computed at a time step t on a qubit q ∈ Q if the qubit is not

assigned at that time step ¬qq,t. This yields a set of consequences that must be enforced to

yield a correct quantum computation, i.e. a quantum computation where each quantum

gate is exclusively assigned a physical location on the target quantum computer on a

specific time step. Enforcing these consequences requires the following constraints to be

true:

¬aq,t → ¬dg,t, (5.3)
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where g ∈ G is a quantum gate that acts on the abstract qubit q ∈ Q in a quantum

computation.

In addition to the listed constraints, the swap insertion model S must be further relaxed

to allow for changes to qubit assignment variables πq,p,t using reset operations instead

of only using swap gates [TC20]. In previous swap insertion models, the assignment

of abstract qubits in the quantum computation to physical qubits in the target quantum

computer was always injective. This is not necessarily true anymore when qubit reuse

is employed: as quantum gates may not occur on unassigned qubits, two abstract qubits

q, q′ ∈ Q may be mapped to the same physical qubit p ∈ P while still yielding a correct

quantum computation as long as one of the qubits q, q′ are unassigned. Consequently, the

swap insertion model S is relaxed to permit these non-injective qubit assignments.

Evaluated Objective Functions

Three objective functions are evaluated with the developed modelM to guide the selec-

tion of the satisfiable variable assignments by the SMT solver towards preferred quantum

computations that are expected to perform better on a near-term quantum computer.

To minimize the duration of a quantum computation, the depth of the quantum computa-

tion is minimized by:

minZ,Z ≥ t ∧ dg,t,∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ {1, ..., T}, (5.4)

where Z is an integer variable. The duration of a quantum computation and hence the

incurred decoherence error is correlated with the depth of a quantum computation. Thus,

if the corresponding depth is minimized the quantum computation is expected to incur

fewer errors.

Another figure of merit that can be optimized with the qubit reuse compilation opportunity

is the number of qubits required on the quantum computer to execute a given quantum

computation. This figure can be minimized by the following objective function

min
∑
p∈P

(
∨q∈Q,t∈{1,..,T}πq,p,t

)
, (5.5)
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where each physical qubit p ∈ P of the quantum computer counts towards the qubit

requirement if an abstract qubit q ∈ Q was assigned to p at any time of the quantum

computation, i.e. if πq,p,t evaluates to true at any time step.

The last figure of merit evaluated in this chapter is the number of inserted swap gates.

The number of inserted swap gates can be optimized by

min
∑
e∈E

e, (5.6)

where E is the set of swap insertions as defined previously.

Deriving the Optimized Quantum Circuit

The model M constraints the assignment to the model variables such that a satisfiable

assignment yields a valid quantum computation that accommodates the qubit connectiv-

ity of a target quantum computer. As such the quantum computation uses each physical

qubit on the quantum computer at most once for a quantum gate during a specific time

step. Furthermore, any restrictions in qubit connectivity are resolved by either swap gates

or qubit reuse. The timing and location of the inserted operations as well as of the quan-

tum gates of the quantum computation can be directly derived by inspecting the model

variable assignments, specifically the qubit assignment variables πq,p,t, qubit assignment

status variables aq,t and inserted reset operations variables lm.

5.4.2 Qubit Assignment using Reset Error Characterization

After the developed rigorous compilation used qubit reuse to yield a quantum computation

that can be performed on a target quantum computer directly, the reset error character-

ization and calibration data are obtained and used to select a subset of physical qubits

on the quantum computer for computation. This subset of qubits is selected such that

the quantum computation does not require further swap gate insertions or qubit reuse to

accommodate the limited qubit connectivity. There are typically multiple such subsets of

qubits as current and near-term quantum computers have a regular qubit topology and

connectivity as shown in Figure 5.8 [AAB+19, IBM23b, CZY+20]. Thus, a compiled

quantum computation can be computed on different sets of physical qubits in the quan-
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tum computer. Methods such as [NT23], exploit this regular structure to efficiently find a

suitable subset of qubits that minimizes a given cost function. This section extends these

methods by selecting the number of reset operation repetitions per qubit while consider-

ing the error characterization yielded by both, the calibration data but also the performed

reset error characterization experiments.

The optimized selection of a qubit subset is determined by the steps depicted in Algo-

rithm 5.1. In the first step, the calibration data ξxg collected by the operator of the target

quantum computer is obtained. The operator of the quantum computer typically includes

the fidelity of each gate g supported by the quantum computer at the location x in the

calibration data ξxg . As introduced in the previous section, the location x can either be

a qubit in the quantum computer or the connection between two qubits. Then, the reset

error characterization experiments are executed on the target quantum computer, yield-

ing reset error ξ′p,r per qubit p and reset repetitions r. The Reset X Simul. reset error

characterization experiment introduced in Section 5.3 is used for the evaluation of the

developed rigorous compilation method. The reset error ξ′p,r obtained by the Reset X

Simul. characterization experiment is considered in conjunction with the incurred idle

time to determine the number of reset repetitions per qubit. Since the application of reset

operations may lead to idle time and thus to additional decoherence on non-reset qubits

we consider the duration ϵp,r of performing r reset operations on the physical qubit p to

compute the value

ξp,r := e−ϵp,r/T · (1− ξ′p,r) (5.7)

that indicates the fidelity of applying the reset operation r times on physical qubit p on

a quantum computer while subject to the decoherence time T . The number of reset ap-

plications Rp optimizing the reset fidelity for a specific physical qubit p is subsequently

determined by computing argmaxr ξp,r for a fixed qubit p.

In the next step, the method in [NT23] is invoked with the following cost function to

perform the lines 5-7 in Algorithm 5.1:

cost(ā, ξ, Rp) := 1−
∏
xg∈C

ξxg

∏
rp∈C

ξp,Rp , (5.8)
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where C is the compiled quantum computation and xg is a quantum gate g in C applied to

the location x that determined by the qubit subset selection ā. Furthermore, the variable

pr ∈ C of Equation (5.8) denotes a reset operation in the compiled quantum computation

that is applied to physical qubit p according to the qubit subset selection ā. As such, the re-

set operation on physical qubit p is applied Rp times. Finally, the determined qubit subset

selection āf ∈ Ā that yields the minimal cost Kā is computed. This qubit subset selection

āf is then applied to the compiled quantum computation C to yield a new quantum com-

putation O where reset operations on qubit p are applied Rp times and the abstract qubits

are assigned to physical qubits according to āf .

Algorithm 5.1: Qubit subset selection with reset operations
Input: A compiled quantum circuit C, the qubit connectivity H
Output: A compiled quantum circuit with optimized qubit selection

1 begin
2 ξxg ← fidelity of quantum gate g at location x;
3 ξp,r ← fidelity of r resets on physical qubit p;
4 Rp ← derive the number of reset repetitions per qubit from ξp,r;
5 Ā← subgraph_isomorphism(graph(C), H);
6 for ā ∈ Ā do
7 Kā ← cost(ā, ξ, Rp);
8 end
9 āf ← ā with lowest cost Kā;

10 O ← assign qubits in C as defined in āf with reset applications as in Rp;
11 return O
12 end

5.4.3 Example: 7-Qubit Bernstein-Vazirani

The developed compilation method is applied on a 7-Qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum

computation, a heavy-hex qubit connectivity of the 27-qubit ibmq_ehningen quantum

computer (see Figure 5.2) in this section. Assuming an objective function for minimiz-

ing the number of swap gates (see Equation (5.6)), the rigorous compilation may yield

the quantum computation shown in Figure 5.8. This compiled quantum computation is

then subject to the steps outlined in Algorithm 5.1, where first the gate fidelities are ob-

tained [MAB+18] and the (Reset X Simul.) reset error characterization experiment (see

Section 5.3) is performed yielding the data in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.8: Mapping a 7-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit with three reused qubits
(lower left, also see Figure 5.2b) to the coupling graph of ibmq_ehningen (upper right).

Applying Equation (5.7) on the reset operation duration, decoherence times of

ibmq_ehningen and the reset error data as shown in rows one, three, and five of Table 5.1

yields the values given in rows two, four, and six of Table 5.1. A suitable number of reset

applications can be derived from these values (last row in Table 5.1) that are used to yield

an optimized quantum computation and to select a qubit subset for computation. The

compiled quantum computation depicted in Figure 5.2 would require four physical qubits

with three qubits connected to one common qubit. The heavy-hex qubit connectivity of

ibmq_ehningen exhibits eight qubit subsets on which the compiled quantum computation

can be performed without requiring swap gates (see Figure 5.8). By computing the cus-

tom cost function defined in Equation (5.8) on each of these qubit subsets, the qubit subset

with the smallest cost, i.e. with the highest expectation of successful computation, can be

determined. Let the qubit subset (10, 13, 15, 12) yield the lowest cost as defined by Equa-

tion (5.8). The abstract qubits (0, 1, 2, 3) in the quantum computation are assigned to the

physical qubits (10, 13, 15, 12) respectively. Furthermore, as given by the reset repetition

number defined in the last row of Table 5.1, each reset operation occurring is applied Rp

times before the quantum computation is executed on the target quantum computer.

5.5 Evaluation

The developed qubit reuse compilation method is evaluated on a set of quantum computa-

tions consisting of the Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) [BV97] quantum circuits, Hadamard ladder
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Table 5.1: Reset error data considered for qubit subset selection.

qubit p0 p1 p2 p20 p24 p25 p26
ξ′p,1 0.976 0.986 0.984 0.971 0.984 0.973 0.961
ξp,1 0.971 0.981 0.978 0.965 0.979 0.967 0.955
ξ′p,2 0.996 0.993 0.998 . . . 0.980 . . . 0.999 0.978 0.994
ξp,2 0.985 0.983 0.988 0.969 0.988 0.967 0.983
ξ′p,3 0.99 0.993 0.995 0.987 0.999 0.98 0.997
ξp,3 0.975 0.977 0.979 0.971 0.983 0.964 0.981
Rp 2 2 2 3 2 1 2

(H-ladder) [KW23] quantum circuits, and a quantum circuit computing the exclusive-or

(XOR) function (xor5_254) using up to ten qubits [WGT+08]. The Hadamard ladder

quantum circuit (as depicted on the right side of Figure 5.9) does, in contrast to the

Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit (as depicted in Figure 5.1) and the exclusive-or quan-

tum circuit (as depicted on the left side of Figure 5.9), only require linear qubit connec-

tivity. As a consequence, the Hadamard ladder quantum circuits can be executed directly

on near-term quantum computers such as ibmq_ehningen without requiring the insertion

of swap gates or other auxiliary instructions. The BV and xor5_254 quantum circuits,

however, require swap gate insertions depending on the size of the quantum circuit.

Figure 5.9: The xor5_254 quantum circuit computing an exclusive-or (XOR) function (left)
and a 6-qubit Hadamard ladder quantum circuit (right).

The rigorous compilation method utilizing qubit reuse was evaluated with two different

objective functions on the evaluated quantum circuits. The number of required swap gate

insertions should be minimized by one of the evaluated objective functions. The second
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evaluated objective function should minimize the number of required qubits or set this

qubit requirement to a specific number.

After a quantum computation has been compiled by the rigorous compilation method and

subsequently a suitable qubit subset was selected, the characteristics of the determined

quantum computations are reported. The quantum circuits generated by Qiskit are used

as a basis for comparison [Qis23]. The evaluated characteristics of the compiled quantum

computations are the quantum circuit depth, the number of required swap gate insertions,

the number of required qubits on the quantum computer, the Hellinger fidelity [Hel09],

and the estimated success probability (ESP). The estimated success probability (ESP) is

defined as the product of gate fidelities, measurement fidelities, and reset fidelities in

a quantum computation [TQ19] and can be determined by inspecting a given quantum

computation and corresponding fidelity data. The fidelity data required for computing the

ESP is retrieved from the calibration data provided by the quantum computer operator

during calibration and from the performed reset error characterization experiments (see

Section 5.3) that are performed shortly before executing the evaluated quantum circuits.

The Hellinger fidelity is computed by determining the overlap in measurement outcomes

from an error-free simulation and an execution of the compiled quantum computation on

a near-term quantum computer. In this evaluation, the 27-qubit IBM quantum computer

ibm_hanoi was used for determining the ESP and Hellinger fidelity.

5.5.1 Impact of Compilation with Qubit Reuse on Characteristics

The impact of the compilation performed by Qiskit and the rigorous method developed

in this chapter on the characteristics of the evaluated quantum computations is shown in

Table 5.2. The data in the first five columns of the table is obtained by applying Qiskit to

the evaluated quantum computation and is reported as absolute values. The remaining

columns depict data obtained by applying the rigorous compilation method developed

in this chapter with various objective functions to the evaluated quantum computations.

Except for qubit columns, these columns contain values relative to the data reported by

Qiskit. By applying the developed rigorous compilation method with the objective to

minimize the number of swaps on a Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit with 7 qubits (BV7
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- second row, columns six to nine), for instance, yields a 4-qubit quantum circuit with a

13% reduced duration, a 20% improved ESP, and swap gate insertions.

When minimizing the number of swap gate insertions with the developed compilation

method (columns five to eight of Table 5.2), the swap gate insertions could be completely

replaced by qubit reuse at no overhead in quantum circuit depth compared to the quantum

computations compiled by Qiskit. In general, however, qubit reuse may have a marginal

impact on swap gate insertions or may lead to an increase in swap gate insertions.

The 10-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit exhibited the largest improvement in ESP

if the qubit requirement was minimized (last column, third row in Table 5.2), and the qubit

reuse is maximal. The maximal qubit reuse had the same impact on swap gate insertions

as the swap gate minimization objective (columns five to eight of Table 5.2). In contrast to

the swap gate minimization objective, the quantum circuit depth is increased significantly,

which may lead to larger errors due to decoherence. In the worst observed case of the

evaluated quantum circuits, quantum circuit depth increased by 141% for the 10-qubit

Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit.

Another interesting data point is the reuse of one qubit in the 4-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani

quantum circuit (BV4) where the number of swap gates insertions was zero to begin with

(row one, columns nine to twelve). Instead of a decrease in ESP due to the insertion of

one reset operation when reusing one qubit, the ESP stays constant as a qubit subset with

higher fidelities can be selected for quantum computation (row 1, column twelve). The

adverse effect on the ESP when inserting reset operations without replacing swap gate

Table 5.2: The number of qubits (Q columns), quantum circuit depth (D columns), number
of swap gate insertions (S columns), and ESP for the investigated quantum circuits.

Qiskit mininimal swaps one reuse maximal reuse

circuit Q D S ESP Q D S ESP Q D S ESP Q D S ESP

BV4 4 10 0 0.93 4 1.10x 0x 1.0x 3 1.70x 0.00x 1.00x 2 2.60x 0x 0.99x
BV7 7 23 4 0.70 4 0.87x 0x 1.2x 6 0.83x 0.50x 1.17x 2 2.30x 0x 1.20x
BV10 10 33 9 0.54 4 0.85x 0x 1.4x 9 0.82x 0.78x 1.05x 2 2.42x 0x 1.41x
H-ladder3 3 8 0 0.96 3 1.00x 0x 1.0x 2 1.88x 0.00x 0.99x 2 1.89x 0x 0.99x
H-ladder5 5 11 0 0.93 5 1.00x 0x 1.0x 4 1.27x 0.00x 0.99x 2 2.18x 0x 0.95x
H-ladder7 7 14 0 0.86 7 1.00x 0x 1.0x 6 1.14x 0.00x 1.02x 2 2.43x 0x 0.95x
xor5_254 6 10 2 0.84 4 1.00x 0x 1.0x 5 0.80x 0.50x 1.03x 2 1.60x 0x 1.03x
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insertions can only be partially mitigated by a better qubit subset selection in general. Re-

ducing the qubit requirement of the 7-qubit or 5-qubit Hadamard ladder quantum circuit

to two qubits, for instance, leads to an ESP that is reduced by 5% while the quantum

circuit depth is more than doubled compared to the Qiskit compilation. While qubit reuse

is in principle able to reduce the number of swap gate insertions significantly and higher-

quality qubit subsets can be selected for some quantum circuits, qubit reuse can also have

an adverse impact on other quantum circuit characteristics.

5.5.2 Impact of Increasing Qubit Reuse on Circuit Characteristics

The impact of increased qubit reuse on the quantum circuit characteristics and Hellinger

fidelity of the 10-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit (BV10), 7-qubit Hadamard

ladder (H-Ladder7), and the quantum circuit implementing the exclusive-or function

(xor5_254) are reported in Table 5.3. Unsurprisingly, there is a pronounced increase in

quantum circuit depth with an increased qubit reuse, for all evaluated quantum circuits.

When the qubit requirement is decreased from three qubits to two qubits, the increase

in quantum circuit depth is most pronounced at 82%, 26%, and 33% respectively for the

BV10, H-Ladder7, and xor5_254 quantum circuits. From a different point of view, how-

ever, the developed method can reuse 7, 2 or 3 qubits compared to the circuit compilation

performed by Qiskit, if the quantum circuit depth is allowed to be increased by 50%.

Furthermore, the qubit reuse must not be maximal for minimizing the number of swap

gate insertions. No swap gate insertions on the heavy-hex qubit connectivity were nec-

essary when the qubit requirement had been lowered to four for both the XOR and the

Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit. For these quantum circuits, the maximum qubit reuse

yields a qubit requirement of two for both quantum circuits. As seen for the case of the

7-qubit Hadamard ladder quantum circuit, the number of swap gate insertions can even

increase with an increase in qubit reuse when the objective is to minimize quantum circuit

depth after reaching the desired qubit reuse.

The developed rigorous compilation method utilizing qubit reuse was able to improve

the Hellinger fidelity significantly. For instance, the Hellinger fidelity of the 10-qubit

Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit was improved by 4.3x and by 1.16x for the xor5_254

quantum circuit. When using qubit reuse, the Hellinger fidelity can not always be im-
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proved as shown in the data of the 7-qubit Hadamard ladder quantum circuit. An increase

in Hellinger fidelity generally correlates more with a reduction in swap gate insertions

due to qubit reuse and less with a change in ESP. For the xor5_254 quantum circuit, the

developed method incurs a change in Hellinger fidelity that roughly correlates with the

change in ESP for increased qubit reuse. However, such a pattern was not observed for

the Hadamard ladder and Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuits. The ESP increased by 40%

compared to the Qiskit solution while the Hellinger fidelity improved significantly more by

330% for the Bernstein-Vazirani quantum circuit. Furthermore, the ESP decreases by 5%

while the Hellinger fidelity decreases by 93% for the Hadamard ladder quantum circuit.

This may be caused by two potential effects. First, we report a large rate of outliers and

occasionally a large variance for some qubits regarding the reset fidelity in Section 5.3.1.

Thus, the state transformation specified by the reset operation may occasionally fail for

single quantum circuits even if the average reset fidelity is sufficiently high. Second, the

ESP metric assumes independent errors and does thus not capture e.g. additional errors

on qubits neighbouring the reset qubit. Given that crosstalk errors have been reported to

be incurred by reset operations [MDS22], a more detailed error metric may be required to

yield a strong agreement with the results determined by a near-term quantum computer.

Table 5.3: Hellinger fidelity and circuit characteristics for no qubit reuse (Qiskit) to eight
reused qubits (this chapter).

reused qubits

circuit characteristic 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

BV
10

depth 33 27 24 30 28 30 28 44 80
swap 9 7 5 3 2 1 0 0 0
ESP 54% 57% 49% 51% 73% 75% 76% 75% 76%
fidelity 9% 18% 8% 11% 5% 6% 2% 12% 39%

H
-L

ad
de

r7 depth 14 16 21 27 34 - - - -
swap 0 0 1 0 0 - - - -
ESP 86% 87% 84% 83% 82% - - - -
fidelity 79% 74% 9% 2% 6% - - - -

xo
r5

_2
54

depth 10 8 10 12 16 - - - -
swap 2 1 0 0 0 - - - -
ESP 84% 86% 87% 88% 86% - - - -
fidelity 79% 88% 92% 90% 87% - - - -
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5.6 Summary

The combined model allows to optimally trade-off the application of swap gates and qubit

reuse for different costs of reset operations and swap gates. In this chapter, a set of reset

error characterization experiments was introduced to quantify the reset fidelity on a 27-

qubit quantum computer. Furthermore, a compilation method was developed that utilizes

qubit reuse to determine a quantum computation with minimal quantum circuit depth,

minimal number of swap gate insertions, or minimal qubit requirement. The developed

rigorous compilation method is augmented by an efficient low-latency qubit subset se-

lection that considers the varying fidelity of repeated reset operations as well as quantum

gate and measurement fidelities. The qubit reuse compilation method is then evaluated on

quantum computations with up to 10 qubits to determine the characteristics and Hellinger

fidelity of thereby compiled quantum computations on a near-term quantum computer

with heavy-hex connectivity.

The reset fidelity was revealed to vary highly from 67.5% to 100% by the introduced

reset error characterization experiments. In addition, the reset operation was observed

to incur errors that depend on the initial state of the reset qubit. A low-effort lower

bound on reset fidelity for compilation purposes can be determined by simultaneously

initializing the qubits to the |1⟩-state and subsequently resetting as well as measuring

all qubits. The developed rigorous compilation method was able to use qubit reuse to

replace a significant portion of swap gate insertions and to increase the Hellinger fidelity

by up to 4.3x. Finally, completely exhausting qubit reuse during compilation may not

yield the best characteristics or Hellinger fidelity. The utilization of qubit reuse must

be guided by the decrease in swap gate insertions and the increase in quantum circuit

depth bundled with the subsequent ability to select a higher-quality qubit subset to yield

quantum computations with an increased result quality.
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Chapter 6

Topology Changes Induced by Rydberg Shifts

Near-term quantum computers are based on nascent technology platforms such as ion

traps [ION23, LWF+17, QuT23, PDF+21], superconducting circuits [AAB+19, IBM23d,

Rig23], neutral atoms [JCZ+00, Saf16, BL20] and NV centers [DMD+13, N+14]. For these

technologies, the qubit connectivity is limited, i.e. only a subset of qubit-qubit interactions

as defined by the topology of a quantum computer is supported at a time. If a quantum

computation exhibits unrestricted qubit connectivity in its computational steps, the al-

gorithm can be made compliant with the topology of a quantum computer by quantum

circuit mapping. Typically, quantum circuit mapping requires the insertion of auxiliary in-

structions, such as swap gates, into the input quantum computation [CDD+19, DSB+22].

Then insertion of these auxiliary instructions can cause additional errors when the quan-

tum computation is eventually executed on a target quantum computer. Reducing the

overhead incurred by quantum circuit mapping is therefore crucial in order to extend the

computational reach of current and near-term quantum computing technology [Pre18].

Quantum computing technologies based on Rydberg atoms are characterized by long deco-

herence times, high-fidelity quantum gates [MCS+20], multi-qubit interactions with more

than two qubits [LKS+19] and the ability to change their topology during computation

that allows for dynamic qubit connectivities [NLR+14, BDLL+16, EBK+16]. This nascent

technology is therefore explored for near-term quantum computing with prototypes cur-

rently investigated by research groups [QRy23] and startups such as QUERA [QUE23]

and Pasqal [Pas23]. However, the changes in topology supported by the Rydberg atoms

platform have only started to be explored for quantum circuit mapping.
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6 Topology Changes Induced by Rydberg Shifts

Topology changes do not manipulate the quantum state per se but induce a change in

qubit connectivity. They are therefore a promising candidate for quantum circuit mapping

as topology changes can have a lower error rate than swap gates that are typically used

for quantum circuit mapping. Furthermore, one topology change may replace the need for

multiple swap gates, thereby reducing the duration and thus errors due to decoherence of

a compiled quantum computation. The computational reach of quantum computers may

therefore be extended by supporting topology changes.

In this chapter, a rigorous compilation method is developed that exploits compilation op-

portunities available with topology changes for accommodating the limited qubit connec-

tivity of a near-term quantum computer more efficiently:

• A formal model is developed that incorporates topology changes in one dimension

and swap gate insertions in conjunction.

• The developed rigorous compilation method is evaluated on intermediate-scale

quantum circuits.

• Technology parameters for near-term Rydberg quantum computers are characterized

that enable a more efficient accommodation of limited qubit connectivity.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Quantum computers based on

Rydberg atoms and topology changes supported by these devices are introduced in section

6.1. The formal model describing topology changes supported by the Rydberg atoms

platform is introduced and integrated with a swap gate insertion model in section 6.2.

The evaluation in section 6.3 demonstrates the potential for more efficient quantum circuit

mapping in terms of quantum circuit depth and fidelity depending on different technology

parameters. In section 6.4 this chapter is summarized. Parts of this chapter have been

published as [BBP21].

6.1 Quantum Computing Based on Rydberg Atoms

In technology platforms based on Rydberg atoms, an array of individually trapped neutral

atoms is used for realizing a quantum computer. Optical tweezers trap the neutral atoms

in place and also allow for a deterministic loading of the atom array by physically moving
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individual atoms [NLR+14, BDLL+16, EBK+16]. The single-qubit gates in such a technol-

ogy platform are realized by individual optical addressing of atoms. For the realization of

two-qubit gates, the atoms representing the interacting qubits of the two-qubit gates are

excited into a Rydberg state, where the Van der Waals interaction is enhanced such that it

induces a strong interaction [JCZ+00, GMW+09, UJH+09, LKS+19, GKG+19, MCS+20].

A major challenge of topology changes in the neutral atom technology platform is to avoid

errors due to qubit dephasing and the coupling of the qubit to motional degrees of free-

dom. Such errors can be avoided when the movement of the atoms is restricted along a

row of the two-dimensional atom array with a fixed ordering of the qubits. This setup is

currently experimentally implemented in e.g. [QRy23]. Thus, while the arbitrary move-

ment of atoms during a quantum computation is possible in principle, the movement of

atoms is expected to be restricted during a quantum computation on near-term quan-

tum computers based on Rydberg atoms. Therefore, the focus in this chapter is on one-

dimensional displacements (one-dimensional shifts) where atoms are only moved along

one row. These one-dimensional displacements are modelled by changing the topology

graph of a target quantum computer.

Individual qubits and the qubit connectivity in a quantum computer are represented by a

topology graph. The topology graph G = (P,E) is defined as follows. For each physical

qubit in the quantum computer, one vertex v ∈ P is included in the topology graph.

If a physical qubit p and a physical qubit u in the quantum computer can interact with

each other, i.e. participate in a common multi-qubit gate, one edge e = (p, u) ∈ E is

included in the topology graph. Removing or adding at least one edge to the topology

graph constitutes a topology graph change.

An example of one-dimensional topology displacements is described for an atom array

with two rows and three columns as shown in Figure 6.1 where three topology changes

denoted as a, b and c are depicted. The qubits in the first row of the depicted array are

displaced to the right by one qubit in topology change a. In topology change b, qubit 0

and qubit 1 are displaced to the left by one qubit while qubit 2 keeps its position. Qubit

2 could also be displaced to the right by the same topology change b. The last topology

change c is not permitted by the envisaged one-dimensional topology displacements since

the relative positions of two qubits in the first row are swapped.
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Figure 6.1: Example topology graph changes induced by one-dimensional displacements.
The topology graph changes a and b are supported by one-dimensional displacements
while the topology graph change c is not supported because it changes the relative order
of qubits.

A subset of all possible topology graph changes can be supported by a quantum computer

depending on the employed technology platform. Quantum computers based on technolo-

gies such as superconducting qubits and NV centers do not support deliberate changes

in topology during a quantum computation and are therefore typically represented by a

static topology graph for compilation purposes [N+14, AAB+19]. However, the topology

can change by physically moving qubits [WKM21, Bar15] or changing other operational

parameters [BKM16] in quantum computations based on photons, ion traps or neutral

atoms. The topology can change arbitrarily in photonic quantum computing by placing

mirrors [Bar15] or waveguides [Hun95]. Electromagnetic fields can be applied in ion trap

quantum computers, to support arbitrary topology changes [BKM16]. Other realizations

of quantum computations based on ion traps allow to change the topology in a limited

way by physically moving qubits represented by ions [WKM21].

6.2 Rigorous Compilation with Topology Changes

In this section, a rigorous compilation method is described that incorporates topology

changes induced by one-dimensional shifts into a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)

modelM. The formal modelM is the union of a model B that describes topology changes

supported by one-dimensional shifts and a swap gate insertion model S.
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The individual steps of the developed compilation method given a quantum computation

U , maximal time step T , and a topology graph G = (P,E) are depicted in Figure 6.2. In

the first step, the topology graph G is extended to yield a graph G′ = (P,E′) that includes

the qubit connectivity supported via all valid topology graph changes. Then, the input

quantum computation U , the extended topology graph G′ and the maximum quantum

circuit depth T are used to construct the modelM. An SMT solver [MB08] subsequently

computes a satisfying assignment to the variables in modelM subject to further objective

functions such as the minimization of the quantum circuit depth or the maximization of

the expected circuit fidelity.

The variable assignment returned by the solver is optimal with respect to the chosen ob-

jective function, yielding an optimal quantum computation. If the solver can not return

a satisfiable assignment within the given maximum quantum circuit depth T , model M

is modified by increasing T . The maximum quantum circuit depth T is increased itera-

tively until a valid assignment to M is found, i.e. the compiled quantum computation

accommodates the limited qubit connectivity of the target quantum computer. In general,

optimality is guaranteed with this approach if the value of the employed objective function

can not improve by increasing the quantum circuit depth. Alternatively, an initial maxi-

mum quantum circuit depth T must be chosen that allows the solver to explore all qubit

permutations and topology changes in the quantum circuit U .

In the following text, P is the set of physical qubits in the target quantum computer, Q

are the abstract qubits in the given quantum computation U and T is the last time step

considered. The topology assumed in this section is an array defined by R rows and C

columns. The same identifiers R and C also specify a function that a physical qubit p ∈ P

to its corresponding row or column in the topology graph. Constraints defining the domain

of a variable v ∈ B ∪ S have been omitted in the following text.

6.2.1 Topology Graph Extension

The developed compilation method first constructs the extended topology graph G′ =

(V,E′) according to the supported topology graph changes (see section 6.1). In this chap-

ter, we assume a Rydberg atom quantum computer with an initial topology G with a

two-dimensional qubit connectivity and qubits arranged in a C × R array. Arbitrary one-
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Figure 6.2: Individual steps of the developed rigorous compilation method given a quan-
tum computation U , topology graph G′ = (P,E′) and maximal considered time step T .

dimensional displacements in one row along the x-axis of the array are modelled while

maintaining the relative order of qubits. The resulting extended topology graph G′ is

shown in figure 6.3. An arbitrary qubit q of row r can be connected with an arbitrary

qubit u of a neighbouring row r′ since the qubits can be displaced arbitrarily along the

x-axis of the array. Since the relative position of qubits in the same row may not change,

qubits q, q′ in the same row can only interact directly if the qubits are connected in the

original topology graph G. Thus, the edge set E′ of the extended topology graph G′ is

defined by

E′ = E ∪ {{q, u} | q ∈ r, u ∈ r′}. (6.1)

In general, O(C2R) edges are included in G′ for an initial topology given by an array with

C columns and R rows.

Figure 6.3: The topology graph representing the qubit connectivity enabled by one-
dimensional topology displacements. Black edges denote the qubit connectivity in the
initial topology and dashed, blue edges denote the additional qubit connectivity supported
by suitable topology changes.
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6.2.2 Modelling One-Dimensional Topology Displacements

In a subsequent step of the developed rigorous compilation method, the dynamics of the

topology graph is defined, i.e. the way a topology graph can change from one time step

to another. In addition, the edges of the extended topology graph G′ that are available for

computation in a specific time step must be defined. Given an extended topology graph

G′ = (P,E′) and the maximum considered quantum circuit depth T , one-dimensional

displacements (see section 6.1) are defined in B to contain the following variables:

• η = {η1,1, ..., η|P |,T }—this set represents the displacement of a physical qubit p ∈ P

at a time step t ∈ {1, ..., T}. The variable ηp,t evaluates to zero if the physical qubit

p was not displaced with respect to its position in the original topology graph G. A

positive value of ηp,t indicates a displacement of physical qubit p to the right and a

negative value indicates a displacement to the left at time step t.

• EN = {EN1,1,1, ..., EN|P |,|P |,T }—this set represents whether a specific qubit con-

nectivity is valid in time step t. Specifically, ENp,u,t evaluates to true if the qubit

connection between physical qubit p and physical qubit u is available for the com-

putation of a multi-qubit gate at time step t.

Since the assumed one-dimensional topology displacements fix the order of qubits in the

same row for all time steps t ∈ T , the following constraints are required for each qubit

p ∈ P and displacement ηp,t:

(ηp,t ≤ ηr,t) ∧ (ηl,t ≤ ηp,t) , (6.2)

where r (l) is in the set of physical qubits that are assigned a position right (left) to

the physical qubit p, i.e. r ∈ {u ∈ P | (C(u) > C(p)) ∧ (R(u) = R(p))} and l ∈ {u ∈

P | (C(u) < C(p)) ∧ (R(u) = R(p))}.

Next, the qubit connectivity at a time step t must be defined given by the individual qubit

displacements at that time step:

ENp,u,t := (ηp,t = ηu,t), (6.3)
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for physical qubits p, u that are in the same row – they are connected when they have

been displaced by the same amount in a time step t. For physical qubits p, u that are in

neighboring rows:

ENp,u,t := ((C(p) + ηp,t) = (C(u) + ηu,t)) , (6.4)

i.e. two physical qubits are connected if their displacements cause them to be in the same

column of the array in a time step t.

Depending on the specific realization of the technology platform, a topology displacement

may require a runtime of td ∈ {1, ..., T} time steps. Consequently, no other operation may

be computed on a physical qubit p ∈ P in t′ ∈ {t − td, ..., t} if a change in displacement

ηp,t ̸= ηp,t+1 occurs on a qubit p between time step t and t + 1. The runtime td is a user-

specified input to modelM and can be e.g. defined by the duration of the displacement

as measured experimentally on a quantum computer based on Rydberg atoms.

6.2.3 Formal Swap Gate Insertion Model

A swap gate insertion model S defines an assignment of abstract qubits Q in a quan-

tum computation U to the physical qubits of a quantum computer P for each considered

time step. This qubit assignment can be changed by inserting swap gates into the given

quantum computation. Furthermore, each quantum gate g ∈ U is assigned a location

l ∈ L = P(P ) \ {} for each time step t ∈ {1, ..., T}. The swap insertion model S described

in [TC20] is used in this chapter.

The following variables are included in a swap insertion model S:

• Π = {π1,1,1, ..., π|Q|,|P |,T }—this set of variables represents the qubit assignment in

the input quantum computation U for each time step. Specifically, πq,p,t evaluates to

true if the abstract qubit q ∈ Q is assigned to the physical qubit p ∈ P at time step t.

• Xg—this is the set of variables corresponding to the location of a quantum gate

g. For instance, the location of a single-qubit gate g is represented by Xg =

{xg,1,1, ..., xg,|P |,T }. The variable xg,p,t evaluates to true if the single-qubit gate g

is executed at the time step t on physical qubit p. The location of multiple-qubit

quantum gates is analogously specified by a set of variables where a location is a set

of physical qubits instead.
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• Dg = {dg,1, ..., dg,T }—this is the set of variables that describe the time step at which

a gate g is started to be computed, i.e. variable dg,t evaluates to true if gate g occurs

at time step t.

and constrained by the following conditions:

• Each quantum gate g ∈ U is assigned a valid location in Xg and a time step dg such

that the dependency defined in the input quantum computation U is maintained.

• Each abstract q ∈ Q in the quantum computation is assigned at most one physical

qubit p ∈ P in the quantum computer, i.e. the assignment πq,t is injective.

• If a quantum gate g ∈ U is assigned a location in Xg at time dg, the gate qubits Q′

of quantum gate g must have been assigned to physical qubits P ′, i.e πqi,pi,dg must

evaluate to true for all qi ∈ Q′ and pi ∈ P ′.

• The qubit assignment πq,p,t may only change to πq,u,t+1 in a subsequent time step if

there exists a valid edge (p, u) in the topology graph G.

A swap gate must be inserted into the quantum circuit U whenever the qubit assignment

changes (πq,p,t ̸= πq,p,t+1 ̸=). Furthermore, quantum gates may have an individual run-

time ti ∈ {1, ..., T} that must be considered, i.e. during the runtime of a quantum gate g,

the corresponding qubit p ∈ P is only occupied with quantum gate g.

When a swap insertion model S is combined with a model B for topology changes two

more constraints are required:

• A quantum gate (or swap gate) may only be placed on qubits p, u ∈ P in a certain

time step t if ENp,u,t evaluates to true, i.e. the qubit connectivity between p and u is

available in the topology at time t.

• Mutual exclusion of quantum computations, topology displacement and swap gates

on a set of qubits at the same time step.

6.2.4 Optimization Objectives

Objective functions guide the solver to determine a satisfiable assignment to the variables

of modelM that yield a quantum computation with preferred characteristics. The objec-

tive functions investigated in this chapter minimize the number of inserted swap gates,
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maximize the expected fidelity of the compiled quantum computation or minimize the

depth of the quantum computation. These objectives are expected to reduce the error on

the quantum computer incurred by the compiled quantum computation.

The depth of the quantum computation is minimized in the developed model M by the

following function:

minZ,Z ≥ t ∧ dg,t, ∀g ∈ U,∀t ∈ {1, ..., T}, (6.5)

where g is a quantum gate in the input quantum computation and Z is an ancilla integer

variable. The expected fidelity of the quantum computation can be optimized using:

max
∑
c∈U

log(fc) +
∑
s∈S

log(fs) +
∑
d∈D

log(fd),

where fc is the fidelity of a computation c, S is the set of swap gates, fs is the fidelity

of a swap gate s ∈ S, D is the set of one-dimensional topology displacements and fd is

the fidelity of a displacement d ∈ D. The minimization of inserted swap gates was not

evaluated in this work.

Example — One-dimensional Displacements for Rigorous Compilation

In this section, the developed modelM is demonstrated on a quantum computation that

should accommodate limited qubit connectivity of a target quantum computer at a lower

overhead by using one-dimensional displacements and swap gate insertions. Figure 6.4

shows a six-qubit quantum computation and a topology graph G defined by an array with

three columns and two rows.

Figure 6.4: Example quantum computation (left) to be compiled for an example topology
graph (right).
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The given six-qubit quantum computation contains six two-qubit quantum gates out of

which the two quantum gates between qubit 1 and qubit 3 (CX(1, 3)) and between qubit

4 and qubit 2 (CX(4, 2)) can not be computed on the specified topology directly. The given

quantum computation is compiled using the rigorous method developed in this section to

accommodate the limited qubit connectivity given by G using one-dimensional topology

displacements and swap gate insertions.

Figure 6.5: Accommodating the topology graph in Figure 6.4 with the quantum compu-
tation described in the same figure. For the top row, only swap gates are inserted while
the bottom rows explore mapping with only one-dimensional displacements of the initial
topology. Between these two rows, the two-qubit quantum gates executed in that time
step are noted.

In the example shown in Figure 6.5, the runtime of the swap gate and the topology dis-

placement is td while all other operations require unit time (ti = 1). The two two-qubit

gates to the left of the dashed line of the previous Figure 6.4 can be computed directly

in the first time step of the given quantum computation. If the subsequent quantum

gates should be mapped using only swap gate insertions, the quantum gates CX(1, 3)

and CX(4, 2) can be computed in time step td + 2 by inserting either set of swap gates

s0 = {swap(1, 4)} or s1 = {swap(1, 0), swap(4, 5)}. For both of these swap gate inser-

tions, the resulting quantum circuit depth is 3+2td. Let the swap gates in s0 be performed

until time step td + 2, then the remaining two-qubit gates can not be computed due to

the limited qubit connectivity. The remaining two-qubit quantum gates would require an-

other insertion of the swap gates in s0, which leads to a resulting quantum circuit depth

of 3+ 2td. Let the swap gates in s1 be performed until time step td +2, then the two-qubit
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gate CX(0, 1) eventually requires another swap, which sets the resulting quantum circuit

depth again to 3 + 2td.

Now, the same quantum circuit mapping task is explored with one-dimensional topology

displacements, i.e. qubits 3, 4, 5 can be displaced by 1 (η3,2+td = η4,2+td = η5,2+td =

1). Interactions between qubits 1, 3 and qubits 2, 4, i.e. CX(1, 3) and CX(2, 4), can be

facilitated by this topology displacement in time step 2 + td. The remaining two-qubit

quantum gates can be computed in the subsequent time step, i.e. the resulting depth is

3 + td. This example highlights the importance of exploiting one-dimensional topology

displacements to reduce the depth of the mapped quantum circuit.

6.3 Evaluation

The improvement in quantum circuit depth and expected quantum circuit fidelity is inves-

tigated in this evaluation when one-dimensional topology displacements are considered

in conjunction with swap gate insertions in order to map a given quantum computation.

The improvement of these two metrics was evaluated on different technology parameters

such as varying swap gate fidelity, as well as the topology displacement and the swap gates

runtime.

The developed rigorous compilation method was evaluated on quantum circuits with up

to 15 qubits and a maximum depth of 76 quantum gates. The set of evaluated quantum

computations consisted of Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) [BV97], the quantum Fourier transform

(QFT) [COP94] and quantum circuits that compute arithmetic functions [WGT+08]. In

addition, random quantum circuits were generated and evaluated where multiple layers

of two-qubit CX gates between random pairs of qubits were inserted. A topology graph

of sufficient size was chosen for each evaluated quantum computation. Specifically, a

quantum computation with |Q| qubits was compiled to a topology graph with an array

that contains R rows and C columns such that |Q| ≤ C ·R at a minimal C,R. The average

runtime of the solver used in the developed rigorous compilation method was roughly 20

minutes.
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6.3.1 Quantum Circuit Depth

In order to explore different technology parameters, each quantum computation was eval-

uated with a swap gate and topology displacement runtimes that range from one to four

time steps. The reduction in quantum circuit depth when using topology displacements in

conjunction with swap gates is shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Reduction in quantum circuit depth for different one-dimensional topology
displacement and swap gate runtimes.

The average reduction in quantum circuit depth ranges from 0.8% to 2% if the runtime of

swap gates and topology displacements is equal. The mapping procedure will typically fall

back to inserting swap gates at a particular point in the quantum computation if the swap

runtime is smaller than the topology displacement runtime. However, slower topology

displacements may still be viable if one displacement can replace multiple swap gates in

the quantum computation. This does not appear to be the case for the evaluated quantum

computations, whenever the swap runtime equals one time step and the topology dis-

placement runtime is larger than one time step. When the topology displacement runtime

is four time steps and the swap runtime is two time steps, a reduction in quantum circuit

depth of 0.4% on average can be observed.

In contrast, if the topology displacement runtime is lower than the swap runtime, a large

average reduction in quantum circuit depth of up to 31.3% can be observed. The ratio r

between the swap gate runtime and topology displacement runtime has a major impact
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on the exact quantum circuit depth improvement. The reduction in quantum circuit depth

is 16.3% on average if this ratio is 2. However, r is not the only factor that determines

the reduction in quantum circuit depth, as can be observed on the diagonal entries of

the matrix in Figure 6.6. The ratio of the two runtimes is always 1 on the diagonal, i.e.

swap gates and topology displacements take the same number of time steps. Still, the

reduction in quantum circuit depth ranges from 0.8% to 2%. This difference is caused by

the structure of the quantum computation, i.e. the number and position of single- and

multi-qubit gates.

Figure 6.7: Reduction in quantum circuit depth for individual quantum circuits and dif-
ferent runtime ratios r.

Figure 6.7 emphasizes the impact of the circuit structure on the reduction in quantum

circuit depth. For instance, the depth of QFT quantum circuits can not be reduced by the

developed method at any evaluated combination of swap gate runtime and topology dis-

placement runtime. Other quantum circuits such as arithmetic quantum circuits, however,

exhibit a reduction in quantum circuit depth of up to 58.3%. If the runtime ratio r is 1,

the quantum circuit depth reduction is up to 45%. The structure of the quantum circuit

becomes insignificant for the reduction of quantum circuit depth when the runtime ratio r

decreases. For instance, the maximum reduction in quantum circuit depth is roughly 13%,

if the swap gate is twice as fast as the topology displacement. Topology displacements do
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not have a tangible impact on the quantum circuit depth reduction if the swap gates have

an even faster runtime.

6.3.2 Fidelity

In this subsection, the expected fidelity of a quantum circuit as given by Section 6.2.4 is

investigated. Since we expect the modelled restriction on the movement of atoms through

optical tweezers as given by one-dimensional topology displacements to not have a signif-

icant impact on the quantum state of the qubits, the fidelity for these topology displace-

ments was set to 1. Successively, a swap gate fidelity of fs ∈ {0.999, 0.995, 0.99, 0.97, 0.95}

was used when compiling the evaluated quantum computations. The improvement in ex-

pected quantum circuit fidelity is shown in Figure 6.8 for the developed rigorous compila-

tion method that uses swap gates and one-dimensional topology displacements in contrast

to only using noisy swap gates as in previous work. By using topology displacements in

addition to swap gates a maximal fidelity improvement of 29% could be yielded at a swap

gate fidelity of 0.95. However, the expected quantum circuit fidelity did not improve for

all quantum circuits at all evaluated swap gate fidelities, i.e. no swap gate could be re-

placed by a topology displacement for some quantum circuits. The fidelity improved only

by 0.3% on average for the largest swap gate fidelity of (0.999). However, the quantum

circuit fidelity improved by 15% on average, for the lowest evaluated swap gate fidelity

(0.95). These results highlight the benefit of one-dimensional topology displacements at

the right technology parameter.

6.4 Summary

A rigorous compilation method was developed in this chapter that is able to exploit one-

dimensional topology displacements available in near-term quantum architectures based

on Rydberg atoms in conjunction with swap gate insertions. The developed method in-

curred a quantum circuit depth reduction of up to 58% and an improvement in expected

quantum circuit fidelity of up to 29%, for the evaluated quantum circuits and technology

parameters. One-dimensional topology displacements demonstrated the ability to improve

quantum circuit mapping significantly if the swap gate fidelity is lower than 0.999 or the
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Figure 6.8: Improvement in expected quantum circuit fidelity for different swap gate fi-
delities fs ∈ {0.999, 0.995, 0.99, 0.97, 0.95}.

swap gate runtime is not much lower than the topology displacement runtime. The devel-

oped rigorous compilation method has been demonstrated to be tractable on quantum cir-

cuits for near-term quantum computers based on Rydberg atoms. Furthermore, the tech-

nology parameters provided to the experimentalists of the Rydberg quantum computer at

the project [QRy23] can help to shape future generations of term Rydberg architectures.
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Chapter 7

Quantum Circuit Partitioning

Effective near-term quantum computing is hindered by the scarcity of qubits, high er-

ror rates, and limited qubit connectivity [BDG+22, Pre18, CDD+19]. These challenges

can be addressed by employing quantum circuit partitioning to divide a quantum com-

putation into individual parts that can be computed separately, either sequentially on

a single quantum computer or in parallel on multiple individual quantum computers

[UPR+23, LMH+23, PS23, MF21a, MF21b, PHOW20, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23, BSS16,

EMG+22, TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21]. Typically these individual parts exhibit a reduced

qubit connectivity requirement and smaller qubit footprint, thus also reducing the in-

curred error and extending the computational reach [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21]. For

instance, quantum circuit partitioning could be used to yield smaller (sub) computations,

for an otherwise infeasible quantum computation, each of which can be performed on a

near-term quantum computer.

However, quantum circuit partitioning generally incurs an exponential increase in quan-

tum runtime, i.e. computation time on the quantum computer. This quantum runtime

increase may prevent the application of quantum circuit partitioning at scale and may di-

minish potential quantum advantages. While employing quantum circuit partitioning, it

is therefore crucial to rigorously minimize the quantum runtime overhead to extend the

scope and reduce the cost of partitioning.

Specifically, the individual steps of quantum circuit partitioning are:

1. Determine a suitable partitioning for a given quantum circuit that yields sufficiently

small computations.
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2. By using circuit cutting or knitting techniques, resolve the dependencies between

partitions to enable a separate computation [PS23, MF21b, MF21a, PHOW20,

Ped23, HWY23, LMH+23, BPS23].

3. Compute the partitioned quantum computation by executing the individual subcir-

cuits contained in the partitions.

4. Determine the result of the original quantum computation by recombining the re-

sults of the subcircuit computations.

For a class of recent dependency resolution techniques (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for de-

tails), the last step of quantum circuit partitioning can be performed in polynomial time

[PS23, BPS23]. The overhead of the third step is mainly determined by steps one and two

of quantum circuit partitioning. For step two, recent advances in quantum information

yielded optimal dependency resolution techniques [PS23, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23]. These

recent works have not been considered in previous work [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21,

PHOW20] when a suitable partitioning is determined in the first step, thus incurring a

higher cost for partitioning.

This section develops a rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method that utilizes the

dependency resolution techniques introduced in [PS23, BPS23] to address the first step of

quantum circuit partitioning by:

• Extending the recent dependency resolution technique in [BPS23] by introducing

a novel construction for dependency resolution at minimal cost without requiring

ancilla qubits for single wires.

• Enabling an optimal partitioning of quantum circuits by developing a formal model

on satisfiability modulo theories (SMT).

• Constructing and evaluating the developed formal model for partitioning sparse

quantum circuits [WGT+08, Mas21, FGG14, KMT+17, GHZ89].

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The choice of gate cuts and wire

cuts in quantum circuit partitioning is introduced in Section 7.1. The dependency res-

olution via quantum circuit knitting [PS23] and the novel construction for single wire
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dependency resolution is described in Section 7.2. The overhead of existing depen-

dency resolution methods is reviewed and previous quantum circuit partitioning methods

[TTS+21, PHOW20, ARS+21] are compared in detail during Section 7.3. Then, the de-

veloped formal model and corresponding preprocessing steps are described in Section 7.4

and evaluated in Section 7.5. Parts of this chapter have been published as [BPK23a].

7.1 Quantum Circuit Partitioning with Gate Cuts and Wire

Cuts

Quantum gates and qubit wires introduce dependencies into a quantum circuit that

enforce the execution on a single connected partition, i.e. a set of connected qubits

where arbitrary interactions can be performed after inserting auxiliary instructions

[TC20, ZPW18, LDX19, HZW21, DSB+22, BBP21]. A gate dependency is the consequence

of a multi-qubit gate that requires qubits interacting in the same multi-qubit quantum

gates to be connected on the same partition. A wire dependency describes the continuity

of qubit assignment in time, i.e. the qubit assignment between two quantum gates is con-

stant. Without quantum circuit partitioning, the wire or gate dependencies in a quantum

computation define the number of connected qubits required for computation. Quantum

circuit partitioning allows for the reduction of that number by resolving these dependen-

cies by operations local to the individual partitions. A wire cut resolves a wire dependency

and a gate cut resolves a gate dependency. The following sections will discuss depen-

dency resolutions and the different types of cuts in detail while this section is limited to

describing an example for motivating this chapter.

An example partitioning of a quantum circuit into two partitions induced by resolving

dependencies using different combinations of cuts (green lines) is depicted in Figure 7.1.

The example quantum circuit consists of two sets of CNOT quantum gates arranged in dis-

tinct structures. Specifically, kw CNOT quantum gates are arranged in a harp-like structure

and kv CNOT quantum gates are arranged in a ladder-like structure. Parts of the quantum

circuits where partitioning incurs a prohibitive cost due to a high density of two-qubit

quantum gates are coloured red (top) and blue (bottom). A different combination of cuts

is represented by green lines in Figure 7.1 where a dashed line depicts using only gate
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cuts, a dotted line depicts only using wire cuts and a solid line depicts a combined use of

both types of cuts.

The result of the quantum circuit partitioning using any of the indicated cuts is two sep-

arate partitions, as will be described in more detail in subsequent sections. The selected

cuts have a significant impact on the number of required cuts for the example partitioning.

Using only wire cuts, the number of required cuts is 2+2kv, kw + kv when only using gate

cuts and min{2, kw}+kv when both types of cuts are used. The number of qubits required

on a quantum computer is reduced by a selection indicated by a green line, i.e. the ex-

ample quantum circuit required L +M qubits initially which is reduced to max{L,M}

qubits.

Figure 7.1: An example quantum circuit partitioned into two parts using different combi-
nations of cuts depicted by green lines. While partitioning within the red (top) and blue
(bottom) coloured blocks incur prohibitive costs, using only gate cuts (dashed line), only
wire cuts (dotted line), or both (solid line) yields the desired partitioning.

Depending on the structure of a quantum circuit, using only wire cuts can occasionally

yield a lower number of cuts for partitioning than only using gate cuts (and vice versa). For

an arbitrary quantum circuit, however, a minimal cost partitioning can only be determined

when both types of cuts are employed. Furthermore, the minimal cost of a cut varies

significantly depending on the type of gates cut, the availability of ancilla qubits, classical

communication [PS23, BSS16, EMG+22, MF21a, MF21b, PHOW20, TTS+21, ALRS+20,

ARS+21, LMH+23, UPR+23, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23].
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7.2 Gate Cuts and Wire Cuts via Quantum Circuit Knitting

During quantum circuit partitioning, qubits and quantum gates are assigned to distinct

smaller partitions that then can subsequently be executed separately from each other.

In general, partitioning will thus violate gate and/or wire dependencies that need to be

resolved by methods such as circuit knitting, i.e. the effects of such violations are over-

come [PS23, BSS16, EMG+22, MF21a, MF21b, PHOW20, TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21,

LMH+23, UPR+23, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23].

A (connected) quantum circuit can be divided into separate partitions after these depen-

dencies have been resolved. The result of the unpartitioned quantum circuit computation

is then estimated by executing quantum subcircuits defined on the determined partitions.

The individual computation results (samples) of these quantum subcircuits are combined

to estimate the result of the unpartitioned quantum circuit. A quantum subcircuit contains

the qubits and quantum gates assigned to their corresponding partition and potentially ad-

ditional operations inserted by the employed dependency resolution method. Quantum

subcircuits can be computed separately from each other, i.e. quantum gates do not occur

between quantum subcircuits that are at most connected to each other via classical com-

munication [PS23, BPS23, IBM22]. Furthermore, quantum subcircuits typically require

a lower number of qubits and duration individually than the unpartitioned quantum cir-

cuit. The total quantum runtime of a partitioned quantum circuit is dominated by the

number of times these subcircuits must be executed, i.e. the sampling overhead grows

exponentially for every resolved dependency. Thus, a crucial objective for quantum circuit

partitioning is therefore the minimization of the sampling overhead.

In quantum circuit knitting (see Figure 7.2) [PS23, MF21b, MF21a], a gate is cut by rep-

resenting the unitary channel U corresponding to a quantum gate g by a quasiprobability

decomposition (QPD)

U =
∑
i

aiFi, (7.1)

with local operations (including classical communication) Fi and weights ai that indicate

how the computation of U is estimated. Each time a partition is computed that includes

the quantum gate g, the quantum gate g is randomly replaced by operations Fi yielding a

distinct quantum subcircuit with a probability that depends on ai. The sampling overhead
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scales as κ2 with κ :=
∑

i |ai| for each cut gate. Different QPDs may decompose the same

quantum gate at an individual κ-factor [PS23], where the γ-factor is the minimal κ-factor

of a gate. The magnitude of the γ-factor depends on the entanglement generated by a

quantum gate as, as quantified by the robustness of entanglement [VT99, PS23], i.e. a

more entangling gate incurs a larger γ factor. The result of the original quantum circuit

is estimated by a simple sum of the measurement outcomes of the subcircuits weighted by

their corresponding ai [PS23].

Figure 7.2: Using quantum circuit knitting to employ a gate cut for computing a 4-qubit
GHZ state on two partitions.

The sampling overhead can be reduced in general [PS23, Ped23, HWY23] when multiple

gate cuts are realized simultaneously, i.e. simultaneous cuts, via quantum gate teleporta-

tion that require ancilla qubits and classical communication. Quantum gate teleportation

[NC11] is a protocol that realizes a quantum gate by consuming a preexisting Bell state

between the qubits of the quantum gate in addition to local operations. Thus, a quantum

gate that prevents a partitioning, can be replaced by a quantum gate teleportation con-

struction where the preparation of the shared preexisting Bell state is cut. The sampling

overhead of cutting simultaneous Bell state preparation is lower than individually gener-

ating and cutting these Bell states as entanglement within one partition can be exploited

[PS23] (see Section 7.3 for details). Preparing these Bell states, however, incurs one ad-

ditional ancilla qubit per partition and the quantum gate teleportation protocols require

classical communication between partitions.

Wire Dependency Resolution via Gate Cuts

In this section, a construction is shown that allows the transformation of a wire depen-

dency to a gate dependency that can then be cut by regular quantum circuit knitting (see
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previous Figure 7.2) [PS23]. In Figure 7.3, a set of quantum gates (indicated by a boxed

vertical arrow) is inserted at the location of a wire cut. The inserted set of quantum gates

transfers the state left to the wire cut to an ancilla qubit that is used in subsequent opera-

tions. In a subsequent step, a gate cut is applied to the inserted set of quantum gates, thus

removing the newly introduced gate dependencies. By resolving these gate dependencies,

the qubit at the left of the wire cut and the qubit to the right of the wire cut can be in

different partitions. Note that in the absence of qubit reuse techniques [HJC+22, BPK23b]

(see the right of Figure 7.3), the sum of overall used qubits increases by one for each wire

cut.

Figure 7.3: Resolving a wire dependency via gate cuts to divide a 4-qubit GHZ state into
two partitions.

This functionality can be realized in different ways to replace the wire dependency with

gate dependencies: e.g. by inserting a swap gate, a quantum teleportation circuit [BPS23],

or the quantum circuit described in Figure 7.4, which we call a ’move’ circuit. Different

costs in terms of ancilla qubits, sampling overhead, and the requirement for classical com-

munication are incurred by these options. The lowest possible sampling overhead (see

Section 7.3) is incurred by the ’move’ circuit and the quantum teleportation circuit. How-

ever, they also require the ability to perform classical communication between separate

partitions to yield the minimal sampling overhead and the quantum teleportation circuit

furthermore requires one extra ancilla qubit.

We now show that the ’move’ quantum circuit transfers the state |ψ⟩ = α |0⟩ + β |1⟩ of

a qubit to a fresh ancilla qubit in the |0⟩ state. In the ’move’ quantum circuit, a Bell

measurement and a subsequent phase correction are applied [NC11]. The two-qubit state

|ψ⟩ |0⟩ is transformed after the first CNOT gate in the ’move’ quantum circuit to

|ψ1⟩ = α |00⟩+ β |11⟩ . (7.2)
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Applying the Hadamard gate to the top qubit leads to

|ψ2⟩ = α (|0⟩+ |1⟩) |0⟩+ β (|0⟩ − |1⟩) |1⟩ . (7.3)

Measuring the top qubit in the computational basis yields either a zero or a one with

equal probability. When measuring a ’zero’ on the top qubit, the state of the bottom qubit

becomes:

⟨0| · |ψ2⟩ = α(0 + 1) |0⟩+ β(0 + 1) |1⟩ = α |0⟩+ β |1⟩ , (7.4)

and measuring a ’one’ on the top qubit, the state of the bottom qubit is

⟨1| · |ψ2⟩ = α(0 + 1) |0⟩+ β(0− 1) |1⟩ = α |0⟩ − β |1⟩ . (7.5)

Thus, the state |ψ⟩ can be prepared on the bottom qubit by correcting the phase, i.e.

applying a Z-gate on the bottom qubit depending on the measurement result on the top

qubit.

Figure 7.4: The ’move’ quantum circuit transfers the state |ψ⟩ from the top qubit to the
bottom qubit without further ancilla qubits; |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ are the states corresponding to
Equation (7.2) and Equation (7.3), respectively. By inserting this circuit, a wire cut can be
reduced to gate cutting one single CNOT gate.

7.3 Related Work

The overhead incurred by the gate and wire dependency resolution methods is sum-

marized in this section. Furthermore, previous quantum circuit partitioning methods

[TTS+21, PHOW20, ALRS+20] are compared to the method developed in this chap-

ter. Previous dependency resolution techniques [PS23, BSS16, EMG+22, MF21a, MF21b,

PHOW20, TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21, LMH+23, UPR+23, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23,

LMH+23] can be distinguished by their application to gate cuts [UPR+23, BSS16,
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EMG+22, MF21b] or wire cuts [PHOW20, MF21a, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23, LMH+23,

TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21]. These works can further be distinguished by assuming

the availability of classical communication (CC) and ancilla qubits to reduce the overhead

of dependency resolution [PS23, BPS23, LMH+23, HWY23] and not requiring classical

communication [MF21a, MF21b, PHOW20, TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21].

The minimal sampling overhead of dependency resolution techniques is summarized in

Table 7.1. The sampling overhead varies significantly depending on the availability of CC

as well as ancilla qubit insertions, allowing for reductions of up to 75% for k arbitrary

wire cuts. Furthermore, the exact type and number of cuts also have an impact on the

sampling overhead.

A multiplicative sampling overhead of 9 (e.g. this work and [BPS23, HWY23, Ped23])

is incurred for a single individual wire cut when CC and ancilla qubits are available and

16 otherwise [PHOW20, TTS+21, ALRS+20, BPS23, Ped23, HWY23, LMH+23]. Recent

approaches in [Ped23, HWY23] and in this chapter achieve this sampling overhead for a

single wire cut without additional ancilla qubits. k arbitrary wire cuts incur a sampling

overhead of 16k without ancilla qubits and CC and the minimal sampling overhead of

(2k+1 − 1)2 otherwise [PS23, Ped23, HWY23].

The sampling overhead of cutting quantum gates is also given in Table 7.1. In this

chapter, we review CNOT quantum gates, swap gates, and the conditional-rotation (CR)

quantum gate. The multiplicative sampling overhead is 9k [MF21a], 49k [MF21b], and

(1 + 2| sin(θ)|)2k [PS23] respectively for cutting k CNOT, swap and conditional-rotation

quantum gates without CC and ancilla qubits. Otherwise, the sampling overhead is re-

duced to (2k+1−1)2, 16k, and to less than 4k for simultaneously cutting k arbitrary CNOT,

swap, and conditional-rotation quantum gates respectively [PS23]. The minimal sampling

overhead of other classes of quantum gates is largely unknown [PS23], as determining a

QPD and the corresponding γ-factor for an arbitrary quantum gate is computationally

hard.

Related Work on Quantum Circuit Partitioning

In previous quantum circuit partitioning methods such as [TTS+21, ALRS+20, PHOW20],

dependencies are resolved by using only wire cuts. Furthermore, these methods assume
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no further ancilla qubit insertions and no available CC. As established in the previous Ta-

ble 7.1, however, CC and ancilla qubits dominate the cost of partitioning along the number

of applied cuts. Specifically, wire cuts incur a sampling overhead of 16k in these methods,

while the theoretical minimum scales as O(4k) with CC and ancilla qubits. In addition,

these quantum circuit partitioning methods also incur a larger number of cuts depending

on the structure of the quantum circuit (see Figure 7.1) compared to the combined use of

gate cuts and wire cuts in this work. Previous work on partitioning also does not consider

gate cuts, thus they are not able to exploit a potential low sampling overhead when gate

cutting e.g. CR gates.

Another difference is observed in the runtime of the classical postprocessing required

for quantum circuit partitioning. The classical postprocessing step is a major bottleneck

for previous work [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21], where an exponential classical runtime

overhead is incurred in addition to the exponential increase in quantum runtime, thereby

essentially limiting the applicability of such methods. In the method developed in this

chapter, quantum circuit partitioning is based on quantum circuit knitting that allows for

an efficient (polynomial time) classical postprocessing [PS23].

In summary, previous quantum circuit partitioning methods require a larger number of

cuts at a larger increase in classical runtime and quantum runtime.

Table 7.1: Minimal sampling overhead of cutting depending on cut type, ancilla qubits
and classical communication (CC).

Wire Cuts k Gate Cuts

Single k Arbitrary CNOT swap CR(θ)

CC and
Ancilla

9 (2k+1 − 1)2 (2k+1 − 1)2 16k (≤ 4)k

No CC,
no Ancilla

16 16k 9k 49k (1 + 2| sin(θ)|)2k

Number of Available Cuts for Quantum Circuit Partitioning

In addition to the availability of CC and ancilla qubits, the applicability of quantum circuit

partitioning depends significantly on the number of required cuts. The quantum runtime

of quantum circuit partitionings requiring k (x-axis) cuts is shown on the y-axis of Fig-
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ure 7.5. Furthermore, the sampling frequencies supported by a quantum computer and

multiplicative sampling overheads incurred by a cut are also varied while assuming eight

thousand measurements as a basis. The investigated sampling overheads can e.g. be in-

curred by cutting k CNOT gates simultaneously with CC and ancilla qubits ((2k+1 − 1)2)

or by cutting single wires at a minimum cost of 9k (e.g. achieved by the construction in

this chapter). The cost of wire cutting (16k) in previous quantum circuit partitioning work

is also investigated [TTS+21, ALRS+20, PHOW20].

Assuming a total quantum runtime of one day at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz, 1 MHz,

and 1 GHz, 5, 10, and 15 cuts, respectively would be able to be accommodated at the

minimal sampling overhead per CNOT cut. At a sampling overhead of 9k (16k) per cut,

however, only 4, 7, 10 (3, 5, 8) cuts can be accommodated at the assumed sampling

frequencies. A realistic repetition rate for current quantum computers is in the order of

roughly 1 kHz to 20 kHz [Goo22, IBM23b].

A runtime-intensive and rigorous quantum circuit partitioning approach is warranted at

the limited number of cuts available at even large quantum computing budgets.

Figure 7.5: Quantum runtime required for k cuts incurring a multiplicative sampling over-
head of (2k+1 − 1)2, 9k and 16k at different sampling frequencies.
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7.4 Rigorous Quantum Circuit Partitioning

The developed satisfiability modulo theories model (SMT), the preprocessing steps, model

variables, model constraints, and evaluated objective functions are described in this sec-

tion. In Figure 7.6, the individual steps of the developed rigorous quantum circuit parti-

tioning method are shown. A given quantum circuit is input to a preprocessing step first

where a representation based on two-qubit quantum gates is generated and where a cut-

ting graph is determined that is a basis for the developed formal model. The SMT model

is then constructed from the determined cutting graph, given a quantum circuit, a de-

scription of the QPDs including their γ-factor and a specification of the available quantum

computing resources in terms of qubits, quantum time, and sampling frequency. These

quantum computation characteristics are used to determine a suitable partition size and

the maximum incurred sampling overhead. The developed formal model is then input

to an SMT solver [MB08] that determines an assignment to model variables subject to a

given objective function. This variable assignment completely specifies a quantum circuit

partitioning that is minimal with respect to the given QPD if that partitioning is possible

with the given quantum computation characteristics. Otherwise, the solver proves that

such a quantum circuit is not possible.

Figure 7.6: Individual steps of the rigorous quantum circuit compilation method.

7.4.1 Preprocessing

A given quantum circuit is first compiled to two-qubit gates [Qis23] before a cutting graph

G = (V,G ∪W ) is derived. The cutting graph represents the effect of cuts on the parti-

tioning of a given quantum circuit, i.e. a wire cut or gate cut removes an edge from G; if
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the graph becomes disconnected by a set of cuts, the disconnected (disjoint) vertex sub-

sets correspond to computations on distinct partitions. Essentially, a minimum weight cut

[CLRS22] must be determined on the cutting graph while satisfying a set of additional

constraints corresponding to simultaneous cuts and the size of a partition.

The cutting graph G consists of two edge sets G ∪W where W represents wire cuts and

G represents quantum gate cuts. In the first step, single-qubit gates are removed from the

input quantum circuit and thus from the cutting graph. Then, for a two-qubit quantum

gate g with qubits gu and gv, vertices gu and gv are inserted into the vertex set of graph

G. Furthermore, an edge corresponding to cutting that gate is inserted sg = (gu, gv) ∈ G.

An edge representing a wire cut is added in a subsequent step to the edge set W for

each overlapping qubit between a pair of consecutive two-qubit gates (h, k), where k is an

immediate successor of h. Specifically, for each vertex a ∈ sh and vertex b ∈ sk that act

on the same qubit, an edge (a, b) ∈ W is added. In Figure 7.7, this preprocessing step is

exemplarily applied to a quantum circuit with blue wire cut edges W and green gate cut

edges G.

Figure 7.7: A given quantum circuit (left) is transformed into a cutting graph (right). Blue
edges represent wire cuts and green edges represent gate cuts.

7.4.2 Model Variables

Given the cutting graph G = (V,E) with E := (G ∪ W ) and a set of partitions P , the

variables of the developed SMT model are:

• O = {o1,1, ..., o|V |,|P |}—this set of variables represents the assignment of a gate qubit

vertex v to a partition p such that ov,p evaluates to true if the gate qubit vertex v is

assigned to partition p.
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• C = {c1, ..., c|E|}—this set of variables represents the selection of a cut represented

by edge e for achieving a specific partitioning, i.e. ce evaluates to true if the gate cut

or wire cut represented by edge e is selected.

• B = {b1, ..., b|E|}—this set of variables indicates when a cut represented by edge e

is cut simultaneously using a quantum gate teleportation protocol (see Section 7.3),

i.e. be evaluates to true if the cut at edge e is simultaneous.

An upper bound for the maximum number of partitions |P | can be determined by e.g. the

size of the vertex set V . In this case, every vertex would be assigned a different partition,

which also upper bounds the sampling overhead.

7.4.3 Model Constraints

The exact cut positions are determined by a mismatch in variables ov,p ∈ O for two adja-

cent vertices, as these variables define the assignment of gate qubit vertices to partitions.

Therefore, the assignment to a cut variable ce=(u,v) is completely determined by

ce=(u,v) :=
∨
p∈P

ou,p ̸= ov,p, (7.6)

where e = (u, v) ∈ E and each vertex v ∈ V is assigned to exactly one partition. This

cardinality constraint is enforced via two sets of constraints where the first set enforces

that no vertex is assigned to two different partitions

ov,p → ¬ov,p′ p, p′ ∈ P with p ̸= p′ (7.7)

and the second set of constraints enforces that at each vertex is assigned at least one

partition ∨
p∈P

ov,p. (7.8)

Selecting a cut to be simultaneous is encoded by variables be that imply ce, i.e. be can be

chosen arbitrarily as long as ce evaluates to true and the partition size is not exceeded.

The number of partitions in the determined solution is given by the assignment to variables

ov,p ∈ O. These variables also determine the partition size, i.e. number of qubits Qp in a
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partition p, together with the assignments to cut variables ce and be:

Qp :=
∑

v∈I⊆V

ov,p +
∑

e=(u,v)∈W

ce ∧ ov,p

+
∑

e=(u,v)∈E

be ∧ (ov,p ∨ ou,p),
(7.9)

where I is the set of vertices without incoming edges from set W , i.e. the vertices corre-

sponding to the first two-qubit quantum gate on each qubit. Note that wire cuts (repre-

sented by edge set W ) inherently increase the number of qubits in a partition p.

Constraints defining the domain of the model variables have been omitted in this descrip-

tion. A partitioning with wire cuts only can be obtained by requiring cut variables cg with

g ∈ G ⊆ E to evaluate to false.

7.4.4 Objective Functions

In this chapter, two objective functions have been evaluated in different settings. The first

objective is devised to minimize the incurred quantum runtime, i.e. increase in samples.

The maximal partition size, i.e. the required number of qubits in a quantum computer

for executing a quantum circuit, is minimized by the second objective. Specifically, the

quantum runtime is minimized by

S :=
∏
e∈E

γ2e (ce ∧ ¬be)
∏
e∈E

γ2
e(k)

be, (7.10)

where γ2
e(k)

represents the individual multiplicative overhead of a cut in k simultaneous

cuts and γ2
ek

represents the multiplicative overhead of an individual cut represented by

edge e ∈ E. The γ-factors used in this work are reported in Table 7.1. When the set

of satisfiable assignments to the SMT model is minimized using the objective S in Equa-

tion (7.10) a minimum cost partitioning is determined. The objective in Equation (7.10)

can be linearized by introducing auxiliary variables and by applying the logarithm. The

maximum partition size can be minimized by the objective

minQ,with Q ≥ Qp ∀p ∈ P, (7.11)
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where Qp is defined by Equation (7.9).

7.5 Evaluation

Three aspects of the developed rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method are evalu-

ated in this section. The impact of a decreasing partition size on the quantum runtime

is quantified. A decreasing partition size, i.e. partitions with a decreasing number of

qubits, implies that quantum computers with a decreasing number of qubits are able to

perform a given quantum computation. In a second evaluation, the point of view is re-

versed; the impact of the available quantum runtime budget on the ability to decrease the

partition size is investigated. This section is then concluded by demonstrating a reduc-

tion in quantum runtime for the developed rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method

compared to the quantum runtime incurred by previous quantum circuit partitioning work

[TTS+21, ALRS+20, PHOW20]

The used SMT solver was given a timeout of one hour for one quantum circuit in the set of

evaluated quantum circuits. The evaluated quantum circuits had up to 40 qubits, depths

of up to 51 quantum gates and consisted of arithmetic functions [WGT+08, Mas21],

GHZ state preparation [GHZ89], hardware-efficient ansatz circuits [KMT+17], and QAOA

quantum circuits for solving the maximum cut problem. The input to the maximum cut

problem consists of random connected graphs where an additional number of random

edges was inserted that amount to 10%, 30%, 50% and 100% of the vertex set size. Qiskit

was used to compile the evaluated quantum circuits into two-qubit during the preprocess-

ing step [Qis23]. The quantum runtime budget was assumed to be one day at a sampling

frequency of 1 MHz, which equals roughly 1011 samples unless otherwise noted.

7.5.1 Quantum Runtime for a Decreasing Partition Size

The overhead in the number of samples is shown in Figure 7.8 for a decrease in partition

size. More precisely, the number of qubits in a partition is reduced by a fraction of 2, 3,

and 4 compared to the number of qubits in the given quantum computation. For each

of these qubit fractions, an additional 10%, 30%, or 60% ancilla qubits were allowed on

that partition. These ancilla qubits allow the utilisation of wire cuts to a larger extent
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and reduce the quantum runtime by enabling simultaneous cuts. For instance, given a

connected four-qubit quantum circuit that should be partitioned into two-qubit partitions.

Gate cuts can accomplish such a partitioning in principle as they do not require ancilla

qubits. However, when employing wire cuts, which inherently require ancilla qubits, one

partition would be required to have at least three qubits due (see Figure 7.3). Note that

the number of partitions is at least 2, 3, or 4 when dividing a given quantum computation

into partitions with qubit fractions of 2, 3, and 4.

The largest quantum runtime for all investigated partition sizes was incurred when par-

titioning without ancilla qubits. At a qubit fraction of two, the lowest quantum runtime

is observed. This is in part because a lower number of cuts are expected to be required

for suitable partitioning on larger partitions. But also in part because simultaneous cuts

can be applied most often when a given computation is only divided into two partitions.

The largest cost in quantum runtime is incurred for the smallest partition size at a qubit

fraction of four. In these cases, the sampling overhead can not be reduced further by

simultaneous cuts.

The developed rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method was demonstrated to be able

to reduce the number of qubits required for the evaluated quantum computations by a

fraction of two, three and four. Hereby, the computational reach of quantum computers

could be extended on the given quantum runtime budget. In addition, ancilla qubits are

crucial for reducing the quantum runtime overhead of quantum circuit partitioning for

specific partition sizes.

7.5.2 Reduction in Qubits for Increasing Computing Budget

The average reduction in partition size is shown in Figure 7.9 for various quantum run-

time budgets given by sampling frequency of 1 kHz to 10 MHz and a quantum runtime of

one hour to one month. Each cell of the array in Figure 7.9 shows the average reduction

in partition size over all evaluated quantum computations. The average reduction in par-

tition size ranges from 40.6% to 61.6% depending on the given quantum runtime budget.

Thus, while the largest reduction in qubit number requires large quantum computing bud-

gets, significant reductions can be yielded at a limited quantum runtime budget. Thus, the

developed rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method can double the size of quantum
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Figure 7.8: Sampling overhead for partitions with at most Q/2, Q/3, Q/4 qubits and an
additional 10% − 60% ancilla qubits where Q qubits are required for the unpartitioned
quantum computation.

computations available on near-term quantum computers at a limited quantum runtime

budget.

7.5.3 Advantage of Combining Gate Cuts and Wire Cuts

In this section, the reduction in sampling overhead yielded by the method developed in

this chapter is compared to previous quantum circuit partitioning work relying only on

wire cuts without classical communication [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21]. The developed

rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method is configured to halve the number of qubits

required for a quantum computation once using wire cuts only and once using wire cuts

and gate cuts in conjunction. When using only wire cuts for quantum circuit partitioning,

classical communication (CC) and thus simultaneous cuts are expected to not be available.

The sampling overhead of using only wire cuts without CC is shown on the left of Fig-

ure 7.10 and compared to the method developed in this chapter (right). The ancilla

qubits available to a partition range from 10%, 30%, and 60%. The developed rigorous

quantum circuit partitioning method is able to significantly reduce the sampling overhead

by employing (potentially simultaneous) gate cuts and wire cuts. For roughly 56% of

the evaluated quantum circuits, the developed method was able to reduce the sampling
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Figure 7.9: Reduction in number of qubits required for a given quantum computation at
varying quantum runtime budgets.

overhead by 73% on average compared to previous work relying on only wire cuts for

partitioning [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21].

When only employing wire cuts, a larger amount of ancilla qubits per partition is required

to partition larger quantum computations with a larger number of cuts. A larger number

of ancilla qubits also reduces the sampling overhead of the developed method through si-

multaneous cuts, allowing for otherwise prohibitive quantum circuit partitionings. Specif-

ically, using only wire cuts at 10% ancilla qubits resulted in 41% of infeasible quantum

circuit partitionings, i.e. the qubit requirement could not be halved for 41% evaluated

quantum circuits at the given quantum runtime budget. When 30% ancilla qubits are

available, the number of infeasible partitionings reduces to 14% and further to 8% when

60% ancilla qubits are available. In general, the combined use of gate cuts and wire cuts

required fewer ancilla qubits to partition the evaluated quantum circuits within the given

quantum computing budget. Using 10% ancilla qubits, yielded only 3% infeasible quan-

tum circuit partitionings. This reduced to 2% for 30% ancilla qubits or more. In addition

to enabling a halving in qubit requirement for a larger portion of the evaluated quantum

circuit, the respective quantum circuit partitioning incurred a lower quantum runtime.

The importance of using wire cuts and gate cuts in combination with CC and additional

ancilla qubits per partition is highlighted by these results.
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Figure 7.10: Sampling overhead of partitioning when relying on using only wire cuts at
minimal individual cost (previous work [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21, PHOW20]) com-
pared to the combined use of gate cuts and wire cuts with 10% − 60% ancilla qubits per
partition and classical communication.

The results in Figure 7.10 were obtained by the method developed in this work with

(simultaneous) gate cuts disabled. This restriction allows for comparison with the capa-

bilities of previous partitioning work where (simultaneous) gate cuts are not used and the

typical objective is the reduction of classical postprocessing runtime [TTS+21, ALRS+20,

ARS+21]. The methods developed in previous work on quantum circuit partitioning were

not directly invoked [TTS+21, ALRS+20, ARS+21]. The minimal sampling overhead for

wire cuts [BPS23] was nevertheless used as a basis for comparison.

7.6 Summary

A rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method that combines wire cuts and gate cuts

to soften qubit-number, error, and latency limitations of today’s and near-term quantum

computers was developed in this chapter. In the developed method, recent approaches on

gate cutting and wire cutting are considered that use classical communication in addition

to ancilla qubits to reduce the incurred sampling overhead further. Furthermore, a ’move’

quantum circuit was constructed that can be used to transform a wire dependency to
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a gate cut using quantum circuit knitting with minimal overhead and no cost in ancilla

qubits.

A 73% reduction in quantum runtime was demonstrated by the developed rigorous quan-

tum circuit partitioning method on average for 56% of the evaluated quantum circuits over

previous work that only uses wire cuts [TTS+21, ALRS+20, PHOW20]. At the same time,

the developed method was able to partition 98% of the evaluated quantum circuits within

the given qubit and runtime budget whereas previous partitioning work successfully par-

titioned only 86% of the evaluated quantum circuits. Using the developed method, the

number of required qubits was reduced by 41% at a quantum runtime budget of one hour

at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. At much larger quantum runtime budgets of one month

at a sampling frequency of 10 MHz, the reduction in qubit number was raised to 60%.

The developed rigorous quantum circuit partitioning method was demonstrated to be ef-

fective in extending the computational reach of near-term quantum computers by reducing

the number of qubits required for a given quantum computation. Furthermore, the scope

of quantum circuit partitioning was significantly extended as the developed partitioning

method requires less classical and quantum runtime for partitioning by using a recent ap-

proach to dependency resolution and employing gate cuts in conjunction with wire cuts.

In the future, the developed method may be extended further by considering more nu-

anced quantum circuit characteristics such as the duration or the circuit mapping effort

when the cuts necessary for a quantum circuit partitioning are selected.
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Chapter 8

Quantum Circuit Adaptation

Numerous technology platforms satisfy the requirements for universal quantum comput-

ing. However, as full fault tolerance has not been achieved by any of these technology

platforms yet, quantum computations are limited in duration by gate fidelities and qubit

decoherence times. Therefore reducing the gate count, transforming operations to incur

less error, and reducing qubit idle time, during the adaptation of a quantum circuit is

highly relevant for these noisy near-term quantum computers to achieve quantum advan-

tage.

A quantum computation must be decomposed into a set of single- and two-qubit gates

[BB02, BDD+02] that is supported by the quantum computer intended for execution.

Typically, technology platforms for quantum computers incur a higher error from two-

qubit quantum gates than single-qubit quantum gates. To improve overall result quality,

quantum circuit adaptation can be used for technology platforms that support multiple

two-qubit quantum gates. In this chapter, an adaptation from the semiconductor spin qubit

technology platform to the superconducting qubit technology is chosen as an example.

The used semiconductor spin qubit platform supports three two-qubit gates natively that

are incorporated and studied in a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) model in varying

parameter regimes for quantum circuit adaptation.

Depending on the applied physical control, the two-qubit swap, conditional phase

(CPHASE), and conditional rotation (CROT) gates can be realized on the used semicon-

ductor spin qubit technology platform. Except for the swap gate, the other two two-qubit

gates can form a universal set of quantum gates with single-qubit rotations. The swap
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two-qubit quantum gate is useful for accommodating the limited qubit connectivity of the

investigated spin qubit platform.

In this chapter, we first describe these various two-qubit quantum gates and discuss their

cost in terms of error and duration that will inform the developed SMT model Section 8.1.

Subsequently, an overview of the employed quantum circuit substitution techniques is

given in section 4.4. A detailed description of the developed rigorous compilation includ-

ing the developed SMT model is then provided together with an example for illustration

in Section 8.2. The developed rigorous compilation method is evaluated in Section 8.3.

Parts of this chapter have been published as [BKNB23].

8.1 Two-qubit Gates in Semiconductor Spin Qubits

In this section, three two-qubit quantum gates are summarized as described for a quantum

computer based on the semiconductor spin qubit technology platform [PRE+22, ZCL+20,

WBB+14]. The semiconductor spin qubit technology platform chosen for comparison re-

alizes the CPHASE quantum gate, the CROT quantum gate and the swap quantum gate

(see Section 2.1.3 for a description of quantum gates) [PRE+22]. Several options for

the realization of these two-qubit quantum gates are available in the semiconductor spin

qubit technology platform [PRE+22]. In general, the realization of two-qubit quantum

gates on this technology platform can be distinguished into diabatic and adiabatic ap-

proaches as well as single pulses and composite pulses. In adiabatic approaches, the

operational conditions are slowly changed to allow a desired change in the state of the

qubits [PRE+22, BF28, Kat50, XLL+21]. In contrast to adiabatic approaches, diabatic ap-

proaches quickly change operational conditions to induce a desired change in qubit state

[PRE+22, BF28, Kat50, XLL+21]. Furthermore, the change in qubit state defined by a

quantum gate can be realized by a single continuous pulse or by multiple pulses that

implement the state change in conjunction [PRE+22].

Depending on the used control schemes and underlying material, a specific approach to

the realization of a quantum gate may exhibit better characteristics. For instance, the

adiabatic approach may yield higher fidelities but also incur a larger gate runtime than a

diabatic approach for a specific spin qubit technology platform [PRE+22, XLL+21] while
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a single pulse may yield a lower runtime than composite pulses, they may also induce

a lower fidelity. Depending on the characteristics of the quantum computation and the

quantum computer one quantum gate realization may be preferable to another. For in-

stance, a faster realization of a quantum gate may occasionally be preferable to a longer

realization even if the faster realization yields a lower quantum gate fidelity, namely if

decoherence errors dominate the result quality of a quantum computation due to short

decoherence times or a long computation runtime. In this chapter, we demonstrate how

the different characteristics of such quantum gate realizations can be exploited to increase

the overall result quality of a quantum computation.

Furthermore, implementing a specific state transformation requires a different number of

two-qubit quantum gates depending on the choice of two-qubit quantum gates. For in-

stance, two CNOT quantum gates are required to realize an arbitrary conditional rotation

quantum gate whereas only one CROT gate would be sufficient [NC11]. Thus, a quantum

gate realization may be preferable to others even if its duration and fidelity are worse.

A summary of the fidelities and durations of different quantum gate realization following

the description in [PRE+22] is reported in Table 8.1 with gate times D0. The (diabatic) CZ

quantum gate is denoted as CZ (CZdb), the conditional rotation gate is denoted as CROT,

the (composite) SWAP quantum gate is denoted by SWAP (SWAPc). Since different mate-

rials or control schemes may be required for a scaled-up spin qubit technology platform,

we explore different quantum gate runtimes D1 in Table 8.1 that are investigated in this

chapter as a further comparison.

Table 8.1: Investigated quantum gate durations and fidelities.

SU(2) CZ CZdb CROT SWAPd SWAPc

Fidelity 0.999 0.999 0.99 0.994 0.99 0.999
Duration D0 [ns] 30 152 67 660 19 89
Duration D1 [ns] 30 151 7 660 9 13

8.2 Rigorous Quantum Circuit Adaptation

The steps of the proposed rigorous compilation method for adapting a quantum compu-

tation from one technology platform to another are shown in Figure 8.1. First, the set
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of two-qubit blocks, their dependencies and their cost in terms of fidelity and duration

are determined for an input quantum computation. Then, every given quantum circuit

substitution rule is evaluated on the two-qubit blocks of the quantum computation. The

determined blocks, block characteristics, the specified quantum circuit substitution rules

and given objective function are used to construct a satisfiability modulo theory (SMT)

model in a third step. An assignment to the variables of this SMT model is then computed

by an SMT solver such that the given objective function is optimized [MB08]. The de-

termined variable assignment then directly defines a quantum circuit adaptation using a

selection of the given quantum circuit substitution rules.

Figure 8.1: Individual steps of the developed quantum circuit adaptation method for given
quantum computation with a preprocessing stage (a), substitution rule evaluations (b),
construction and solving of an SMT model (c).

The following sections describe the preprocessing steps, the evaluation of specified quan-

tum circuit substitutions, then the construction of the SMT model is shown and an explicit

example is given for adapting a quantum circuit generated for IBM quantum computers

[IBM23b] to the semiconductor spin technology platform specified in [PRE+22, YTO+18].

8.2.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage includes three successive steps. The given quantum computation

is first partitioned into two-qubit blocks that only include quantum gates interacting on the

same pair of qubits. The block dependency is given by a dependency graph that contains

each block b as a vertex and an edge a = (b′, b) if block b′ must be computed before block

b.
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In the second step, each quantum gate in the given quantum computation is directly sub-

stituted by the basis gates of the target technology platform. This basis gate substitution

can be performed by using an equivalence library that can be generated manually [Qis23]

or automatically [PPJ+21].

After the basis gate substitution, the cost of each block is evaluated in terms of block

duration and block fidelity. The block duration quantifies the time the target quantum

computer needs to execute the block, i.e. the sum of quantum gate durations along the

critical path in the block. The product of each quantum gate fidelity in a block defines the

block fidelity. This single pass basis gate substitution provides a trivial adaptation whose

cost is used as a reference in subsequent steps.

8.2.2 Evaluation of Substitution Rules

The input quantum circuit is evaluated with respect to each specified substitution rule be-

fore the SMT model is constructed in a subsequent step. For each substitution s applicable

to the given quantum circuit, the evaluation of that substitution rule yields the set of sub-

stituted gates ps, the set of substitution gates gs, the affected blocks bs and the cost of the

substitution ws.

A substitution rule can be a gate equivalency included in an equivalency library via the

basis gate translation approach, a specific template used in the template optimization

step, or a decomposition method that decomposes a block to the basis gates of the target

technology platform. These substitution rules can be defined manually by a domain expert

as a set of templates or gate equivalencies [IMM+22], derived automatically [PPJ+21] for

the basis gates of the target technology platform, or be part of a general decomposition

method such as the KAK decomposition [NKS06].

Gate equivalency or template substitution rules can be evaluated in polynomial runtime

[IMM+22]. For evaluating substitution rules based on unitary decomposition, the unitary

matrix of each two-qubit block must be computed first in order to evaluate the cost of a

decomposition. Despite requiring an exponential runtime in the number of qubits n for

determining the unitary matrix of an n-qubit block in general, the runtime overhead is not

significant for the n = 2 qubit blocks in this method.
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8.2.3 Formal Model for Quantum Circuit Adaptation

In this section, an SMT model is derived from the data yielded by the preprocessing stage

and the substitution rule evaluation. After determining a solution to the SMT model, a

quantum circuit adaptation for a target technology platform is yielded. The constructed

SMT model consists of Boolean or integer variables, constraints that set the relation be-

tween those variables and the definition of linear objective functions. A solution to the

SMT model consists of an assignment to the variables of the developed SMT model that

satisfies all model constraints and that is optimal with respect to the defined model as-

sumptions and objective function. In this work the Z3 solver software was used to deter-

mine a solution to the SMT model [MB08].

Model Variables

Given a quantum computation with substitutions S, blocks B and a dependency graph

G = (V,A) with vertices V and edges A consists of variables:

• C = {c1, ..., c|S|}—this set of variables represents available substitutions for quantum

circuit adaptation, i.e. the resulting adaptation only contains a substitution s ∈ S if

cs evaluates to true.

• E = {e1, ..., e|B|}—this set of variables represents the individual starting time of

each block, i.e. the time at which the computation of a block is started on the target

quantum computer.

• D = {d1, ..., d|B|}—this set of variables represents the individual duration of each

block, i.e. the amount of time a block requires for computation on the target quan-

tum computer

• F = {f1, ..., f|B|}—this set of variables represents the individual fidelity of each

block, i.e. the product of quantum gate fidelities in the block.

Model Constraints

The assignment to variables C,E, D, and F is constrained such that satisfying all con-

straints yields a valid and optimized quantum circuit adaptation. In the following, these
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constraints are described in detail. In a conflict-free selection of substitutions, two selected

substitutions may not replace the same set of quantum gates:

¬cs ∨ ¬cs′ ∀s, s′ ∈ S : ps ∩ ps′ ̸= ∅, (8.1)

where ps and ps′ are the sets of quantum gates that will be substituted by substitutions

s and s′, respectively. The symbol ¬ refers to the logic negation while the symbol ∧ (∨)

corresponds to the logic conjunction (disjunction). Furthermore, performing a quantum

computation must obey the block dependency defined in graph G. Thus, the block b may

only be performed on a target quantum computer if the computation of any preceding

block b′ has been concluded:

eb ≥ eb′ + db′ ∀b, b′ ∈ B : ab′,b ∈ A, (8.2)

where ab′,b is a dependency graph edge that defines the dependency between blocks b′ and

b, eb′ is the time step at which block b′ starts to be computed and db′ is the time required to

compute block b′. In the last set of constraints, the block duration time and block fidelity

of each block are set depending on the selected substitutions. The duration db of a block b

is set by:

db := D(b) +
∑
s∈S′

D(s) ∧ cs, (8.3)

where D(·) is a function that returns the initial duration of a block after the direct basis

translation performed in the preprocessing step and that returns the duration of a quan-

tum gate. In addition, D(·) gives the reduction in duration that can be achieved by a

substitution. The reduction in block duration is defined by

D(s) =
∑
g∈gs

D(g)−
∑
p∈ps

D(p), (8.4)

where gs is the set of quantum gates introduced by a substitution s and ps is the set of

quantum gates replaced by substitution s. The fidelity fb of a block b is set in a similar

manner by:

fb := log(F (b)) +
∑
s∈S

F(s) ∧ cs (8.5)
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where F (·) returns the fidelity of a quantum gate or a block as given by the direct basis

translation in the preprocessing stage, and F(·) gives the improvement in fidelity achieved

by a substitution. The improvement in fidelity is defined by:

F(s) =
∑
g∈gs

log(F (g))−
∑
p∈ps

log(F (p)), (8.6)

where gs is again the set of quantum gates introduced by substitution s and ps is the set

of quantum gates replaced by substitution s.

Note that the SMT solver does not need to compute functions D(·) and log(F (·)), i.e.

these functions are not included in the developed SMT model. Instead, the individual

value of every substitution s, quantum gate g and block b in the adaptation determined by

the direct basis translation performed in the preprocessing stage is computed before the

SMT model is constructed. Furthermore, only one duration and start time are registered

for a two-qubit block in the developed model. This may introduce ambiguities in the

order of single-qubit quantum gates when the qubit idle time or quantum circuit duration

is minimized and in templates or two-qubit blocks where the duration on one qubit is

different to the other.

Objective Functions

The last element of the developed SMT model is objective functions that guide the selec-

tion of substitutions towards quantum circuit adaptations that improve the probability of

computing the correct result on a near-term quantum computer. In this chapter, objective

functions are investigated that improve the fidelity or, the qubit idle time of the adapted

quantum circuit individually and or in conjunction. The qubit idle time has been selected

as a metric to be reduced as idling qubits have been observed to be a significant source of

error [JJAB+21]. During idle time, the state of a qubit is assumed to decay exponentially,

i.e. the state of a qubit is unaffected by the idle time with probability:

e−d/T , (8.7)
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where d is the idle time and T is the coherence time of the target quantum computer. The

fidelity of a quantum circuit adaptation is maximized by:

max
∑
b

fb, (8.8)

where fb is defined in Equation (8.5). Minimizing the qubit idle time in the quantum

circuit adaptation is represented by the objective function:

max −
Q · D−

∑
b db

T
, (8.9)

where Q is the qubit number and D is the total duration of a quantum computation. The

combination of these objectives is also investigated and given by:

max
∑
b

log(fb)−
Q ·D −

∑
b db

T
. (8.10)

Retrieving the Adaptation from a Satisfiable Assignment

After a satisfiable assignment to the SMT model variables has been computed, a substitu-

tion s ∈ S is included in a quantum circuit adaptation if cs is set in the assignment, i.e.

evaluates to true. The quantum circuit adaptation is generated by successively applying

the substitution s to the given quantum computation by substituting quantum gates ps in

the quantum circuit with gs in the substitution. Any quantum gate not included in the

set of selected substituted quantum gates ps is best adapted by the basis translation per-

formed in the preprocessing step. Thus, it is not required to select a substitution s ∈ S

such that each quantum gate is in a set of substituted gates ps as defined by the developed

SMT model.

Example: Adapting from IBM quantum computers to Semiconductor Spin

Qubits

In this section the adaptation of a quantum computation given in the basis of an IBM

quantum computer [IBM23b] to the semiconductor spin qubit technology platform in

[PRE+22]. Figure 8.3 shows the example quantum computation and Table 8.1 (D0)
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describes the quantum gate characteristics supported by the example target technology

platform [PRE+22]. The example technology platform supports arbitrary single-qubit

quantum gates in SU(2), a two-qubit controlled-Z (CZ) gate that is also used for KAK

decompositions, two-qubit conditional rotation gates along an arbitrary axis and swap

gates. In this example, two swap gate realisations SWAPd and SWAPc are considered.

The SWAPc swap gate requires a larger runtime but also exhibits a higher fidelity than

the SWAPd swap gate realization. The swap gate SWAPd or the swap gate SWAPc may be

preferable in an adaptation depending on the structure of the quantum computation, the

employed objective function and characteristics of the target quantum computer such as

the decoherence time.

(a) (diabatic) Conditional-Z

(b) Conditional-Rotation (CR)

(c) Direct swap gate

(d) Composite swap gate

(e) KAK decomposition using CZ and single-qubit gates

Figure 8.2: Substitution rules for adapting quantum computation generated for IBM quan-
tum computers [IBM23b] to a semiconductor spring technology platform [PER+20].

Figure 8.3 shows the results of the quantum circuit adaptation steps in this example. First,

the preprocessing stage yields a quantum computation that is partitioned into two-qubit

blocks with reference costs as given by a direct basis gate translation (see Figure 8.2a).

In the next step, the applicable substitution rules described in figure 8.2 are evaluated on
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the given quantum computation. The result of the evaluation is ten substitution matches,

Figure 8.3: Example quantum circuit adaptation for a quantum computation in the IBM
quantum computer basis gate set. Continuous lines indicate quantum gates substituted
by the same substitution rule. An orange line corresponds to a KAK decomposition, a
blue line to conditional rotation gates, and violet and black lines to different swap gate
realizations.

where each block could be substituted using the KAK decomposition (orange line), the

parts of block 1 and block 3 could be substituted by the conditional-rotation gate (blue

line), and SWAPd (violet line) as well as swapc (black line) could each be applied once in

block 1 and block 2. As an example, we set the duration of block 1 by:

d1 = 965 + (573− 965) ∧ c0 + (660− 422) ∧ c1 + (19− 543) ∧ c2

+ (67− 543) ∧ c3, (8.11)

where the reference duration of block 1 is 965ns, c0, c1, c2, c3 corresponds to whether the

KAK decomposition (c0), the conditional-rotation substitution (c1), the swap substitution

SWAPd (c2) or SWAPc (c3) is applied. The characteristics of other blocks are computed in

a similar way and subsequently input to the developed SMT model (see Section 8.2). As

guided by the employed objective function, different substitutions may be selected dur-

ing a quantum circuit adaptation. In this example, the duration of the given quantum

computation should be minimized. The duration of block 1 could be reduced by 392ns

using a KAK decomposition, while the duration would be increased by 238ns using the

conditional-rotation quantum gate substitution. Furthermore, SWAPd quantum gate sub-

stitution would reduce the duration by 524ns and SWAPc substitution reduces the duration

by 476ns.
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The set of substitutions {s0, s2, s3} and {s0, s1} are in conflict, i.e. they substitute the same

set of quantum gates and can not be selected simultaneously. Therefore, the duration of

block 1 is reduced most when applying the KAK substitution s0.

Similarly for an arbitrary quantum computation, the values and constraints are input to

an SMT model that is solved by an SMT solver whose result informs the selection of

substitutions and thus the quantum circuit adaptation.

8.3 Evaluation

In this section, the developed rigorous quantum circuit adaptation is evaluated on the

introduced semiconductor spin technology platform. The increase in quantum circuit fi-

delity and Hellinger fidelity, and the decrease in qubit idle time is investigated for quantum

volume circuits [CBS+19] and random circuits containing quantum gates from the tem-

plates shown in Figure 8.2 with up to four qubits and a quantum circuit depth of up to

160. As given in Table 8.1, two sets of quantum gate characteristics D0, D1 were selected

for the evaluation. The developed SMT model is compared to individually employing the

quantum circuit substitution approaches in Section 4.4. Specifically, a KAK decomposition

using CZ and diabatic CZ gates, template optimization with two cost functions targeting

quantum circuit fidelity and qubit idle time, and a direct basis translation that replaces

each non-supported two-qubit quantum gate in the given quantum computation with a

supported CZ gate. The fidelity objective SAT F given in Equation (8.8), the idle time

objective SAT R given in Equation (8.9), and the combined objective SAT P as given in

Equation (8.10) were investigated in the evaluation. The direct basis translation is chosen

as a reference for comparison in the following results. A given quantum computation was

compiled by Qiskit [Qis23] to yield a quantum circuit suitable for computation on IBM

backends before employing the developed rigorous quantum circuit adaptation.

8.3.1 Circuit Fidelity Increase and Qubit Idle Time Decrease

In this section, we evaluated the ability of the developed rigorous quantum circuit adap-

tation to decrease the qubit idle time and increase the quantum circuit fidelity as given

by the product of individual quantum gate fidelities. In the following results, the fidelity
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and idle time of the quantum circuit achieved by direct basis translation are chosen as a

baseline. The SMT approach yields the largest improvement in quantum circuit fidelity

of up to 15% as depicted in Figure 8.4. Performing quantum circuit adaptation By only

using a KAK decomposition with (diabatic) CZ gates the quantum circuit fidelity decreases

when performing quantum circuit adaptation additional single-qubit gates may be intro-

duced that would be missing in e.g. template optimization. Furthermore, the decrease

in quantum circuit fidelity is also caused by the utilisation of the diabatic CZ gate in the

KAK decomposition that has a lower gate fidelity as the second realization of the CZ gate

used in direct basis translation. Figure 8.5 shows the decrease in qubit idle time for

Figure 8.4: Impact of quantum circuit adaptation on the quantum circuit fidelity as given
by the product of gate fidelities.

the evaluated quantum circuits as yielded by the investigated quantum circuit adaptation

and substitution techniques. The developed rigorous quantum circuit adaptation method

yields the highest decrease in qubit idle time for all but the smallest quantum circuit where

single-qubit quantum gates may dominate the change in qubit idle time.

8.3.2 Hellinger Fidelity and Qubit Idle Time

In this section, the impact of the developed approach on the qubit idle time and the

Hellinger fidelity is investigated. The Hellinger fidelity is determined by performing a

simulation subject to errors incurred by a depolarization channel that corresponds to the

individual gate fidelities and thermal relaxation due to qubit idle time [Qis23]. As given
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Figure 8.5: Decrease in qubit idle time yielded by the investigated quantum circuit adap-
tation methods.

in [PRE+22], a T2 = 2900 ns decoherence and a T1 decoherence that is three orders of

magnitudes larger was used for simulation. In Figure 8.4, the decrease in qubit idle time is

Figure 8.6: Change in Hellinger fidelity and qubit idle time yielded by the investigated
quantum circuit adaptation methods.

shown on the y-axis and the change in Hellinger fidelity is given on the x-axis. The highest

decrease in qubit idle time and the largest increase in Hellinger fidelity are yielded by the

developed rigorous quantum circuit adaptation method. The KAK unitary decomposition

and template optimization yield good results occasionally but lead to worse results than

the developed rigorous approach in most cases.
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8.4 Summary

In this chapter, a rigorous quantum circuit adaptation method was developed and eval-

uated on a technology platform with multiple universal quantum gate sets that are used

in combination to yield quantum computations with a higher circuit fidelity or smaller

qubit idle time. The developed rigorous compilation method was demonstrated to be well

suited for dealing with multiple two-qubit gates and to yield a decrease in qubit idle time

of up to 87% and an increase in Hellinger fidelity of up to 40% compared to a quantum

circuit substitution based on direct basis translation.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

Quantum computing holds the potential to solve certain problems with an advantage, no-

tably within cryptography, material sciences or drug design, that are infeasible on classical

computers at a large scale. However, near-term quantum computing is affected by numer-

ous challenges that are rooted in the employed nascent quantum computing technology

platforms. Thus, the scale at which relevant problems can be addressed by a near-term

quantum computer is limited, restricting the ability to yield economic or scientific value.

In this work, four challenges were identified for near-term quantum computing and the

methods developed in this work address all four of them as follows. The impact of limited

qubit connectivity on near-term quantum computations can be reduced by the rigorous

compilation methods developed in Chapters 5 to 7, leading to a reduction of quantum

circuit duration by up to 45% as well as an improvement in state fidelity by up to 30%

with topology shifts and up to a factor of 4.3x with qubit reuse. Furthermore, the scarcity

of qubits was addressed by quantum circuit partitioning and qubit reuse, yielding a re-

duction in the required number of qubits of up to 5x with qubit reuse and up to 40%

with quantum circuit partitioning depending on the structure of the quantum computa-

tion. Specifically for the challenge of heterogeneous operations incurred by the multitude

of available quantum computing technology platforms, the rigorous compilation method

in Chapter 8 improves the state fidelity by up to 40% and reduces the qubit idle time by

up to 87% when translating quantum computations between technology platforms. By

reducing the required number of qubits, the duration of a quantum computation, and the

number of operations in a quantum computation and by considering additional sources of
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errors such as qubit idle time, all of the developed rigorous compilation methods demon-

strated an increase in state fidelity and thus a (partial) avoidance of ubiquitous errors in

near-term devices.

The identified compilation opportunities and the developed rigorous quantum compilation

methods have been shown to improve quantum computations in various ways. The result

quality of quantum computations can be increased while the error rate stays unchanged

on the quantum computer (or allowing a higher error rate on a quantum computer at

the same result quality). The duration of an individual quantum computation can be

decreased by quantum circuit partitioning, finding suitable adaptations or lowering the

effort of accommodating the limited qubit connectivity of near-term quantum computers.

Thus, a smaller coherence time on a quantum computer can be tolerated by applying the

developed compilation methods. Furthermore, quantum computations that are infeasible

due to an insufficient number of available qubits on a target quantum computer can still

be computed by applying qubit reuse or quantum circuit partitioning.

The developed rigorous compilation methods are based on formal modelling that was

demonstrated to be applicable to near-term quantum computations with up to 40 qubits

and a quantum circuit depth of up to 160 quantum gates in this work. However, deter-

mining a satisfiable assignment to a formal model and optimizing over such assignments

incurs an exponential runtime overhead for the solving procedures in general, limiting the

scope of rigorous compilation methods.

A key to the scalability of the solving procedures to problems of relevant sizes is an appro-

priate preparation of the formal model including the following aspects. First, determining

a suitable level of abstraction for the considered compilation opportunity and quantum

circuit structure as well as an efficient formulation of the resulting formal model is imper-

ative. For instance in Chapter 7, the exact qubit assignment within a partition is omitted

to reduce the solving effort while the typical quantum circuit graph structure is extended

to allow an accurate representation of the quantum circuit partitioning problem. Seman-

tically equivalent formal models can exhibit a significant difference in solving procedure

runtime depending on their exact formulation, justifying the exploration of constraint for-

mulations such as in [Sin05] for Boolean cardinality constraints.
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Furthermore, the employed optimization can have a large impact on the solving procedure

runtime. For certain objective functions, an optimization can be completely replaced by

successively solving larger problem instances. This resulted in a lower solving procedure

runtime for the rigorous compilation methods in Chapters 6 and 7. For other objective

functions concerning multiple metrics, a larger solving procedure runtime was observed

when these metrics were combined into one objective function as a weighted sum as in

Chapter 8 instead of successively optimizing each metric as in Chapters 5 and 7. Finally,

the quantum circuit characteristics considered by the optimization routine can often be

quantified on different levels of detail. For instance, replacing exact (Chapter 8) by uni-

form quantum gate durations resulted in significant simplifications and solving procedure

runtime in Chapters 5 to 7.

In summary, the computational reach of near-term quantum computers was demonstrated

to be extended by identifying suitable compilation opportunities and incorporating them

into rigorous compilation methods. Specifically, an improvement in duration, number of

operations, qubit requirement and incurred errors of near-term quantum computations

was shown. Furthermore, the ability of rigorous compilation methods to find the global

optimum enables the investigation into the incorporated compilation opportunities them-

selves. In Chapter 6, this investigation yielded suitable technology parameters for the in-

corporated competing compilation opportunities that informed the development of future

neutral-atom quantum computers. While even with an increased computational reach, a

runtime speedup was not demonstrated by using quantum computers over their best clas-

sical counterparts, rigorous compilation methods still enable the exploration of quantum

computations that are otherwise infeasible in the near term. Thus, possibly paving the

way to experimental demonstrations on near-term quantum computers that are solving

practical problems with a speedup or with other practical advantages.

Ongoing and Future Research

Error characterization experiments on near-term quantum computers continue to unearth

novel error mechanisms on quantum computers [KW23, JJAB+21]. While considering a

simple error model is typically sufficient for error analysis [BDP21, AAB+19] and quan-
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tum error correction [FMMC12], identifying compilation opportunities for novel error

mechanisms and subsequently modelling them for incorporation into rigorous compila-

tion methods can have a tremendous impact on the result quality [MMMJA20, BKNB23].

In traditional computer systems, suitable levels of abstraction have been determined for

the individual steps necessary to realize computations with a potentially abstract specifica-

tion. In quantum computing, however, these layers of abstraction are still being explored

with different tradeoffs available for different classes of quantum computations. For in-

stance, in permutation-aware synthesis [LYW+23] or for quantum computations entirely

represented by phase-polynomials, the synthesis step can consider circuit mapping (or:

routing) step [MvdGD23, NGM20, VMB22] to yield quantum computations that incur less

errors. Here, rigorous compilation can help to analyze suitable abstraction layers for dif-

ferent classes of quantum computations accurately by evaluating different abstractions

during rigorous compilation in conjunction.

Furthermore, large quantum computing systems are expected to become viable in the

near future using a modular approach [IBM23c], i.e. separate quantum computers are

connected via a low number of classical or quantum links. Rigorous compilation methods

can help to utilize these links efficiently for enabling the resolution of a problem instance

that would not be resolvable on any of the separate quantum computers.

The expected increase in quantum computer size will limit the scope of rigorous compila-

tion methods. The scope of rigorous compilation may be extended in the immediate future

by developing more efficient models or solver strategies. A further increase in quantum

computer size to thousands of qubits will, however, require the development of heuris-

tic or hybrid approaches for the compilation of quantum computations that consider full

quantum error correction schemes in the long term.
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